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Executive summary 308 
The final purpose of the Collaborative Network Operations Plan (NOP) (Solution 20) is to provide: 309 
• A consolidated Regional Network view of the coordinated Sub-Regional and Local operational 310 

plans from Pre-Tactical through execution phases of daily operations. 311 
• Continuous integrated data exchange to provide an accurate representation of planned and real-312 

time operations in the European Network. 313 
• Ability to monitor and manage the European ATM Network in support of the ATM Performance 314 

Scheme. 315 
• What if capability to enable the impacts of changing real time operations to be evaluated in 316 

advance and ensure collaborative and coordinated decision making. 317 
The main actors for achieving the Collaborative (NOP) are the Regional (European) NM, the Sub-318 
regional NM, the Local ATM providers, the Airspace Users and others providers (for example, 319 
providers of regulatory framework, Providers of additional information in support of Network 320 
Operations like MET and providers of additional information and support as required in unusual 321 
circumstances e.g. contingency and crisis). 322 
Within the Network Management concept, the Collaborative NOP role is: 323 
• to provide a European Common view of up to date Network performance 324 
 to deliver Shared Awareness, Effective CDM processes, Co-ordinated & accurate rolling plan. 325 

• to enable Monitoring and Management of the performance regulatory framework in daily 326 
operations 327 
 “Monitoring by providing targets reference, KPIs and performance metrics, to continuously 328 

access the performance achievement. 329 
 “Management”: to support proactive management at local/sub-regional and regional levels, 330 

and reduce unplanned tactical intervention at local level. 331 
• to facilitate European performance enhancement 332 
 by Lesson learning via agreed Post-Ops activities, and enabling experience to be 333 

incorporated into future planning activity. 334 

This OSED (Operational Service and Environment Definition) describes the evolutions within SESAR 335 
step 1 for the Collaborative NOP (Network Operations Plan) to support the Network Management 336 
concept. 337 

The goal is to provide the reader with a clear understanding of the focus of the Collaborative NOP 338 
main developments in SESAR Step 1. 339 

These developments results from the analysis of all the DOD concepts. They come from two sources:  340 
developments directly listed as part of the "Network Operation Planning" and other developments 341 
contributing to the Collaborative NOP by means of the collaboration and network performance driven 342 
NOP principles  (Business and Mission Trajectory, Free routing, Airspace Management and AFUA, 343 
Dynamic Sectorisation and Constraint Management, Enhanced ATFCM Processes, UDPP, AIM). 344 

The main resulting evolutions covered in this OSED (included in the new operating method described) 345 
are: 346 

1. The initial integration of weather information in the network to support the elaboration of the 347 
network plan.  This integration provides support to improved NM supervision and monitoring 348 
role in scenarios where measures are created and significant weather forecast impact is 349 
detected. 350 

2. The increased visibility of network performance to support moving to Performance driven 351 
operations.  This evolution is achieved with the operational use of a set of global performance 352 
indicators (delays, adherence, predictability…) to assist the network monitoring in multiple 353 
phases (pre-tactical, tactical and post-ops). 354 

3. An advance  integration of Airport and Network, especially during the tactical phase , 355 
exchanging any relevant data supporting airport and network operations with a rolling (very 356 
dynamic) data exchange. 357 

4. An improved Collaboration via an extended set of B2B services that allowed wider integration 358 
with different NOP actors. This includes but it is not limited to:  the new local tools supporting 359 
the STAM process and M-CDM, the AU driven prioritisation process for its flights,  the use of 360 
the 4D profiles and the real time airspace reservation. 361 
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The operations have been detailed via scenario and associated use cases (either created and 362 
detailed into this OSED or already existing and listed into the DOD), which allow the concept 363 
validation to be performed (in validation exercise). 364 

This OSED and the operational concept have been updated accordingly with the outcome from 365 
validation exercises (see list in B.1). 366 
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1 Introduction 367 

1.1 Purpose of the document 368 

The Operational Service and Environment Definition (OSED) describes the operational concept 369 
defined in the Detailed Operational Description (DOD) in the scope of its Operational Focus Area 370 
(OFA).  371 

It defines the operational services, their environment, use cases and requirements.  372 

The OSED is used as the basis for assessing and establishing operational, safety, performance and 373 
interoperability requirements for the related systems. The OSED identifies the operational services 374 
supported by several entities within the ATM community and includes the operational expectations of 375 
the related systems.  376 

This OSED is a top-down refinement of the Network Operations DOD produced by the federating 377 
OPS P07.02 project. It also contains additional information that have been consolidated back into the 378 
higher-level SESAR concepts using a “bottom up” approach.  379 

The figure below presents the location of the OSED within the hierarchy of SESAR concept 380 
documents, together with the SESAR Work Package or Project responsible for their maintenance. 381 
The different phases are driven by the OI Steps addressed by the project in the Integrated Roadmap 382 
document [24]. 383 

 384 

 385 
Figure 1: OSED document with regards to other SESAR deliverables 386 
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1.2 Scope 387 
This OSED details the operational concept for the Operational Focus Area (OFA) 05.03.07 Network 388 
Operations Planning.  389 
The NOP OSED provides a common conceptual framework describing how the NOP is elaborated, 390 
used and monitored throughout the ATM phases, by whom and for what purpose. It provides a 391 
consolidated description of the NOP content and related operational / interoperability requirements.  392 
The OFA05.03.07 is a transversal OFA, which supports all OFAs, involved in collaborative network 393 
planning. The validation of the Step 1 NOP mainly relies on the exercises prepared by the customer 394 
OFAs (or by the relevant combination of them in case of cross-OFAs integrated validations). 395 
The OFAs, which have potential dependencies with OFA05.03.07, are: 396 

• OFA03.01.03 Free Routing; 397 

• OFA03.01.04 Business and Mission Trajectory; 398 

• OFA04.01.02 Enhanced Arrival and Departure Management; 399 

• OFA05.01.01 Airport Operations Management; 400 

• OFA05.03.01 Airspace Management and FUA; 401 

• OFA05.03.03 Dynamic Airspace Configuration1; 402 

• OFA05.03.04 Enhanced ATFCM processes; 403 

• OFA05.03.06 UDPP; 404 

• ENB02.01.02 AIM/MET.  405 

In addition to these OFA, this OSED covers the additional domains part of the NOP and not already 406 
covered by previously referenced OFAs (METEO, Network Performance management, AOP/NOP 407 
integration, support to NM function and Non-functional aspects). 408 

1.3 Intended readership 409 

The NOP OSED is primarily intended to: 410 

• The OFAs which have a dependency with OFA05.03.07 as explained above (i.e. 411 
OFA03.01.03, OFA03.01.04, OFA04.01.02, OFA05.01.01, OFA05.03.01, OFA05.03.03, 412 
OFA05.03.04, OFA05.03.06, ENB02.01.02 AIM/MET): they shall review the OSED to ensure 413 
that the Step 1 NOP concept and related requirements are fit for purpose; 414 

• P08.01.x Information Architects: they shall support the P07.06.01 team in the consolidation of 415 
NOP data descriptions and ensure that they are input into the AIRM update process;  416 

• P08.03.x Service Architects: they shall support P07.06.01 in the identification of related 417 
services; 418 

• Airspace Users: they shall review the concept and related requirements; 419 

• SJU.  420 

Secondly, this document is of interest to SWP07.02, for the consolidation of Network Operations 421 
concept definition and validation.  422 

Thirdly, the document is aimed at the SESAR community in general. 423 

Finally, in addition to the operational representative listed above, the technical leaders of the primary 424 
projects have to be part of the review process and are using this OSED as a major input to their work. 425 

                                                      
1 There is no OSED foreseen in Step 1 by this OFA  
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collaborate in developing a common view of the planned network situation. The NOP facilitates and 498 
supports all ATM stakeholders to take informed decisions considering the network effect and supports 499 
the Network Manager, responsible for the overall coordination of individual decisions and actions 500 
needed to accommodate the demand and optimize network performance.  501 

The NOP provides Common Situation Awareness to all ATM stakeholders. Thanks to the multiple 502 
services allowing to access to the NOP unique source of data, it ensures that the same information is 503 
available to all ATM Stakeholders. The NOP is the common view of the Network situation knowing 504 
that the information the ATM Stakeholder has access to, depends on its role and associated access 505 
rights, adapted to its operational needs (different security levels). 506 

 507 
Figure 2: NOP as a rolling process 508 

2.2.2 Scope of the NOP 509 

In SESAR, four main phases are identified: Long-term Planning, Medium and Short Term planning, 510 
Execution, and Post-flight (incl. post-operations analysis resulting, for example, in lessons learned 511 
that are fed back into subsequent planning phases). 512 

The NOP is a rolling plan with a lifecycle that follows the ATM phases. The information contained in 513 
the NOP and the responsibility of actors may differ depending on the phase. The NOP starts when an 514 
ATM actor uses and/or shares information with another ATM actor to build a local picture, take a 515 
decision (long term planning or operational), coordinate information, or collaborate to reach a 516 
decision.  517 

Once ATM information is of interest to ATM stakeholders, it could be considered to form part of the 518 
Collaborative NOP. The NOP also baselines information (plans) throughout its rolling lifecycle i.e. 519 
different NOP instantiations, which form reference points. The following NOP instantiations are 520 
foreseen: 521 

• A Yearly NOP (baselined end-November). The yearly NOP is associated to long term 522 
planning yearly network performance targets and objectives.  523 

• Seasonal NOPs (baselined mid-April for a season that starts in May and mid-October for a 524 
season starting at the beginning of November). Seasonal plans are related to long term 525 
planning seasonal network performance targets and objectives where relevant; 526 

• A weekly plan associated to weekly targets and objectives where relevant (e.g. axis 527 
management); 528 

• D-1 NOP baselined for the following day.  529 
• D NOP, starting at 00:00 UTC (Universal Time Clock) and ending at 23:59 UTC. This rolling 530 

plan continues to be executed and updated with all the last minute changes.  531 
The D-1 NOP and D NOP are related to network performance targets and objectives fixed for that 532 
particular D-day.  533 
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3 Detailed Operating Method 560 

3.1 Previous Operating Method 561 

The NOP processes are described for each ATM planning phase considered by NM.  562 

To enable the comparison with the new operating method, the description is structured according to 563 
the following high-level invariant network planning activities: 564 

 Network Performance Management; 565 
 Airspace Structure Planning; 566 
 Airspace Management (Civil and Military); 567 
 Significant Event Planning 568 
 Demand Capacity Balancing (DCB).  569 

3.1.1 Long term planning Phase (From 5 years up to 6 months) 570 

The high-level goal of network operations planning in this period is to translate the ATM Network 571 
Strategy Plan into a European Network Operations Plan (as per SES Network Manager IR 572 
n°677/2011) for the Network and refine this European Network Operations Plan on a yearly basis.  573 

Currently, Long Term Planning activities at the airspace level are ACC-oriented with a time horizon of 574 
five years ahead.  575 

The planning process relies on traffic forecast based on economic, environmental and political 576 
considerations. 577 

The objective is to design the infrastructure both at airspace and airports levels to optimise the use of 578 
resources, taking into account Airspace Users’ needs and preferences and the local, sub-regional and 579 
regional Performance Targets.  580 

3.1.1.1 Network Performance Management 581 

3.1.1.1.1 Network Performance Review 582 

This is an activity that reviews the performance of the Network over the preceding year, identifying 583 
bottlenecks, delays, flows, measures taken and results.  584 

The activity is performed annually and the main output the annual EUROCONTROL Network 585 
Operations Report. There is no collaborative process with externals. The report is published in the 586 
European Network Operations Plan document and reported to stakeholder groups. 587 

Inputs are: 588 
 Target provided by Provisional Council (PC) 589 
 Network targets for capacity and flight efficiency 590 
 Local delay breakdown of the capacity target 591 
 Traffic forecast 592 
 Expected traffic distribution over the route network 593 
 Cost of air navigation service provision 594 
 Network Statistics Performance Review 595 

Outputs are: 596 

 The annual Network Operations Report 597 

The main players are the ANSPs and the Network Manager.  598 

3.1.1.1.2 Airspace Demand and Traffic Forecast 599 

An accurate demand forecast is the key to effective performance planning. This is an ongoing activity, 600 
undertaken by STATFOR, producing traffic forecasts based on historical data and known information. 601 
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The demand is then distributed over the airspace structure on the shortest routes available on the 602 
network, producing a demand forecast at local (ACC/Sector Group) level. An accurate demand 603 
forecast is essential to the construction of a coherent European Network Operations Plan at every 604 
level and is accessible via the NOP Portal long term planning (strategic) pages.  605 

Inputs are:     606 
 Economic forecast (GDP) 607 
 Airline schedules 608 
 Airport plans 609 
 States’ Transport Policies 610 
 Baseline traffic forecasts produced at State level, together with alternative forecasts for low 611 

growth and high growth scenarios 612 
 Seasonal weather forecasts 613 

Outputs are: 614 

 Demand Traffic Forecasts at State level (Low, Baseline and High Growth) which are 615 
summarised in the European Network Operations Plan document and accessible through the 616 
NOP Portal long term planning (strategic) pages 617 

The main players are the Network Manager and ANSPs and to a lesser extent Airports and Airlines.  618 

3.1.1.1.3 ACC Capacity Planning 619 

In an iterative process, the Network Manager supports the ANSPs in the production and delivery of 5-620 
year capacity plans. These are collected annually from the ANSPs in a fully collaborative process and 621 
updated throughout the year as needed. The demand forecast is distributed over the future ATS 622 
Route Network over the shortest available routeings, constrained only by the planned Airport 623 
Capacities. The capacity plans and the resulting changes to capacity – increase/decrease and 624 
applicable date/time - at regional, sub-regional and local (ACC and sector level) are delivered to the 625 
NM NOP Team and are accessible via the NOP Portal.  626 

Inputs are: 627 
 ACC Capacity Plans from ANSPs  628 
 Demand Forecast 629 
 Seasonal weather forecasts 630 
 Capacity enhancement initiatives, including: 631 

o ATM system improvement 632 
o Airspace structure development 633 
o Planned sectorisation/opening schemes 634 
o Sector/traffic volume capacities/monitoring values 635 
o Staff planning  636 
o Identification of remaining bottlenecks 637 

  ACC capacity baseline 638 
  ACC capacity requirement profiles 639 
  ACC local delay target 640 

Outputs are: 641 

 Capacity Plans are included in ‘Summer NOP’ and ATM Network Operations Performance 642 
Plan for the coming 4 years 643 

The main players involved are the State NSA, the ANSP, and the Network Manager.  644 

3.1.1.1.4 Airport Capacity Planning  645 

Today, the Airport Operators perform their own long term planning determination of airport demand by 646 
reviewing capabilities and balancing the forecast demand with capabilities, developing their own 647 
airport operations Plan.  648 
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Inputs are: 649 

 Local performance targets 650 
 Airport capacity 651 
 Capacity enhancement plans 652 
 Operational improvements 653 
 capabilities and mode of operation 654 
 Resources plan 655 
 Temporary modifications 656 
 Catalogue of scenarios and modes of operation 657 
 Implementation plan 658 
 Stand allocation plan 659 
 Surface movement plan 660 
 Potential risks 661 

No formal Airport Operator resources plan is shared with NM at any stage, but some elements of it 662 
are shared (see the list below). EUROCONTROL gathers and consolidates Airports’ planning. A 663 
database and a Web Interface are used to collect and store airport information and plans. Data 664 
captured includes: 665 

 Airport runway capacity (different runway configurations, adverse weather conditions) 666 
 Forecast capacity 667 
 Forecast % traffic increase / decrease 668 
 Ongoing and planned Activities / Events 669 
 Projects planned 670 
 Weather Management 671 
 Airport CDM status 672 
 CDA 673 
 Traffic Mix 674 
 Infrastructure Services 675 
 Airline schedules 676 
 Early plan for network traffic flows 677 
 Initial forecast of traffic data 678 
 Awareness of special events that could impact the expected demand flows (large military 679 

events, sport and social events, air shows, etc.) 680 
 Information on ATC capacity of the surrounding areas (TMA, ACCs) 681 
 Infrastructure Services  682 

Data is extracted from the database and re-directed to EUROCONTROL Capacity Planning. Today 683 
this collection is not automated. It is published in the European Network Operations Plan Document 684 
(the forecast traffic evolution, declared capacity (airport capacity and known variations for specific 685 
weather circumstances), ongoing and planned activities (events)). It is available to all stakeholders via 686 
the EUROCONTROL Airport Corner, with restricted access via the NOP Portal.  687 

The main players are the Airports, the Network Manager and the Airspace Users.  688 

Outputs are: 689 

 EUROCONTROL Capacity Planning 690 

 European Network Operations Plan Document 691 

3.1.1.1.5 Airspace Users’ planning 692 

The long term planning by the Airspace User takes place outside of network operations planning. 693 
Today all NM stakeholders receive as a result of the airline planning process, the intentions (i.e. DDR 694 
advanced demand to FPLs).  695 
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3.1.1.2 Airspace Structures Design 696 

The scope of airspace structures comprise ATS Routes, DCTs, Free Route Airspace, ATC 697 
sectorisation and sector opening schemes.  698 

The objective of the Airspace Design activity is to organise and carry out the necessary development 699 
and coordination of planning and implementation activities for the optimisation of the ATS Route 700 
Network and supporting Air Traffic Control (ATC) Sectorisation in the European Civil Aviation 701 
Conference (ECAC) area, for both En-Route and terminal airspace. Airspace Design is a fully 702 
collaborative process, leading to the establishment of improvements to the airspace structure (e.g. 703 
ATS routes, DCTs, Free Route Airspace, temporary airspace structures including TRA/TSA/CDR 704 
etc.). This process promotes the design of operational airspace structures, regardless of national 705 
boundaries, to meet the requirements of both civil and military users at local, sub-regional and 706 
regional ATM Network level.  707 

Inputs are: 708 
 Governance Bodies/SESII performance targets 709 
 Agreed performance targets for capacity and flight efficiency at network and where relevant 710 

local level (ECAC, FAB, ACC) 711 
 Network Manager: Existing Airspace Structure (CACD) 712 
 Airspace Availability / Conditions of Use extracted from the AIP and the RAD 713 
 Default Airspace Availability 714 
 Identified capacity bottlenecks 715 
 Coordination of Airspace design plans (local / sub-regional) 716 
 ANSP: Plans for local or FAB development 717 
 Identified capacity bottlenecks 718 
 Performance plans (FAB and ACC) 719 
 Current airspace structure and utilisation (AIP/RAD) 720 
 Airspace Users: Requests via RNDSG 721 
 Airspace Improvement proposals via RNDSG 722 
 Yearly reviews of the RAD 723 
 Routing Preference (historical data) and Priorities 724 
 Military: Military Airspace Requirements 725 

Outputs are: 726 
 Updated Airspace Structure development plan  727 
 Amended / Updated / New Route Network and/or sectorisation. Full details of all proposals 728 

available for consultation and/or amendment – restricted access through the One Sky on-line 729 
RNDSG web application 730 

Today, the output is not fully integrated into today's European Network Operations Plan document. 731 
The main players involved are High Level Airspace Policy Body (HLAPB), Governance Bodies; the 732 
Network Manager (NM), ANSPs/FABs and the Airspace Users.  733 

3.1.1.3 Airspace Management (Civil and Military) 734 

The Flexible Use of Airspace (FUA) Concept allows the optimal use of airspace through enhanced 735 
civil/military co-ordination. The application of the FUA Concept ensures that any airspace reservation, 736 
segregation or restriction is temporary and based on real use for a specified time period. Airspace 737 
Management contributes to the design of flexible airspace structures taking account of the civil and 738 
military airspace requirements – (See Section 3.1.2.2 (Current and future Airspace Structure)).  739 

The long-term planning phase is mostly concerned with the definition of the national airspace policy 740 
and the establishment of pre-determined airspace structures.  741 

Inputs are: 742 
 HLAPB: Periodical review of the use made of the airspace using traffic statistics and forecasts 743 
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enable capacity to meet demand-taking account of the level of information accuracy possible at this 776 
time frame.  777 

Inputs are: 778 
 ANSPs, FABs and ACCs provide their delay/capacity targets and forecasts 779 
 Airports provide their operational performance plan 780 
 The Network environment/flight efficiency performance target and forecast 781 
 Special events 782 
 An analysis of the operational performance targets and forecast 783 
 Identified Operational bottleneck areas 784 

Outputs are: 785 
 Demand and Capacity balanced 786 
 Mitigation solutions / actions e.g. route restrictions (the RAD), re-routing scenarios, and 787 

definition of variable sector capacities depending on operational conditions 788 

The main players involved in this process are the Network Manager (CMAC. MILO and OPS), States, 789 
Airports, ANSPs and Airspace Users, Special Military Events Directors 790 

The outputs of this activity are an input and are reflected in today’s European Network Operations 791 
Plan document.  792 

3.1.2 Seasonal Planning Phase (From 6 months until one week) 793 

The objective of is to refine the Network Operations Long Term Plan adding more granularity and 794 
more accurate and recent/updated data through the production of Seasonal Plans, Axis Plans for 795 
summer and Daily Plans in collaboration with all stakeholders.  796 

The Concept Elements identified for the Long term planning Phase have been mapped to show their 797 
evolution and granularity in time.  798 

3.1.2.1 Network Performance Management 799 

3.1.2.1.1 Network Performance Review (Seasonal Debrief) 800 

Seasonal debriefing is the statistical analysis of the previous season and qualitative post operations 801 
feedback from ANSPs, NM and Airspace Users. Seasonal and monthly operations performance 802 
reviews take place where bottlenecks and other network hotspots requiring particular attention are 803 
identified.  804 

Inputs are: 805 
 statistical analysis of previous season 806 
 qualitative post operations feedback from ANSP, NM and airspace users 807 

Outputs are: 808 
 Identified bottlenecks and other network hotspots requiring particular attention 809 

3.1.2.1.2 Airspace Demand and Traffic Forecast (Network, ANSP, FAB, ACC, 810 
Airport, MIL) 811 

Repetitive Flight Plans are plans related to a series of frequently recurring, regularly operated 812 
individual flights with identical basic features, submitted by an operator for retention and repetitive use 813 
by ATS units. It is an ICAO procedure. The objective of the Repetitive Flight Planning process is to 814 
support airspace users’ flight planning activities by minimising resources and effort involved i.e. 815 
avoiding filing individual flight plans, which are not expected to change during the IATA season (clock 816 
change to clock change). The RPLs provide the ANSPs with anticipated information on the demand.  817 

Inputs are: 818 
 Initial RPLs 819 
 Validated or corrected RPLs 820 
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The Airport Operators continue the planning commenced in the long-term planning phase; reviewing 844 
capabilities and balancing the forecast demand with capabilities, updating their own airport operations 845 
plan). These Seasonal Airport Capacity plans include planned works, dates and times and 846 
positive/negative impact on capacity short and long term. These plans are not shared with the 847 
Network at this stage today.  848 

3.1.2.1.5 Airspace Users’ Planning (Seasonal Programmes) 849 

Commercial Flight plan: The commercial Flight plan contains generally: Origin, Destination, 850 
Schedule and preferential Aircraft type for the leg. With a non-negligible workload, airlines could be 851 
able to deliver preferred routes and, based on statistical values, usage of these routes inclusive profile 852 
for European and some long haul flights.  853 

Inputs are defined for a season and adapted after first official acceptance in case-by-case.  854 

Winter season (start end of October / 5 months): 855 
 First usable commercial flight plan (without airport slot confirmation) available in middle 856 

August. About 80% of the legs are valid 857 
 Last commercial flight plan (with airport slot confirmation) available beginning of October. 858 

About 95% of the legs are valid 859 
 Change during the season. About 5% of the legs 860 
 Summer season (start end of March / 7 months) 861 
 First usable commercial flight plan (without airport slot confirmation) available in middle 862 

January. About 80% of the legs are valid 863 
 Last commercial flight plan (with airport slot confirmation) available middle of February. About 864 

90% of the legs are valid 865 
Change during the season. About 10% of the legs (Season is longer and more charters adaptations) 866 

Outputs are: Schedules – Seasonal Planning (In DDR, AU have the possibility to update their 867 
seasonal schedule once a week). 868 

3.1.2.2 Airspace Structures Design 869 

3.1.2.2.1 Airspace design (Specific events) 870 

Details of confirmed airspace structure changes are published two AIRAC cycles in advance, through 871 
the RAIS (route availability information system) and formally published through the NOP Portal 872 
allowing access to all ATM partners. The Network Manager provides details to the NM environment 873 
and IFPS, who simulate and test in advance of implementation of the revised airspace structure.  874 

Outputs are: 875 
 Revised airspace structure available via the NOP Portal 876 

3.1.2.2.2 Airspace structure Organisation (Temporary Airspace Structures) 877 

For particular military operations, the airspace can be reorganised for a limited period of time. This 878 
entails coordination, assessment, and re-designing of day-to-day operational airspace to meet the 879 
needs of AUs and States.  880 

Outputs are: 881 
 Temporary airspace reorganisation is published in an AIP Supplement (AIP SUP) or NOTAM 882 

and available on the NOP Portal 883 

The main players are the Military, the States, and the Network Manager.  884 

3.1.2.2.3 The RAD 885 

On top of, and in addition to, the route network, additional flow constraints are necessary.  886 
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E.g. particular route segments are only available under certain conditions. These constraints are 887 
captured in a route availability document updated and reviewed at AIRAC cycle. The RAD could be 888 
considered as a first ATFCM measure. The RAD is an ATFCM tool that integrates both structural and 889 
ATFCM requirements, geographically and vertically.  890 

The objective of the RAD is to facilitate flight planning, in order to improve ATFCM, while allowing 891 
airspace Users flight planning flexibility.  892 

Inputs are: 893 
 ANSPs modifications / updates 894 
 Validated modifications (accuracy, network consistency) 895 
 ANSP route restrictions in their airspace of responsibility in agreed timeframes 896 
 Revised AU demand 897 

Outputs are: 898 
 RAD available for consultation via the NOP Portal 899 

The main players involved are the Network Manager, the ANSPs and the Airspace Users.  900 

3.1.2.3 Airspace Management (Civil and Military) 901 

During this phase, the process of continuous reassessment of national airspace and establishment of 902 
new flexible airspace structures takes place. Depending on requirements, temporal flexible airspace 903 
structures could be introduced. (See Section 3.1.2.2 ‘Current and future airspace structure’). 904 

Inputs are: 905 
 civil/military airspace requirements 906 

Outputs are: 907 
 AIP SUP or NOTAM 908 

The Military continue updating the planned events – adding specifics with regard to the involved 909 
flexible structures, time periods etc. (See 3.1.2.4.1.4 ‘Military Events’) 910 

3.1.2.4 Significant Event Planning (Seasonal) 911 
A specific separated description is provided in case of significant event. 912 
Inputs are: 913 

 Information on Major ACC System and Infrastructure Upgrades 914 
 Information on Major airspace reorganisation 915 
 Information on Major Airport Works 916 
 Information on Military Events 917 
 Information on Special Events 918 
 Information on Axis Planning 919 
 Information on Contingency and Crisis 920 

Outputs are: 921 
 Updated Events Planning available via the NOP Portal 922 
 Agreed Initial measures 923 

3.1.2.4.1.1 Major ACC System and Infrastructure Upgrades 924 

ACC upgrades are ATM system changes planned in an ACC that may temporarily impact capacity. 925 
The objective of the NM Major ACC upgrades planning services is to consult, advise coordinate and 926 
agree measures to be put in place in the Network to accommodate a temporary shortfall in capacity in 927 
a given area and to inform all the stakeholders that this is going to happen.  928 

Inputs are: 929 
 Details of the ACC infrastructure upgrades 930 
 Proposed initial measures 931 
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 Assessment of impact including dates, potential impact, affected airspace and potential 932 
measures 933 

Outputs are: 934 
 Agreed Initial measures (Scenarios are published in the NOP, or RAD is updated if deemed 935 

mandatory) 936 
 The event is input on the NOP Portal calendar and an entity (entry) corresponding to the 937 

event is created under ATFM Events 938 

The main players involved are Network Manager, ANSPs and Airspace Users 939 

3.1.2.4.1.2 Major Airspace reorganisation 940 

When a major ACC airspace reorganisation is foreseen, the concerned State informs the Network 941 
Manager.  942 

Inputs are: 943 
 Information/details of the ACC airspace reorganisation 944 
 Proposed initial mitigation measures 945 
 Analysis of the impact for the Network of potential temporary reductions in capacity including 946 

dates, potential impact, affected airspace and potential measures 947 
Outputs are: 948 

 Agreed Flow measures (Scenarios are published in the NOP, or RAD is updated if deemed 949 
mandatory) 950 

 The event is input in the NOP Portal calendar and an entity (entry) corresponding to the event 951 
is created under ATFM Events 952 

The main players involved are Network Manager, ANSPs and to a small extent major impacted 953 
Airspace Users.  954 

3.1.2.4.1.3 Major Airport Works 955 

Major airport works are works planned that may temporarily impact capacity. The objective of this 956 
activity is to consult, advise coordinate and agree measures to be put in place in the Network to 957 
accommodate a temporary shortfall in capacity in a given area and to inform all the stakeholders that 958 
this is going to happen.  959 

Inputs are: 960 
 Information on the planned works from the ANSP/Airport 961 
 Assessment of impact including dates, potential impact, affected airspace and potential 962 

measures 963 
 Proposed initial mitigation measures 964 

Outputs are: 965 
 Once agreement has been reached on the initial measures to be put in place - notification of 966 

the event and measures is published in the NOP Portal calendar and an entity (entry) 967 
corresponding to the event is created in the NOP Portal.  968 

The main players involved are Network Manager, ANSPs/Airports and Airspace Users.  969 

3.1.2.4.1.4 Military Events 970 

Military events are military exercises, which have a high priority and can be national or international 971 
events. They can be both repetitive and ad-hoc exercises – small and large. To share the planning of 972 
these events with ATM actors a catalogue of events (e.g. identified planned large national, 973 
international and multinational (NATO) military exercises) is produced and made available for 974 
consultation on the NOP Portal in the ATFCM Measures Section.  975 

Inputs are: 976 
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 Data on Military Events - Requests received from military for all exercises that are not day-to-977 
day training, special exercises; and special events (e.g. Protection of Olympic Games or 978 
Head of State summits).  979 

 Military Yearly Plan 980 
Outputs are: 981 

 Catalogue of events and foreseen impact that is available for consultation on the NOP Portal 982 
in ATFCM Measures.  983 

The main players involved are the Military, the Network Manager (CMAC and network operations 984 
long-term planning ATFCM team and MILO), States, Airports, ANSPs and Airspace Users, Special 985 
Military Events Directors.  986 

3.1.2.4.1.5 Special Events 987 

For special events (excluding military), the Network Manager is either already aware of the event or 988 
collects events provided by the ANSPs. The NM produces a yearly planning / special events 989 
catalogue and updates the calendar and ATFCM events in the NOP Portal up to several years in 990 
advance depending on the impact. Typically activities concerning special events (Champions League, 991 
Grand Prix, etc.) take place in the mid and short term planning phase, exceptions being large world-992 
scale or European sporting events which are known about years in advance (for example Olympics, 993 
EURO 2012).  994 

Inputs are: 995 
 Special event information (new, cancelled etc.) including name, dates potential impact, 996 

affected airspace 997 
 Analysis of impact for the Network 998 
 Proposed mitigation measures 999 

Outputs are: 1000 
 Measures 1001 
 An official publication (AIP SUP, also true for military) 1002 
 Constraint(s) 1003 
 Yearly catalogue of events identifying and summarizing all special events planned - The event 1004 

is input on the NOP Portal calendar and an entity (entry) corresponding to the event is 1005 
created in the NOP Portal under ATFM Events 1006 

The main players involved are the Network Manager, ANSPs, Airports and to a lesser extent the AUs.  1007 

3.1.2.4.1.6 Axis Management 1008 

Major traffic flows across the European airspace and their direction have been identified. These flows 1009 
are based on traffic movements, are temporal and result from airspace users’ demand e.g. holiday 1010 
destinations. The four main axis flows are South-West, Northeast, Southeast, and Ski. The objective 1011 
of Axis Planning is to agree on a way of operating when this demand arises and to produce and share 1012 
a Network Operations Plan for the relevant time period.  1013 

Inputs are: 1014 
 Review of previous axis flow performance 1015 
 Future plans 1016 
 Local mitigation measures proposed by ANSPs 1017 
 Proposals for mitigation measures 1018 
 Process activities 1019 
 Description of main network flows (axis) 1020 
 Further refinements to local information 1021 
 Traffic forecasts and revised demand 1022 
 Capacity plans 1023 
 Meeting minutes and comments thereon 1024 
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 Forecasted demand 1054 
 Planned capacity 1055 

Outputs are: 1056 
 Seasonal Plans 1057 
 Axis Plans 1058 
 Potentially scenarios for special events 1059 

3.1.3 Short-term Planning Phase 1060 

The objective of the Short-term Planning phase is to prepare daily plans and to prepare weekly Axis 1061 
Plans in collaboration with all stakeholders.  1062 

The Concept Elements previously identified have been mapped across this phase – showing their 1063 
evolution and granularity in time.  1064 

3.1.3.1 Network Performance Management 1065 

3.1.3.1.1.1 Network Performance Planning and Review 1066 

Not applicable in this phase  1067 

3.1.3.1.1.2 Airspace Demand and Traffic Forecast 1068 

Demand / Traffic Forecast is a process which covers receiving the latest demand from Airspace Users 1069 
(and to a lesser extent from ANSPs and FABs) and/or estimating (forecasting) the demand based on 1070 
historical data. The Network Manager always uses historical data as a basis for the forecast. The 1071 
Airspace Users’ (including Military) internal planning and demand is not integrated into the Network 1072 
Management forecast until the filing of the flight plans. The ANSPs / FABs contribute to this process 1073 
via their capacity planning and DCB activities. At this stage, the demand forecast is not accurate.  1074 

Inputs are: 1075 
 Historical data 1076 
 Outputs from Simulation tools 1077 

Outputs are: 1078 
 Network forecast input to the Daily Plan 1079 

The main player is The Network Manager.  1080 

3.1.3.1.1.3 ACC Capacity Planning 1081 

The objective of the ACC Capacity Planning process in the short-term Phase is to have the latest, 1082 
refined and complete plans of the ACCs and FABs in order to build the Daily Plan. (7 days is the start 1083 
of the demand tuning, 2 days is the start of the capacity and configuration tuning).  1084 

Inputs are: 1085 
 Latest Capacity Plans from ANSPs 1086 
 Resource Planning 1087 
 Detailed Scenarios 1088 
 Configurations 1089 
 Proposed regulations 1090 
 Traffic samples (historic data) 1091 
 Updated traffic demand 1092 

Outputs are: 1093 
 The Daily Plan (Latest capacity situation to be reflected in the Daily Plan) 1094 

Once agreed the final capacity plans are consolidated, reflected in the Network Daily Plan and made 1095 
available on the NOP Portal. The Daily Plan only contain details of changes to the Network Plan 1096 
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and/or details of foreseen difficulties and mitigations. The implementation of the Daily Plan is 1097 
monitored continuously up to and including the Post-Ops phase.  1098 

The main players involved are the ANSPs and FABs and the Network Manager.  1099 

3.1.3.1.1.4 Airport Planning (Capacity Check) 1100 

During this phase, Airport Operators continue the slot coordination procedure until at a fixed time prior 1101 
to the operation (typically 72 hours). A demand/capacity monitoring is performed at this stage. In case 1102 
the demand surpasses the capacity, airports through their ATC/TWR via FMP request a traffic 1103 
regulation in order to counterbalance the demand/capacity deviation. No formal interchange with the 1104 
ANSP/ Network or consistency check is done at this stage. Non-coordinated airports receive flight 1105 
requests directly from the Airspace User, which is accepted by the Airport Authority.  1106 

Airport schedules are not shared with the ANSP and or the Network.  1107 

The main players involved are the Airports.  1108 

3.1.3.1.1.5 Airspace Users’ planning 1109 

The operational flight plan is derived from the commercial flight plan and delivered to the flight 1110 
operations department about 72 hours before the effective flight (from 1 week to 24 hours).  1111 

3.1.3.2 Airspace Structures Design (fine-tuning) 1112 

The RAD is planning tool (mid and short term) and is described in the Seasonal section. It consists in 1113 
fine-tuning the airspace Structure in the short-term phase as part of the Short-term ATFCM measures.  1114 

3.1.3.3 Airspace Management (Civil and Military) 1115 

Short-term - ASM Level 2 consists of the day-to-day management and temporary allocation of 1116 
airspace through national or sub-regional AMCs and in coordination with the NM. AMCs collect, 1117 
analyse and de-conflict, if required, users’ airspace requests. After coordination with the adjacent 1118 
AMCs and the NM aiming at optimisation of the airspace allocation, the AMCs promulgate the 1119 
airspace allocation as an Airspace Use Plan (AUP) and updates thereto in UUPs. The objective is to 1120 
promulgate a consolidated eAUP and all updates thereto in eUUPs.  1121 

Inputs are: 1122 
 National draft and consolidated AUPs/UUPs 1123 
 Analyses/scenarios results 1124 

Outputs are: 1125 

 eAUPs/eUUPs. The Network Manager promulgates eAUP/eUUP via the NOP Portal.  1126 

The main players involved are the Network Manager, AMCs and military AUs.  1127 

3.1.3.4 Significant Event Planning 1128 

Significant Event Planning activities commenced during the Medium-Term (Seasonal) phase 1129 
continues for Major ACC system and infrastructure upgrades, Major airspace reorganisation, Airport 1130 
Works, Military Events, Military Daily training and Special Events i.e. actively collecting, analysing and 1131 
sharing the revised details and potential impact of the event as more elements and more certainty is 1132 
added and looking at alternative (what if) options. Axis Planning is continued on a weekly basis.  1133 

Inputs are: 1134 
 Updated latest information from the ANSPs/FABs on major ACC upgrades, Military Events 1135 

and Significant Events.  1136 
 Proposed initial mitigation measures 1137 
 Scenarios / simulations – results  1138 

Outputs are: 1139 
 An updated Daily Plan  1140 
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The main players involved are Network Manager, ANSPs, Military, and Airports.  1141 

3.1.3.5 DCB and producing the Daily Plan 1142 

3.1.3.5.1 Short-term DCB 1143 

Short-term Network Demand and Capacity Balancing (DCB) considers and addresses Network 1144 
Performance Needs for the target day of operation.  1145 

Inputs are: 1146 
 Demand issues identified (imbalances, demand over capacity locally or temporarily) and the 1147 

potential mitigations 1148 
 Network Impact Assessment 1149 
 Scenarios for the credible constraints and imbalances 1150 
 DCB for Significant Events 1151 
 Potential measures to counterbalance the imbalances foreseen.  1152 
 Weather 1153 
 NAT Tracks 1154 
 Appropriate historical demand data - scenarios / simulation results 1155 

Outputs are: 1156 
 The solutions/mitigations are reflected in the Daily Plan 1157 

The main players involved are the Network Manager, ANSPs / FABs / ACCs and Military.  1158 

Modelling of airport demand is performed at airport level just to check airport resources capability. No 1159 
airspace capability check is carried out and no information is shared with the Network.  1160 

Airport capacity assessments, due to changes in any airport capacity element, are performed in order 1161 
to detect DCB unbalances. In case of severe restrictions, communication to the local ANSP or FMP is 1162 
done. No formal communication procedure is established with the Network.  1163 

No Airport information at this stage is communicated to or reflected in the network operations 1164 
planning.  1165 

3.1.3.5.2 Production of a Daily Plan 1166 

The ATFCM Daily Plan is a set of Execution ATFCM measures (e.g. activation of Routing Scenarios, 1167 
regulations, etc.) prepared by the Network Manager in collaboration with other ATM partners (FAB, 1168 
FMP and AMC). Published every day around 1600UTC, it is accessible via the NOP Portal and also 1169 
promulgated via AFTN by means of the ANM and Network News messages.  1170 

The ATFCM Daily Plan may be updated at any time according to the needs.  1171 

Inputs are: 1172 
 Latest situation 1173 
 Traffic Forecast 1174 
 ANSPs / FABs capacity plans (and Airport plans under the ANSP area of responsibility) 1175 
 Weather 1176 
 Suggested measures 1177 
 Expected Significant Events 1178 
 Simulation of the Network Situation 1179 
 Historical data 1180 
 Daily conference 1181 

Outputs are: 1182 
 Once agreed, the output is the Daily Plan, which is published on the NOP Portal 1183 

The main player involved in this process is the Network Manager – other players are the ANSPs / 1184 
FABs and AUs.  1185 
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Airports: During this phase the data provided by the slot coordination process is downloaded into the 1186 
Airport Operations Platform to create the daily Airport Aircraft-Passenger Schedule (Typically 48 1187 
hours ahead of operations).  1188 

The daily Airport plan  therefore contains detailed information of aircraft-stand relationships, with 1189 
complete information of airports of origin and destination and associated aircraft-passenger required 1190 
resources.  1191 

Every airport resource is re-usable, so the schedule sequence of arrivals and departures, and the 1192 
planned aircraft occupancy times are important elements to be taken into account when developing 1193 
the Resource-Allocation and Resource- Occupancy Times Plan.  1194 

Recorded Arrival, Turnaround and Departure Predictability figures (standard deviation) are the main 1195 
inputs to determine the size of protection buffers in the airport resource allocation planning.  1196 

Short-term formally ends with the publication of the Daily Plan at 16h00 UTC. After that, operations 1197 
are considered to be in Execution phase. That is a system and formal procedures perspective. This 1198 
process is gradually evolving to an execution rolling plan process that continue the planning process 1199 
right into the day of operation.  1200 

The end-state for the short-term phase is to have an agreed and consolidated picture of the capacity 1201 
situation in Europe as an input to the Daily Plan.  1202 

3.1.4 Execution Phase (Day of operations) 1203 

The objective of network operations planning on the Day of operations is to continuously support the 1204 
ATM partners (including the Network Manager) execute demand and capacity balancing to achieve 1205 
the best possible performance, taking into account the actual situation and the Airspace Users’ needs.  1206 

3.1.4.1 Network Performance Management 1207 

3.1.4.1.1 Network Performance Monitoring 1208 

In the Execution Phase, there is a continuous monitoring of how the Network is performing in terms of 1209 
delay. The Network Manager is the main player here, but some or sometimes ANSPs also perform 1210 
this monitoring at a more local level.  1211 

Inputs are: 1212 
 ETFMS data 1213 
 CIFLO data 1214 
 NOP Portal data 1215 
 The Daily Plan 1216 
 Simulations to identify impact of proposed measures 1217 

Outputs are: 1218 
 Updated Daily Plan 1219 

3.1.4.1.2 Airspace Demand and Traffic Forecast (Managing Demand) 1220 

The Airspace Users officially declare demand by filing flight plans. Where more than one routing is 1221 
possible, AUs use NM tools to be aware of the Network Traffic Situation and reroute accordingly. The 1222 
objective is to provide a continuously up-to-date traffic situation.  1223 

Inputs are: 1224 
 Flight Plans – filed and updated 1225 
 IFPS data  1226 
 ETFMS data 1227 
 CHMI data 1228 

Outputs are: 1229 
 Airspace Demand 1230 
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 Traffic forecast 1231 

The main player is the Airspace Users and the Network Manager  1232 

3.1.4.1.3 ACC Capacity Monitoring 1233 

This is a process that is carried out locally by the ANSPs. The NOP portal provides a view of the 1234 
European demand and specifically of the demand that affects the concerned ANSP. The objective is 1235 
to provide the latest up-to-date information to allow ANSPs to react in the best possible way.  1236 

The main players are the ANSPs and the Network Manager.  1237 

3.1.4.2 Airspace Structures Management 1238 

N/A 1239 

3.1.4.3 Airspace Management (Civil&Military) - Airspace Situation 1240 
Monitoring (Military) 1241 

During this phase, the FUA Execution (Tactical) Level 3 – real-time use of airspace allowing safe 1242 
Operational Air Traffic & General Air Traffic (OAT & GAT) operations – applies. The Military provide 1243 
updates when there is latest relevant information e.g. EAUP, UUP, CDR routes availability. 1244 
Mitigations are discussed in DCB.  1245 

Inputs are: 1246 
 Updated latest information from the Military on airspace use and availability 1247 
 Scenarios / simulations 1248 
 Analysis impact 1249 

Outputs are: 1250 
 Updated Daily Plan 1251 

The main players involved are Network Manager, Military and Airspace Users.  1252 

3.1.4.4 Significant Events Monitoring 1253 

Significant Event activities monitoring and management continue, updating when there is latest 1254 
relevant information e.g. early start, late finish, cancellation, late fine-tuning of measures. Mitigations 1255 
are discussed in DCB.  1256 

Inputs are: 1257 
 Latest information on major ACC upgrades, Military Events and Significant Events 1258 
 Analysing the impact for the Network 1259 
 Scenarios / simulations 1260 

Outputs are: 1261 
 Updated Daily Plan 1262 

The main players involved are Network Manager, ANSPs, Military and Airspace Users.  1263 

3.1.4.5 Execution (tactical) DCB and updating the Daily Plan 1264 

3.1.4.5.1.1 Execution (tactical) DCB 1265 

The Network Manager continuously analyses the latest demand, capacity, Significant Events 1266 
progress, actual weather. This information identifies bottlenecks, imbalances, problem areas, 1267 
shortfalls in capacity etc. Solutions / mitigations are proposed to the ATM Stakeholders (ANSPs, 1268 
FABs and ACCs. Military) quickly discussed and a solution put in place. The solutions/mitigations 1269 
update the Daily Plan.  1270 

Activities are: 1271 
 Monitoring demand 1272 
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 Real-time mitigations 1273 
 Conducting a network Impact Assessment according to actual demand and capacity 1274 
 Developing scenarios for the credible constraints and imbalances that are happening in real 1275 

time 1276 
 Managing DCB for Significant Events 1277 
 Sharing proposed measures to counterbalance the imbalances foreseen 1278 

At Airport level, during the Execution phase, when runway/taxiway, apron or TWR ATC demand 1279 
surpasses the actual capacity of an airport, a regulation is submitted by ATC to the Network Manager 1280 
in order to balance airport demand and capacity 1281 

The main players involved in this process are the NM, FAB, ANSP, ACC, Airport, Military, and AUs.  1282 

3.1.4.5.1.2 Updating the Daily Plan 1283 

The ATFCM Daily Plan must be continuously updated during the day of operations to reflect the latest 1284 
actual situation of the Network. It is used as a reference by all ATM Partners.  1285 

The results of the previously described activities in this Phase are updated on a continual basis in the 1286 
Daily Plan. The NOP portal is updated with the Daily Plan.  1287 

Inputs are: 1288 
 Outputs from Monitoring Network Performance, Monitoring Capacity, Monitoring Significant 1289 

Events, Monitoring Demand, Monitoring Airspace Availability – Military, Execution (tactical) 1290 
DCB and Collaborating 1291 

Outputs are: 1292 
 Updated Daily Plan 1293 

The main player involved in this process is the Network Manager.  1294 

No real coordination is performed between different stakeholders, push flight plan information is 1295 
received at airports via IFPS and pull ATFM (regulations), aircraft situation information at the arrival 1296 
and CTOT information, at the departure can be consulted by the AU using CHMI terminal.  1297 

3.1.5 Post-ops Phase (D+1) 1298 

The objective of Post-Operations is to conclude what went well and what could have gone better on 1299 
the day of operation itself and also throughout the entire planning phase.  1300 

The performance of the Network and the different processes involved in Network Management is 1301 
analysed. The different processes and information flows are analysed. Discrepancies between the 1302 
planning and execution, the expected compared with the actual performance at each phase and the 1303 
impact on the day of operation and the reasons for it is made available to all ATM partners 1304 

The following areas (sub-processes) are analysed: 1305 
 Calculation and extraction of historical trends: 1306 
 Monitoring and Evaluation of historical trends: 1307 
 Collection and sharing of regional and local trends: 1308 
 Collection and sharing of comments and experience on performance and events: 1309 
 Reporting and sharing of historical trends: 1310 
 Extrapolation of events, measures and of historical trends for future usage: 1311 
 Performance reporting and provision 1312 

Inputs are: 1313 
 ANSPs (including FABs) providing completed Airspace Execution with changes compare to 1314 

the plan and rationale for it, 1315 
 MILITARY providing completed Military Airspace Execution with changes compare to the plan 1316 

and rationale for it, 1317 
 Airports providing changes to the plan and rationale for it.  1318 
 Airspace Users providing inputs on ‘what did/did not work’ and report on information missing.  1319 
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 Network Manager support 1320 
 Seasonal follow-up of airport operations: 1321 

- average daily movements 1322 
- traffic evolution (%) 1323 
- daily average delayed traffic 1324 
- daily average airport delay 1325 
- % of delayed arrival traffic 1326 
- % of days regulated 1327 
- % of delay due to weather conditions 1328 

 Seasonal follow-up of ANSPs operations: 1329 
- average daily movements 1330 
- traffic evolution (%) 1331 
- daily average delayed traffic 1332 
- daily average delay 1333 
- % of delayed traffic 1334 
- % of days regulated 1335 
- % of delay due to weather conditions.  1336 
- most penalised regulations 1337 
- actions undertaken 1338 

 What worked 1339 
 What did not work 1340 
 Report on information missing 1341 
 Analysis and lessons learnt 1342 

Outputs are: 1343 
 Post Ops. Analysis 1344 

Post-Ops analysis Airports view 1345 
Airports record their operational data to assess two main Key Performance Indicators: 1346 

 Punctuality index: Percentage of flights falling within a timeframe scope, both for arrivals and 1347 
departures (Time Efficiency KPI)  1348 

 Traffic Delay: Scheduled time deviations including Average Departure Delay, Maximum 1349 
Delay, Average Delay of Delayed Flights, Causes of Delay (Time Efficiency KPI) 1350 

The official publication of traffic delays is based on ATFM data, which is widely inconsistent with 1351 
Airport delay statistics.  1352 

3.1.6 Summary Table 1353 

See next page.  1354 
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Collaborative Network Planning is based on the following principles:  1377 

• Network planning is a collaborative process, which involves sharing decisions and actions, 1378 
and recognises that the action of one stakeholder may have an effect on others.  1379 

• Network planning is to prepare and secure the necessary airspace and airport resources and 1380 
capabilities, so that service providers are in the best position, on the day of operations, to 1381 
facilitate airspace users’ trajectories as planned.  1382 

• Network planning is driven by individual stakeholders’ objectives and network performance 1383 
targets as per SES II. There are trade-offs, however. The overall optimum may lead 1384 
sometimes to break individual stakeholders’ KPIs. Stakeholders’ own contribution to overall 1385 
network performance are measured and recognised. The NOP provides the data needed in 1386 
post-operations to analyse the performance of the network vs. performance targets (on a 1387 
daily/weekly/seasonal/yearly basis) and to determine stakeholders’ contribution to network 1388 
performance.  1389 

• Collaborative network planning relies on transparency and trust in the decision making 1390 
process; sharing more information, as well as more consistent information during planning, 1391 
helping stakeholders take more informed decisions, save time and money.  1392 

• The product of network planning is a digital rolling Network Operations Plan (NOP) available 1393 
to all ATM stakeholders and updated throughout all ATM phases. The NOP contains all 1394 
information that stakeholders need to share to make their planning as effective as possible. It 1395 
has different granularity levels and accuracy depending on the time horizon. It is built from a 1396 
reference yearly plan reflecting the long-term network targets and high-level stakeholders’ 1397 
courses of action. It is refined progressively in a rolling process until the execution of Daily 1398 
Plans. It provides the ATM network situation, i.e. a snapshot of the plan at any given moment 1399 
in time.  1400 

• Every airport has an AOP for performing integrated network operations, and a part of its data 1401 
is shared / synchronised with the NOP. The AOP (Airport Operations Plan) is the principal 1402 
source of airport-related information. Small Airport are able to join an APOC grouping multiple 1403 
small airports. 1404 

• There are security levels for sharing information in the NOP where it is deemed sensitive, e.g. 1405 
security, commercial etc.  1406 

• The NOP interfaces allow stakeholders to use a pre-defined online access (NM portal) or to 1407 
connect their own applications using system-to-system data exchanges (e.g. B2B web-1408 
technology based services).  1409 
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 1410 
Figure 5: New SESAR Operating Method for Network Operations Planning 1411 

A seamless progressive picture of European ATM Network is provided from long-term planning to 1412 
post-ops. This common situation awareness is ensured both at local and Network level, in nominal 1413 
(normal) and adverse conditions, through the digital rolling NOP (continuously updating their content 1414 
by sharing information between all stakeholders into a single rolling plan widely accessible) which is 1415 
central to the Network Management Function.  1416 

As explained before, the phases are not aligned with the previous operating method. However, to 1417 
facilitate the comparison, the description is structured according to the following high-level invariant 1418 
network planning activities: 1419 

 Network Performance Management; 1420 
 Airspace Structure Planning; 1421 
 Airspace Management (Civil and Military); 1422 
 Significant Event Planning; 1423 
 Demand Capacity Balancing (DCB).  1424 

3.2.1 Network Performance Monitoring and Management 1425 

One of the main differences in the new SESAR operating method for Step 1 is the initial calculation 1426 
and sharing of Network Performance Indicators at the different ATM phases as a first step towards a 1427 
European Network ATM based on Performance. 1428 

The assessment of the Network Performance must be performed through all the phases.  1429 

A series of performance indicators are identified, according to the main objectives of the Network 1430 
Management, monitored and analysed in order to optimize the Network Performance.  1431 

Deviations from performance targets and the Network Operational Plan should be detected allowing 1432 
corrective actions to be implemented. 1433 

3.2.1.1 Network Performance Monitoring System 1434 

3.2.1.1.1 Network Performance Background 1435 
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The way Performance Monitoring has previously been addressed is analysed in this section together 1436 
with the identification of Network Performance Monitoring gaps in order to propose an alternative 1437 
Network Performance Framework, capable of supporting the management paradigm shift of moving 1438 
from the current reactive system to a more pro-active management system and its supporting 1439 
procedures. 1440 

Current Network Performance Monitoring characterises by the following main principles: 1441 

- Not accurate enough Planning System is used, as the allocation of resources cannot be 1442 
efficiently performed due to the low quality of demand assessment, both in terms of 1443 
timeliness and accuracy 1444 

- Performance Monitoring mainly relays on Post-Operational analysis. Although enabling 1445 
process reengineering, it gives less importance to the review process during real time 1446 
monitoring in the execution phase 1447 

- Focus is put on Output Performance and very little on Performance Drivers: Performance 1448 
cause elements. 1449 

 In Step 1 these three monitoring areas are widely addressed by: 1450 

1. Improving Demand Assessment specially in the Short & Medium Flight Phases and during 1451 
Execution 1452 

2. Significantly increasing Real Time Monitoring during the Execution Phase 1453 

3. Giving special importance to the allocation of “Performance Driver KPIs”, during execution to 1454 
enhance pro-active management 1455 

3.2.1.1.1 Network KPA Selection 1456 

Two main considerations justify the selection of Step1 Network KPAs and their associated Key 1457 
Performance Indicators: 1458 

1. B 04.01 Statement in its last edition (see ref [40]): 1459 

"B.4.1 is not defining new KPAs, but just proposing a different organization of elements 1460 
already present within the existing ICAO KPAs". 1461 

2. The new approach to Network Performance Monitoring stresses the importance of 1462 
concentrating in the Management Review Process during the execution phase, which implies: 1463 

a. Increasing the focus on monitoring activities during execution, to early detect 1464 
deviations from planning and enable mitigation actions to recover  from disruptions. 1465 

b. Selection of monitoring based on Performance Drivers; that is; those Influencing 1466 
factors associated to KPA Focus and Sub-Focus Areas that have a direct impact on 1467 
output performance. 1468 

NOP has no performance targets associated.  Its performance-monitoring role is to serve as enabler 1469 
to be used by Primary Projects in the achievement of their performance objectives. This is another 1470 
reason for NOP to concentrate in monitoring the influencing factors rather than in the expected 1471 
outputs 1472 

Regarding the first consideration, NOP follows B04.01 recommendations, trying to adapt them to 1473 
current operational feasibility, extended to cover those “cause indicators” contained in the 1474 
performance Focus Areas and Sub- focus Areas 1475 

Regarding Monitoring Activities in the execution phase, the focus is made on Performance Drivers: 1476 

See Appendix C for more information on Performance Drivers, Areas and Indicators. 1477 

3.2.1.2 Network Performance Monitoring Support Tools 1478 

Network Performance Monitoring is supported by the inclusion of new NOP performance Monitoring 1479 
tools. 1480 
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The updating of airspace demand becomes a rolling process as well. When the long term intentions to 1526 
carry out either a mission or training exercise are matured enough to be shared, the military 1527 
stakeholder concerned has the ability to input the information into the NOP and to progressively 1528 
update the information as alterations or more complete data become available.  1529 

3.2.2.3 Airspace (En-Route) Capacity Planning 1530 

One of the key elements for an efficient ATM organisation is the ability to provide for the effective 1531 
allocation of resources in order to meet the actual traffic demand. 1532 

For this purpose, ACCs follow their local capacity process and in coordination with the European 1533 
Network Manager elaborates their own local capacity plans. 1534 

At the end of Step 1, Airspace (En-Route) Capacity planning is carried out in a collaborative decision 1535 
making environment, taking into consideration stakeholders’ plans and it is based on common 1536 
understanding and an equal acceptance of all stakeholders.  1537 

There is a better knowledge of which action has been taken by which actor and the effect it has on 1538 
network performance; these actions are recorded and this information is used to support Post Ops 1539 
Analyses and other planning phases.  1540 

This data is essential as it enables the identification of areas where processes and initiatives have 1541 
been planned in the past and to what extent they were successfully applied. For example, after having 1542 
collected information as “most common sector opening” through statistics, ANSPs are able to develop 1543 
sector openings with better anticipation and optimum airspace development.  1544 

It also serves as the basis for building knowledge of Network behaviour following certain events and 1545 
actions.  1546 

The updating of capacity is a rolling process. ANSPs have the ability to input their sector capacity 1547 
data into the NOP using the NOP interfaces. The Network Manager has the ability to produce an up-1548 
to-date consolidated view of sector capacity data covering the whole European airspace. Authorized 1549 
stakeholders (e.g. capacity planners) are able to access/query the capacity information they are 1550 
concerned with, at any moment in time.  1551 

3.2.2.4 Airport Planning 1552 

In a similar way to the ACCs local capacity process, airports also follow their own process and 1553 
elaborate their own local capacity plans.  1554 

At the end of Step 1, Airport Capacity planning is also carried out in a collaborative decision making 1555 
environment, taking into consideration stakeholders’ plans.  1556 

All airport stakeholders develop a mutually agreed performance standard (i.e., goals, targets, rules, 1557 
thresholds, trade-off criteria and priorities) that is included in the Airport Plan (the AOP). 1558 

AOP exchanges the Airport Capacity Plan and Event Plan Information in an automated way. In an 1559 
initial exchange, the AOP provides the seasonal declared capacity for both inbound and outbound 1560 
flows. 1561 

As soon as AOP identifies an event impacting the Capacity Plan i.e. significant reduction of capacity 1562 
(actual/forecasted capacity <declared capacity) like major maintenance of runway or taxiway, it 1563 
updates and exchanges with NOP.   The updated Airport Capacity Plan and Event Plan Information   1564 
contains elements like the event kind, probability, reason, for each capacity reduction, area or process 1565 
of airport  impacted, expected recovery scenario and possible aircraft type restrictions. 1566 

3.2.2.5 Airspace Management 1567 

In the same long term planning timeframe, and via the Advanced Flexible Use of Airspace concept, 1568 
the Military participate in the definition of the national airspace policy and the establishment of pre-1569 
determined airspace structures for military activity. These is made available in the NOP to authorized 1570 
users. 1571 
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3.2.2.6 Significant Event Planning 1572 

Both military and civil stakeholders are planning and able to input initial information on planned events 1573 
in the NOP according to the workflow agreed with the European Network Manager.  1574 

The Network Manager obtains and consolidate the information necessary to provide a detailed and 1575 
global description of all the planned European events that significantly affect capacity and/or demand. 1576 
This is available to authorized NOP users.  1577 

As part of the significant event planning, contingency Plans and/or, crisis management procedures 1578 
and agreed processes for notification and management of disruptions that may happened in an 1579 
unplannable manner (for example, industrial action or significant weather) are also prepared during 1580 
the long term planning and housed and shared in the NOP. 1581 

3.2.2.7 Airspace Users’ Planning 1582 

At the end of Step 1, airspace users are able to get from the NOP more detailed and up-to-date 1583 
information on network En-Route and airport level restrictions throughout the whole planning horizon. 1584 
They should be able, thanks to improved FOC system automation, to quickly evaluate the impact of 1585 
the changes caused by the external factors (like political or security events) and react or be prepared 1586 
to react to them.  1587 

Information on the planned status of the European ATM system (that includes other airspace users’ 1588 
plans) provide an opportunity to implement the Robust Scheduling approach. As predictability of the 1589 
air traffic operations increases, schedules prepared at the long and medium planning stages should 1590 
be better suited for scenarios that might occur in reality.  1591 

The iSBT/iSMT of military Airspace Users (OAT trajectories- iOAT “FPL) are submitted by Military 1592 
Airspace Users to the Network Manager in the form of individual flight plans a few hours before the 1593 
mission flights. At this long-term planning phase it is expected to have an indication of some of the 1594 
planned military traffic at least for large military scale exercises. 1595 

3.2.2.8 DCB 1596 

Once the Long term Demand and the Long Term Capacity Plans are available as well as the other 1597 
plans that may shape demand, capacity or both, Long term Demand and Capacity Balancing is 1598 
performed taking account of the level of accuracy possible in this time-frame.  1599 

The output of this process is included in the Reference long term NOP that reflects the agreement of 1600 
ATM participants in terms of actions and measures necessary to achieve the network long term 1601 
performance targets for the year to come.  1602 

Progressively, planning may be refined and up to six months before the day of operation, the long 1603 
term NOP provides the expected European Network Performance figures based on a view of demand 1604 
as well as various information in relation to ATM infrastructure capacity and improvements foreseen.  1605 

The NOP provides a clear view of where capacity may not meet the demand, the efficiency or other 1606 
performance goals and why, as well as mitigation solutions agreed with all ATM partners.  1607 

3.2.2.9 Network Performance Planning, Monitoring and Management 1608 

As per SES II, all stakeholders have individual and overall (network) performance targets that act as 1609 
drivers for network performance management at all levels and timeframes. Expected performance 1610 
indicators are improved according to the information available every time in the digital rolling NOP, 1611 
thus providing an estimation of the performance values expected to be achieved with current planning 1612 
available data. 1613 

This continuous estimation of performance indicators drives a network planning reviewing and 1614 
updating process affecting all stakeholders in order to meet the network performance targets, 1615 
supporting also local performance target achievement. Actions are triggered when deviation occurs 1616 
higher than predefined thresholds for the selected performance indicators.  1617 
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Table 16: Network KPAs / KPIs at Long Term Planning 1631 

3.2.3 Medium and Short-term Planning Phases 1632 

The rolling NOP is refined in the medium-term and short-term planning phases by adding more 1633 
granularity as well as more accurate and recent (updated) data: integration of Seasonal Plans, Axis 1634 
Plans for summer and winter and Daily Plans in coordination and collaboration with all stakeholders.  1635 

Network Performance planning are addressed by seasonal and monthly operations performance 1636 
reviews which identify network bottlenecks.  1637 

One of the outputs of this phase is the publication of the Daily Plan in the NOP.  1638 

3.2.3.1 Airspace Structures Design (Fine-tuning) 1639 

During the medium and short-term planning phase, takes place the local process of continuous 1640 
reassessment of national airspace, coupled with the identification of cross border issues that call for a 1641 
CDM identification of mitigation demand and capacity balancing (DCB) scenarios leading to the 1642 
establishment of new flexible airspace structures.  1643 

The European Network Manager simulates and test revised airspace structures in advance of 1644 
implementation. Details of short-term airspace improvements (RAIS) are notified to the all the users 1645 
well in advance. The new confirmed and tested route structure is made available to stakeholders in 1646 
the rolling NOP, facilitating sector configuration and other planning activities.  1647 

Monitoring the impact of variable sectoring and other airspace related features is conducted through 1648 
the NOP and new services and processes concerning alerts automatically supports the planning and 1649 
sharing of mitigation plans.  1650 

3.2.3.2 Airspace Demand and Traffic Forecast 1651 

The NOP contains more up-to-date traffic forecasts, taking into account-consolidated flight intentions 1652 
data from Airspace Users, approved schedules from Airports, advance bulk flight plans and already 1653 
filed individual flight plans (FPL). This may take into account the enrichment of FPL data by 1654 
operational FPLs (Extended flight plan - EFPL). 1655 

The integration of better demand information (progressively being refined with the incorporation of 1656 
flight intentions / iSBT, iRBT) and pro-active management of events enable more accurate forecasts 1657 
and better prediction of airspace utilisation with anticipated workload levels.  1658 

Stakeholders are able to get from the NOP a seamless view of the traffic demand throughout the 1659 
Medium and Short-term planning phases (up to D-1 day), including access to the trajectories that 1660 
would compose the demand. 1661 

Historic city pair flight information or route generation algorithms are used to generate the most likely 1662 
4D trajectory to connect departure and arrival.  1663 

3.2.3.3 Airspace (En-Route) Capacity Planning 1664 

ACCs/FABs provide the NOP their detailed sector configuration plans including maximum 1665 
configuration availability and opening times that cover (or not) peak hour demand.  1666 

This information is available in the NOP to allow stakeholders further improving the identification of 1667 
bottleneck sectors.  1668 

Flow planning and Airspace Management (Civil and Military) activities & processes further 1669 
complement ACC Capacity Planning and AU planning activities. Specific flows planning activities (for 1670 
example Axis planning) may happen as virtual regular meetings using remote collaboration 1671 
technology and the outcome is available in the NOP.  1672 
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3.2.3.4 Airport Planning 1673 

The creation of the AOP starts at the beginning of the mid-term planning phase. At this point, the 1674 
results of the IATA Slot Conference is available. This permits an initial airport demand profile to be 1675 
entered into the AOP and allow airport operators to ensure that local decisions achieve the optimum 1676 
performance from aircraft operations at and around airports. 1677 

The seasonal schedule for the specific airport is produced and published by the Airport Operator and 1678 
made available to airport actors and to the Network Manager for inclusion in the NOP8.  1679 

The schedule information contains departure and arrival flight information both in IATA (flight) and 1680 
ICAO. The NOP creates Consolidated Flight Intentions to logically connect this departure and arrival 1681 
schedule information.  1682 

The NOP identifies inconsistencies and ambiguities in the Airport Schedule Information.  e.g., when 1683 
an arrival cannot be connected to a departure (or vice versa), and informs the relevant AOP(s) of 1684 
these identified inconsistencies.  1685 

The increase of the frequency of update from daily batched updates in current operations to 1686 
continuous updates of airport schedule information is expected for next SESAR phase.  This 1687 
overcome the current non-use of available information in the periods between the batch updates. 1688 

During all this phase and particularly at the end of it, AOP continues to update in a timely manner the 1689 
Airport Capacity Plan and Event Plan Information (see 3.2.2.4).  This information allow NMOC to 1690 
establish the network impacts of a sudden or planned capacity changes or reductions due to the 1691 
event. NOP shares the airport event planning, the constraints and the network impact.  Airspace 1692 
Users would be able  to anticipate any changing conditions as early as possible  they could adjust 1693 
flight plans, transfer passengers re-routed or additional fuel taken to allow for a longer period of 1694 
holding, as required. 1695 

AOP automatically exchanges the Runway Configuration Plan (RCP) with NOP when this data 1696 
becomes available.  RCP contains the planned runway configurations and timestamps on which 1697 
configuration changes are expected, but also STARs/SIDs assignment to specific arrival/departure 1698 
runways. 1699 

The runway configuration information permits the Network to select the applicable SID and STAR 1700 
according to the airport runway configuration provided to build the 4D profile models. Changes to pre-1701 
planned Runway configuration (e.g. change from inbound to outbound, priority mode or to runway 1702 
availability – maintenance/inspection, noise abatement etc.) are exchanged in a timely manner with 1703 
NOP and trigger the recalculation of the 4D flight profile models.  1704 

From D-1 and design to start earlier in next SESAR phase, the AOP also exchanges specific 1705 
departure and arrival  planning information per flight, named API and DPI respectively .  1706 

The API includes time estimates and actual values at specific milestones of the flight: like landing, 1707 
taxing, in-block ... as well as in-bound flight statues like entered-TMA, holding, FNL, in block, etc. and 1708 
other information like the SID/runway, target time of arrival or at IAF, arrival terminal and minimum 1709 
turnaround time. 1710 

Similarly the DPI includes time estimates and actual values at specific milestones of the flight: off-1711 
block, taxing,  take-off... as well as out-bound flight statutes like BRD,RDY, TXO, DEP…  and other 1712 
information like the STAR/runway, de-icing and departure terminal. 1713 

The 4D flight profile models in NM is enhanced/re-calculated upon receipt of the flight specific API 1714 
and DPI. SID, STAR and/or RWY information as well as times like TTOT, out taxi, and estimated 1715 
landing time (when received from local arrival TMA) are key data in DPI and API used to update the 1716 
flight profile. The ELDT resulting from the flight profile calculation is of particular interest for AOP. The 1717 
AOP uses this ELDT to monitor its planned operations, re-assess the use of airport resources (DCB 1718 
assessment of runway/taxiway/stand capacity) and update the relevant departure planning 1719 
information (outbound trajectory of the Airport Transit View – ATV) where appropriate, i.e. when the 1720 
                                                      
8Although the seasonal schedule is formally part of the Medium Term Plan there may be local 
initiatives which permit a proportion of these actions to be undertaken earlier.  
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ELDT estimates a significant delay that prevents the aircraft to perform its rotation before the 1721 
outbound flight planned departure time. See [UC-NE-25 Turn around delay, delayed outbound flight] 1722 

Other data received in API and DPI like terminal, minimum turnaround time (time spent on the ground 1723 
by an aircraft between arrival and next departure) and inbound or outbound flight status improves 1724 
NOP situational awareness. In addition, the latter is also an important indicator of the quality of the 1725 
data received in the DPI and API, e.g. the time estimates for an outbound flight are of better quality 1726 
when the status is boarding (BRD) than at early reception of  the flight plan (INI). 1727 

API and new DPI enhances current operations as there is no API exchanged nowadays and the new 1728 
DPI extends the current DPI. In addition, a very important change is that the exchange of API and DPI 1729 
is done in timely manner or rolling, meaning as soon as meaningful update is identified by AOP, 1730 
unlike current operations when the DPI messages follow a strict time driven approach e.g. a DPI 1731 
cannot be sent before 3h before EOBT and so on. The other very important change is the extended 1732 
horizon (up to -24h before EOBT) of API and DPI exchange compared to the current exchange of DPI 1733 
that starts -3h before EOBT for CDM airports. 1734 

The rolling exchange of RCP, API, DPI (from AOP to NOP) and flight progress -ELDT (from NOP to 1735 
AOP) results in more accurate NOP profiles and increase of  predictability as it improves the traffic 1736 
demand accuracy and DCB process. By NOP providing access to the most up-to-date departure and 1737 
arrival flight data (for NOP actors common situational awareness) and to the resulting improved flight 1738 
profiles,  NOP is supporting a  better planning of  airport  ATV (airport transit view)  and airspace 1739 
users operations. 1740 

The rolling exchange of API, DPI and ELDT in an extended horizon also makes possible the Multi 1741 
airport integration planning.  The extended horizon is key for this concept. The early and more 1742 
accurate knowledge of the landing times (ELDT) provided by NOP for the inbound legs, permits the 1743 
AOP to provide earlier and more accurately departure times (TTOTs) for the outbound legs. This 1744 
effect cascades down to all AOPs receiving the aircraft later throughout the day (up to the next 24h). 1745 
See figure below. Multi-airport Integration significantly increases predictability for the airport and for 1746 
the network. 1747 

 1748 
Figure 6 Multi Airport Integration 1749 

As a whole, the AOP-NOP Integration concept elaborated in SESAR is about a comprehensive 1750 
integration of airports and network resulting in more data – but relevant data - exchange and in a 1751 
timely and automated manner, named rolling data exchange. The concept support a better Network 1752 
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and Airport planning, as means of better predictability, cost reduction  as means of better planning 1753 
and carbon footprint reduction, as means of better planning and less air-holding. 1754 

As the concept is very extensive and ambitious, SESAR step 1 has mainly focused on the departure 1755 
and arrival planning exchange of AOP-NOP data from pre-tactical to execution, as explained in this 1756 
section.   1757 

3.2.3.5 Airspace Users’ Planning / Trajectory Management 1758 

All foreseeable ATM restrictions / constraints are easily available to airspace users through the NOP 1759 
interfaces (NM portal, B2B services). Airspace users has also timely access to the airspace structure 1760 
(FRA or pre-define route network). 1761 

Airspace Users submits initial Shared Business/Mission Trajectories (iSBT/SMT) to the Network 1762 
manager, which consists of flight intentions progressively refined as time moves closer to departure 1763 
time (UP4DT). Progressively the user preferred 4D Trajectories are generated by the FOC systems 1764 
and included in the iSBT/SMT as soon as becomes ready for publishing.  1765 

As an initial step towards the Shared/Reference Mission Trajectory, a common and improved OAT 1766 
and enhanced flight plan is defined at European level as well as its network level integration in the 1767 
short-term planning phase. At a later stage both the iSBT/SMT and the UP4DT is used by the 1768 
Network Manager to improve the forecast of traffic and they are made available in the NOP to all 1769 
relevant ATM actors as constituents of the traffic demand. In Step 1, the SBT/SMT is not fully 1770 
implemented yet and only incorporates flight intentions (in the medium-term planning) which are 1771 
progressively refined with incoming information from the Airspace users to become an extended flight 1772 
plan in the short term period including trajectory data (UP4DT). This extended flight plan then evolves 1773 
into the initial SBT/SMT (iSBT/iSMT). 1774 

The iSBT/SMT is subject to an iterative revision process, as time moves within this medium short-term 1775 
planning phase towards the execution phase and latest information affecting the flight becomes 1776 
available. The iSBT might include the following: flight's city pair, user preferred 3D route, flight plan, 1777 
and when possible known long-term ATM constraints. In the evolution to a UP4DT, the trajectory is 1778 
enriched with more detailed information - aircraft performance, forecast upper air weather, all known 1779 
ATM constraints and TTO/TTA. The iSBT/iSMT is published as the initial RBT/RMT at the moment 1780 
when, due to the proximity of the execution phase, iSBT/iRMT is sufficiently reliable to become the 1781 
trajectory the AU agrees to fly and the Airspace Service Providers agree to facilitate. The NOP shall 1782 
make available the iOAT FPLs whilst respecting the confidentiality requirements as dictated by the 1783 
originator.  1784 

The UDPP Enhanced Slot Swapping is used by the Airspace Users to reflect their priorities by 1785 
swapping important flights to the detriment of less important flights, in short-term phase hours before 1786 
the flight operation. The enhanced slot swapping Identification Tool aims to propose valid candidate 1787 
flights for swapping that can be sent as slot swap requests to NM. 1788 

The NOP supports the data exchange between the different UDPP stakeholders (Network Manager 1789 
and Airspace Users) by providing tools and services enhancing the collaboration and coordinated 1790 
decision process and keeping record of its results.  1791 

Concerning Departure-Flexibility at Airports, reordering requests are addressed in the context of the 1792 
A-CDM environment at the Airport, and results in updated TSAT for the flights. At the level of the 1793 
NOP, no additional information than the A-CDM information is exchanged. 1794 

3.2.3.6 Airspace Management and AFUA 1795 

Closer to the day of operation, by participating to the ASM process (in the AMC structure), the Military 1796 
provide their intentions which are reflected into the NOP with the latest (more accurate) information 1797 
regarding the planned availability of temporary airspace structures).  1798 

This information is available to the Network Manager in daily airspace use plans, which can be 1799 
updated dynamically.  1800 

The planned airspace reservations, once consolidated at network level, is published by the Network 1801 
Manager in the rolling European AUP/UUP (part of the NOP reference information). 1802 
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3.2.3.7 Sectorisation and Constraint 1803 

The NOP is updated with sector configuration data and with potential and planned configurations. 1804 

Under AFUA procedures, solutions are proposed to provide the necessary volume of reserved 1805 
airspace to the military to conduct their operations safely and to improve the Network efficiency and 1806 
the capacity at the same time.  1807 

The implementation of modular areas increases flexibility: 1808 

• For the military and potential ARES user to have the necessary volume of airspace to fulfil  1809 
their individual demands and 1810 

• To have an increased volume of airspace available for those flights affected by the activation 1811 
of ARES in order to potentially increase the efficiency of the airspace configurations.  1812 

VPA (Variable Profile Area) modules (instead of the commonly used airspace configuration of TRAs 1813 
or TSAs) are designed to facilitate multiple airspace allocation solutions suitable for various mission 1814 
profiles as well as to fit the overall network with regard to the ARES VPA grid size and shape.  1815 

VPA is a new airspace design principle based on flexible allocation and management of small fixed 1816 
predefined modules of airspace. These modules are designed to fulfil airspace users’ needs 1817 
individually or as a combination of modules as an ARES, dependant on individual mission profile.  1818 

Connecting the ASM tool with the ATFCM system provides static airspace data and dynamic AUP / 1819 
UUP update to ATFCM system, facilitating as an initial step the collaborative decision making 1820 
process, involving all pertinent partners to ASM in order to achieve a structured and goal oriented 1821 
approach. 1822 

Additionally the continuous sharing, potentially in real time, of airspace planning and status provides a 1823 
shared situation awareness and contribute to a more efficient DCB process. 1824 

3.2.3.8 Significant Event Planning (incl. Weather Events) 1825 

As for long term planning, the sources that have the best knowledge about a significant event (and its 1826 
local/sub-regional impact) are able to directly input the information in the NOP.  1827 

Procedures are in place to ensure that information on the impact of an event (on traffic demand or 1828 
capacities) can be shared in the NOP in a timely manner. Stakeholders have more time to collaborate 1829 
on mitigation strategies/ DCB scenarios.  1830 

Transition plans are developed collaboratively using data available in the NOP (including up-to-date 1831 
information on traffic forecasts and available ANSPs/airports capabilities) for significant events (as 1832 
ATM system enhancements) where a temporary reduction in capacity is expected.  1833 

These is elaborated with a view to minimise the negative impact on network performance 1834 
targets/objectives whilst taking into account local/sub-regional optimisations and airspace users’ 1835 
preferences. What-if assessment tools is used enabling all stakeholders in any trajectory update to 1836 
look at the same contextual information and to have visibility on the impact on KPIs before a decision 1837 
is activated (the set of KPIs to be addressed is specified in the Step 1 Operational Network 1838 
Performance Framework). Contingency plans and diversions plans for plannable critical events (for 1839 
example industrial actions, significant changes in airspace availability, significant weather), are also 1840 
developed more collaboratively using the data made available in the rolling NOP (including up-to-date 1841 
information on traffic forecasts and on available ANSPs/ airports capabilities).  1842 

Local weather assessments is used to assess the potential impact of weather on operations. The 1843 
process, which is much more dynamic than in the previous operating method, starts at the earliest 1844 
possible based on the 4DWxCube information and other information available from MET Services 1845 
Providers (incl. temperature and wind at defined FL, CBs, thunderstorms / convective activity, Clear 1846 
Air Turbulence, Pressure systems/frontal activity, icing). More MET information become available 1847 
when getting closer to the day of operation and are enriched by the estimation of impact in capacity 1848 
provided by the local units. 1849 
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The local/sub-regional units input their weather assessments into the NOP. Weather assessments are 1850 
integrated in the CDM processes to enhance this functionality on both the local as well as the network 1851 
level.  1852 

3.2.3.9 DCB 1853 

The Network Manager support continuously look in a collaborative process with local units at the 1854 
network performance. It tries to off-load identified bottlenecks through DCB measures (for example 1855 
creation of cross-border rerouting alternatives) designed to optimize network efficiency. 1856 

It is possible to use simulations and assessments of rerouting proposals to avoid or relieve 1857 
imbalances (in congested or closed airspace), as well as ‘what-if’ assessments in support of 1858 
alternative options offered.  1859 

The NOP further supports the CDM actions necessary (e.g. access to historical data, alternate routes 1860 
modelling) to discuss and agree the Plans as well as to improve consistence between local units, 1861 
airport and ATFCM planning. 1862 

During Medium term planning phase a subset of data (expected to have an impact on network 1863 
capacity) available in the AOP (Airport Operational Plans) e.g. Seasonal Airport Plans in terms of 1864 
airport capacities, planned works and identified constraints are shared with the NOP. This is a 1865 
significant change in operating methods where today airports do not share this data with the network 1866 
at this stage.  1867 

The NOP houses the latest available information on agreed DCB pre-defined actions/strategies 1868 
including Target Times.  Target times can be monitored from the NOP, deviations are signalled   and 1869 
various measurements and KPIs are able to determine the degree of adherence of a flight to its 1870 
target.  1871 

During the short time planning phase at D-1 the Network Management Function captures, maintains, 1872 
and makes accessible on a need-to-know basis, the sector capacities using the NOP and publishes 1873 
the Daily Plan for the next day. 1874 

Prior to execution on D day, the Network Manager monitoring function monitors the declared capacity 1875 
values available from the NOP against the actual traffic flow and complexity values in search of 1876 
imbalanced situations. 1877 

Once imbalance situations are detected and declared as hotspots by the Local Traffic Manager, a 1878 
coordination process with the Network Management Function, implying what-if procedures are 1879 
initiated performing an analysis of different parameters to determine the nature of the hotspots and to 1880 
identify and prepare STAM solutions for Flow Measures. During this process, the NMOC cascades 1881 
down to the LTM the Network Performance impact resulting from the What-If procedures and /or 1882 
expert judgment for final coordination of DCB measures. 1883 

Taking account of occupancy and complexity as key measures of workload in the Short-Term 1884 
Planning phase, DCB has a more accurate understanding of the demand capacity imbalance and can 1885 
offer solutions directly at the point of overload, including the distribution of target times to airspace 1886 
users and ANSP to ensure adherence to the plan (such as CTOT to TTA/TTO), which reduces the 1887 
overall cost of the DCB solution. 1888 

3.2.3.9.1 Weather Status Monitoring (MET) 1889 

The NOP receives significant weather information and dynamic updates of by the MET Service 1890 
Provider (4DWXCube). This information is then used for example to estimate the existence of 1891 
significant weather areas that may call for the application of STAM measures in D-day. These 1892 
significant weather phenomena is modelled as “MET objects” in the NOP. 1893 

Local impact (potential capacity reduction within a certain time) is assessed and shared with all ATM 1894 
actors through the NOP. Significant weather data should cover airport and en route and include 1895 
phenomena like convection, turbulences, icing, fog, strong wind or precipitations. 1896 
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During execution on D-day, the Network Management Function support and/or LTM identifies areas 1897 
where eventual tactical measures (e.g. STAM measure) may be necessary and are or will be affected 1898 
by significant weather and highlight them for monitoring (evolution of hotspot and Significant weather). 1899 

Local impact (potential capacity reduction within a certain time) is continuously reassessed and 1900 
shared with all ATM actors through the NOP. At any moment, the implementation of a STAM can be 1901 
triggered through the usual coordination process. 1902 

In brief, the demand and capacity balance assessment, and in its turn the elaboration of the network 1903 
plan and its monitoring performed by the Network Manager benefits with the integration in the NOP of 1904 
significant weather data. 1905 

3.2.3.10 Network Performance Planning, Monitoring and Management 1906 

Considered as a continuous process, the network performance planning, monitoring and review at 1907 
medium and short-term planning phases uses available more accurate data the closer it gets to the 1908 
execution phase.  1909 

Keeping the same principle of acting when a deviation from an established performance target is 1910 
detected, the thresholds requiring collaborative action from stakeholders are reduced compared to the 1911 
long-term planning phase, thus allowing a major adherence to predefined targets. Actions taken by 1912 
any actor are recorded in order to guarantee transparency and equity between all stakeholders.  1913 

It is possible to refine the performance monitoring by apportioning yearly network operational targets 1914 
and objectives to smaller geographical areas and time periods (season, week and days) thanks to the 1915 
better knowledge of traffic demand and network capabilities. The data available in the NOP makes it 1916 
possible to provide prognosis of network performance (for coming season, week and day).  1917 

The following table shows data that can be used to monitor Network Performance during the Medium 1918 
and Short-term Planning Phase.  Some of the mentioned data may only be available in the short-term 1919 
planning phase, very close to execution. 1920 
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3.2.4 Execution Phase 1923 

3.2.4.1 Airspace Traffic Demand 1924 

The filed Extended Flight Plan (EFPL) that is used to update NOP in real-time. 1925 

The expected airspace utilisation and anticipated workload levels would be highly accurate.  1926 

Stakeholders are able to get from the NOP a view of the traffic demand including access to the 1927 
trajectories that would compose the demand and are updated in real time.  1928 

3.2.4.2 Airspace (En-Route) Capacity Monitoring and further planning 1929 

The NOP continues to be updated in real-time with the actual sector capacities and optimised sector 1930 
configurations. This information allow stakeholders to further improve the identification of bottleneck 1931 
sectors including the flights.  1932 

The update on the Airspace Usage (Civil and Military coordinated) further complements ACC 1933 
Capacity management and AU operations.  1934 

The update of the actual local weather assessments is used to assess the actual capacity available. 1935 
The nowcasts is provided by the 4DWxCube information and other information available from MET 1936 
Services Providers. The MET information is enriched by the impact in capacity provided by the local 1937 
units. 1938 

The local/sub-regional units’ weather assessments is considered in the CDM processes to maximize 1939 
capacity at the network level.  1940 

3.2.4.3 Airport Monitoring and further planning 1941 

The rolling exchange of information between AOP and NOP continues throughout this phase. The 1942 
NOP is updated in real-time with the actual airports’ status and resources and latest information on 1943 
planned operations shared with the network through the AOPs (including reduced rates in case of 1944 
weather issue or any other type of issue). The NOP is alerted of deviations from AOPs, which require 1945 
an intervention of the network. NOP continues to exchange flight progress information that includes 1946 
flight status as calculated by NM systems and profile estimates (especially ELDT) updated as the 1947 
flight evolves in time - especially but not exclusively covering the airborne phase. 1948 

3.2.4.4 Airspace Users’ Planning / Trajectory Management 1949 

Airspace users have timely access to the NOP data relevant to their operations, including the AOP 1950 
data shared by airports and DCB/dDCB constraints. Airspace users also have timely access to the 1951 
actual airspace structure (FRA or pre-define route network) and airspace utilization with a clear 1952 
indication of opportunities/limitations following the actual airspace usage status. 1953 

The NOP is also updated with relevant data from UDPP activity through the NOP interface. 1954 

At the day of operations, the Airspace users communicate to externals its flight prioritization (thanks to 1955 
UDPP tooling). At a first stage, this prioritization information concerns only constrained situations 1956 
(regulated flights, departure airport congestion) enhancing the slot swapping, both at Network and 1957 
airport levels. The NOP supports the data exchange between the different UDPP stakeholders 1958 
(Network Manager, Airspace Users and Airports) by providing tools and services enhancing the 1959 
collaboration and coordinated decision process (flight lists, priority allocation as well as associated 1960 
performance indicators).  1961 

3.2.4.5 Airspace Management and AFUA 1962 

In the day of operations, the flight Execution phase, the NOP is updated with the real-time airspace 1963 
activation status and any change (deactivation or modification of the airspace allocated in the 1964 
planning phase) eventually including TT over the concerned airspaces. 1965 
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Changes to the Network Operations Plan are coordinated amongst the relevant network actors. Such 1966 
short notice requests for route activation and updates of military requests as significant weather 1967 
phenomena, unexpected ground or space infrastructure opportunities/limitations, critical events, etc. 1968 
are coordinated through integrated and user-friendly systems permitting a shared situational 1969 
awareness and a pertinent decision making process, ; thus, exploiting the airspace in a dynamic 1970 
manner (but still within the ASM planning process), minimising the impact of any disruptions and 1971 
taking benefit of any opportunity.  1972 

Any airspace changes would be shared through UUPs promulgation and the NOP is updated with any 1973 
change related to the AUP and UUP exchange, ARES (for FRA and DCT) and CDRs concerned.  1974 

The airspace users are alerted of changes in airspace CDR status, which require an intervention on 1975 
the filed FPL. 1976 

3.2.4.6 Sectorisation and Constraint 1977 

The NOP is updated with actual sector configuration data, sector configurations and related 1978 
capacities. 1979 

Allocation of airspace reservation (ARES) happens through more dynamic airspace management 1980 
enabling dynamic responses to short notice military airspace requirements (up to 3 hours before 1981 
operations) or very short term changes (e.g. bad weather). This relies in particular on increased 1982 
collaboration between ASM/ATFCM partners and scenarios providing flexibility with regard to daily 1983 
airspace and route requirements, and adequate highly reactive system support. 1984 

3.2.4.7 Significant Event Monitoring 1985 

Military events, special events and any other unexpected event are monitored by stakeholders using 1986 
the NOP.   1987 

The NOP is also updated with network crisis relevant information, facilitating the information sharing, 1988 
and the processes that would support the Network Crisis Management. 1989 

3.2.4.8 dDCB (Dynamic DCB) 1990 

The dDCB actions are shared in the NOP to improve situational awareness at network level and 1991 
enable post-ops analysis.  1992 

The implementation and promulgation of STAM measures by Local Traffic Managers are published in 1993 
the NOP, which is dynamically updated by inputs of all concerned actors. 1994 

The Network Manager Function supervises Network Performance evolution during the day, 1995 
monitoring the declared capacity values available from the NOP against the actual traffic flow and 1996 
complexity values and keeps track of the application of dDCB measures with relevant statistical 1997 
metrics and performance indicators to assess their efficiency. 1998 

Agreed procedures ensure a fair attribution of delay, and delay sharing processes help in optimizing 1999 
performance.  2000 

The System keeps all actors informed about the Network Operations Plan updates.  2001 

3.2.4.8.1 Weather Status Monitoring (MET) 2002 

During execution phase, at D-Day, the evolution of 4DWX phenomena that have been assessed to 2003 
influence Capacity i.e. monitored continuously.  These significant weather phenomena is modelled as 2004 
“MET objects” and is continuously updated in the NOP. This information is then used for example to 2005 
confirm the existence of significant weather areas (or to evaluate new ones) that may call for the 2006 
application of STAM measures.  2007 

During execution on D-day, the regional or local Network Management Function support identifies 2008 
areas where tactical measures (e.g. STAM measure) may be necessary due to significant weather (in 2009 
addition to other issues) and highlight them for action (evolution of hotspot and significant weather). 2010 
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Local impact assessment and actions are shared with all ATM actors through the NOP. At any 2011 
moment, the implementation of a STAM can be triggered through the usual coordination process. 2012 

When received updates on forecasted Turbulence, Convection, or Icing, their capacity impact on the 2013 
affected sectors is always assessed. 2014 

The full integration in the NOP is not completed during Step1, where a standalone prototype is still 2015 
used. The integration is finalised in Step 2. 2016 

3.2.4.9 Network Performance Monitoring and Management 2017 

During execution, the performance of the Network in relation to daily targets is monitored and some 2018 
KPIs are provided by the system. Agreed threshold level deviations - where practicable for some KPIs 2019 
- automatically trigger NOP alerts to the concerned and relevant stakeholders. Key for achieving an 2020 
efficient management is the capability to anticipate distortions to the plan before they actually happen, 2021 
that is the ability to identified cause and effect relationships elements to help determining optimum 2022 
locations for performance sensors, based on their Network influence, easiness of implementation and 2023 
data source quality. In summary, during execution the ability to identify and monitor Performance 2024 
Drivers (cause elements) rather than outcome performance (effect elements) is paramount. 2025 

The following tables show data input requirements to monitor Network Performance during the 2026 
Execution Phase for different Key Performance Areas. 2027 
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Examples of performance monitoring representations 2042 
 2043 

In Step 1, some representations of the previous KPIs are available in different forms (graphics) 2044 
showing the KPIs changes dynamically.   2045 

Airport KPIs in terms of Delay and Accuracy (Arrival/Departure and DPI) 2046 

 2047 
Figure 7 Airport KPIs 2048 

 2049 
Airport Trends KPIs to monitor the traffic demand by understanding the breakdown by 2050 
flight status (left) and the breakdown of delay by delay category (right) 2051 

 2052 
Figure 8 Airport Trends 2053 

 2054 
Occupancy Variability Monitor to monitor how occupancy counts vary over time, showing 2055 
how the “hotness” of the TV evolves over time 2056 

 2057 
Figure 9 Occupancy Variability Monitor 2058 

The figure above represents several KPIs: Occupancy Count Predictability, depending on A/C origin, 2059 
Occupancy Count Predictability depending on traffic Flux and Location Time Predictability. 2060 

 2061 
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Occupancy / Entry Load Comparison, where occupancy values present Average value for 2062 
each hourly period, Maximum occupancy count within each period and Minimum 2063 
occupancy count within each period. 2064 

 2065 
Figure 10 Occupancy / Entry Load Comparison 2066 

 2067 
Traffic Volume Entry KPI Monitor to display average (DELAY or VARIABILITY) and the 2068 
flight by flight entry ‘inaccuracy’, both in terms of FL and time. 2069 

 2070 
Figure 11 Traffic Volume Entry KPI Monitor 2071 

3.2.5 Post-flight Phase 2072 

3.2.5.1 Network Performance Review and Management 2073 

Base-lining of the Network Operations Plan has taken place all along the planning and execution 2074 
lifecycle and these planned baselines (or NOP/Plan instances) are stored in the NOP Post-Operations 2075 
process, together with actual performance, DCB actions performed, scenarios and mitigations and 2076 
their relative success. This information complement historical data and be available to the relevant 2077 
ATM Actors for future reference and information.  2078 

During NOP Post Operations phase, the performance of the Network in relation to targets is reviewed. 2079 
Agreed threshold level deviations are highlighted and reported to the concerned and relevant 2080 
stakeholders.  2081 

Key for achieving an optimum European ATM Network Performance is the capability to review and 2082 
continuously learn from the impact of ATM occurrences building knowledge to anticipate the future 2083 
similar occurrences facilitating the ability to identify the cause and effect relationships. 2084 

The following tables show data input requirements to review Network Performance during the NOP 2085 
Post Operations Phase for different Key Performance Areas. 2086 
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4 Detailed Operational Environment 2103 

4.1 Operational Characteristics 2104 

The section includes only the aspects relevant for the Collaborative NOP. More detailed information 2105 
related to operational characteristics can be consulted in the Network Operations DOD Step 1 [6].  2106 

The availability of information through time, considering Step 1 improvements, has been summarised 2107 
in the simplified picture presented in the next page, where the main operational nodes relevant for the 2108 
Collaborative NOP are represented.  2109 

2110 
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• The NOP data shall have agreed common / harmonised description (logical part in the AIRM, 2127 
physical part in exchange models such as AIXM, FIXM, WXXM, etc.).  2128 

• The Step 1 Airspace Data, Demand Data and Flight Data are needed to support NOP 2129 
activities and are not expanded in SESAR Step 1.  2130 

• NOP interfaces (e.g. NM portal, B2B services) shall be made available to all stakeholders 2131 
involved in network planning.  2132 

4.3.1 Security 2133 

The DOD is mentioning 3 different requirements concerning the security aspects of the Network 2134 
Operations, all of them based on the Security policy defined by 16.6.02: 2135 

• Security - collaborative support: Network Operations shall enable collaborative support.  2136 

• Security - resilience and self-protection: Network Operations shall ensure resilience of the 2137 
Network Operations performance targets.  2138 

• Security - transition to implementation: Network Operations shall ensure that the transition to 2139 
deployment and operational use is secure.  2140 

The 16.2.5 project is addressing the security aspects and provides guidance material via the Minimum 2141 
Set of Security Controls (MSSC), mentioned as being mandatory for every SESAR OFA and projects 2142 
(see ref [25]).  2143 

The following sub-chapters are describing the controls (from the MSSC) that are implemented in the 2144 
P07.06.01 Project.  2145 

The overall security goals and objectives for the P07.06.01 are that all the NOP data and services 2146 
shall be accessed, exchanges securely, modification of the data being logged, using efficient tools.  2147 

As an example, see below the general requirements related to security for network functions specified 2148 
in Commission Regulation no 677/2011, Annex VI, paragraph 3 that applied to NM: 2149 

 (1) The Network Manager shall have a security management system that covers the entire network 2150 
functions it performs according to the following principles: 2151 

a) ensure the security of its facilities and personnel so as to prevent an unlawful interference that 2152 
could impact the safety of the network functions it manages 2153 

b) ensure the security of operational data it receives or produces or otherwise employs, so that 2154 
access to it is restricted only to those authorised 2155 

c) define the procedures relating to security risk assessment and mitigation, security monitoring 2156 
and improvement, security reviews and lesson dissemination 2157 

d) define the means designed to detect security breaches and to alert personnel with 2158 
appropriate security warnings 2159 

e) define the means of containing the effects of security breaches and to identify recovery action 2160 
and mitigation procedures to prevent reoccurrence  2161 

4.3.1.1 Organization of Information Security 2162 

Security of the NOP is addressed in P07.06.01 via the definition of non-functional requirement and the 2163 
definition of the roles and responsibility for NOP data and services all along their life cycle.  2164 

For each NOP data, the responsibility is documented in EATMA when updating the related data 2165 
exchanges, and illustrated via scenario and use cases, for each service, the security is based on the 2166 
effective implementation of the recommendations covered via the non-functional requirements.  2167 

The organisation of security in NM is used as an example to illustrate how could be addressed the 2168 
different aspect of security concerning the NOP data and services.  2169 
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The NOP activities being under the responsibility of the Network Manager are covered, for the 2170 
security aspect, by 2 main elements: practices and procedures describes into the “Security 2171 
Management Manual” (see [28]) and a NM security officer. His role includes: 2172 

- the support of the implementation of the Information Security Policies (ISP) necessary 2173 
to ensure the security of Operations, IT and information network functions regarding 2174 
availability, integrity and confidentiality 2175 

- to coordinate, organize and support the definition, deployment, operation and 2176 
evolutions of the Security Management System (ISMS, which includes all aspects of 2177 
IT, information and physical security) of the Network Manager Directorate and ensure 2178 
its continuous compliance with the applicable EC regulatory requirements and 2179 
international Standards, to maintain compliance to Security standards by fostering 2180 
continuous improvement  2181 

4.3.1.2 Asset Management 2182 

The MSSC requires that “All assets shall be clearly identified and an inventory of all important assets 2183 
drawn up and maintained” 2184 

Concerning the NOP, the different assets are described and named where they are used/defined, into 2185 
the project’s OFA/OSED documents (being primary project in (see Table 1) or in the P07.06.01 2186 
project). The P07.06.01 is helping in using a common naming all over the different projects, thanks to 2187 
its transversal view and associated cross document review.  2188 

Each service and data ownership is described as explained above at the beginning of chapter 4.3.1.1 2189 
(for NOP data, responsibility documented in Appendix A and Appendix B, illustrated via scenario and 2190 
use cases. For service, security based on implementation of non-functional requirements).  2191 

The rules for the acceptable use of assets shall be identified, documented, and implemented.  2192 

For example, NM is documenting and classifying the intangible functions, services, processes and 2193 
information in term of criticality, sensitivity (requiring specific rights or not), resource impact (heavy or 2194 
light). The legal aspect is also addressed at the beginning of the development life cycle (see the CBA 2195 
template ref [30]).  2196 

Concerning the supporting assets (tangible entities such as equipment, software data, policies, 2197 
procedure, staff or management systems), their value, legal requirements, sensitivity and criticality 2198 
have also been documented all along the development life cycle. The management of equipment and 2199 
software configuration process is fulfilling the CMMI and ITIL requirements (documented into the iMS, 2200 
see [29]), including policies and procedures. This integrated Management System is ISO9001 2201 
certified.  2202 

 Related requirement: REQ-07.06.01-OSED-NFR1.0010 2203 
Requirement title: Security - NOP Assets identification, inventory and classification. 2204 

4.3.1.3 Human Resources Security 2205 

For all the people dealing with the NOP data and/or services, procedures and process shall be put in 2206 
place in order to ensure personnel Security. It includes for the concerned people: 2207 

- Having passed a pre-employment screening, 2208 

- Be properly briefed with awareness training and regular updates of the organisational 2209 
security policies and procedures relevant for their job function, 2210 

- To adhere to the established security policies.  2211 

Pre-employment screening is the foundation of good personnel security. It seeks to verify the 2212 
credentials of those you are seeking to grant access to NOP information, and to check that they meet 2213 
preconditions of employment. Example of area that could be covered: 2214 

• involvement in illegal activities 2215 
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• unspent criminal convictions relevant to the role, particularly if not volunteered by the 2216 
applicant and only revealed by other checks 2217 

• false or unsubstantiated claims on the CV or application form 2218 
• unsubstantiated qualifications 2219 
• unexplained gaps in employment history 2220 
• adverse references 2221 
• questionable documentation e.g. lack of supporting paperwork or concern that documents are 2222 

not genuine 2223 
• evasiveness or unwillingness to provide information on the part of the candidate  2224 

As an example, the NM recruitment process (based on EUROCONTROL corporate service and 2225 
describes in the “Network Manager Directorate – Security Management Manual”, see ref [28], chapter 2226 
“Assuring Personnel Security”) includes measures allowing to assess the loyalty, trustworthiness, and 2227 
reliability of individual and for granting access to systems which contain NOP information and services 2228 
where inappropriate user actions may result in a security impact.  2229 

Background verification checks on staff shall be performed: 2230 

- In accordance with relevant laws, regulation, and ethics 2231 

- be proportional to the roles and responsibilities, in particular in respect to the 2232 
business requirements (e.g. safety-critical function, developments), the classification 2233 
of information to be accessed, and the perceived risks  2234 

- take into account privacy, protection of personal data and/or employment based 2235 
legislation 2236 

The level of verification checks (and re-screening) should be based on the role and responsibility of 2237 
the staff and could, for instance, require a full background investigation in the case of an individual 2238 
working with sensitive information.  2239 

 Related requirement: REQ-07.06.01-OSED-NFR1.0020 2240 
Requirement title: Security – Ensure NOP human resource security 2241 

4.3.1.4 Physical and Environmental Security 2242 

In order to ensure the physical security of the systems and installations implied in delivering NOP data 2243 
and services, standards have to be set so that any unauthorized access are prevented or, if not 2244 
prevented, are promptly detected and notified, and that all the authorized accesses are correctly 2245 
tracked (log). Security perimeters shall be built in order to limit the chance of damage, interference 2246 
and unauthorized access.  2247 

The NOP (physical) systems shall be covered by a Security perimeter to protect the NOP sensitive 2248 
areas and processing facilities. The associated areas (building, premises…) shall be securely 2249 
protected by appropriate entry controls which allow access only to authorized personnel and which 2250 
detect unauthorized access.  2251 

In the case of NM, measures are described (see chapter 4 of “Security Management Manual”, ref 2252 
[28]) to ensure adequate supervision of the environment under the managerial responsibility of the 2253 
NM in order to ensure that any threat is quickly identified and managed in a suitable manner and to 2254 
limit access to areas in which these functions are performed only to those authorised. It relies on the 2255 
EUROCONTROL Agency operation of a Physical Security Plan (PSP). This includes: 2256 
• Day-to-day security provided under contract by an external company, 2257 
• Set out the responsibilities of staff and actions to be taken in specific circumstances in various 2258 

documents and office notes, 2259 
• The application of the ‘Defence in Depth’ principle, which ensures that assets assessed as critical 2260 

to the business received additional access restrictions by physical and electronic means, 2261 
• Buildings access controlled by a chip-based digital access badge which also prevents 2262 

unauthorised access to specific areas, 2263 
• Intrusion detection within the building (CCTV camera surveillance of access areas) and outside 2264 

the building, 2265 
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• access controlled by a manned security gate at the main entrance to the site, 2266 
• procedures for securing facilities in the event of fire and/or evacuation of the building, 2267 
• Regular comprehensive reports of physical security activities and events 2268 
• Contingency arrangements for certain network functions on a different site.  2269 

 Related requirement: REQ-07.06.01-OSED-NFR1.0030 2270 
Requirement title: Security – Physical and Environmental Security 2271 

4.3.1.5 Communications and Operations Management 2272 

The NOP data and services are accessed and transferred over wide area networks (Internet and 2273 
others like AFTN, SITA). They are encrypted at transport layer level (based on HTTPS for B2B 2274 
services) end to end; client credentials shall only be sent via an encrypted session.  2275 

 Related requirement: REQ-07.06.01-OSED-NFR1.0040 2276 
Requirement title: Security – Transfer over data network 2277 

NOP operational systems and application software should be subject to strict change management 2278 
control (Acceptance criteria to be established, suitable security tests carried out during development 2279 
and acceptance, changes to the information system and service are analysed for potential security 2280 
impacts prior to implementation).  2281 

 Related requirement: REQ-07.06.01-OSED-NFR1.0045 2282 
Requirement title: Security – Change management control 2283 

The NM development processes covers already all this needs. See iMS, ref [29] and associated 2284 
ISO9001 certification. It includes proper Back-up and restore capabilities, 2285 

Detection, prevention, and recovery controls shall be in place to protect NOP software against 2286 
malicious code and appropriate user awareness procedures shall be implemented (malicious code 2287 
detection and repair software, security awareness, appropriate system access and change 2288 
management controls and integrity verification tools to detect unauthorized changes to NOP 2289 
software).  2290 

 Related requirement: REQ-07.06.01-OSED-NFR1.0050 2291 
Requirement title: Security – Protection against malicious code 2292 

The NOP services shall be protected against or limit the effects of denial of service attacks.  2293 

 Covered in requirement: REQ-07.06.01-OSED-NFR1.0004 2294 
Requirement title:  NOP Data access - Service level and availability 2295 

Traceability (authentication of the origin) of NOP data shall be ensured for critical information.  2296 

 Related requirement: REQ-07.06.01-OSED-NFR1.0055 2297 
Requirement title: Security – NOP critical data traceability 2298 

The management of the NOP related documentation shall be done securely to avoid unauthorized 2299 
access.  2300 

Formal exchange agreements shall be established for the exchange of NOP services, information and 2301 
software. In NM, the signature of such service agreement or letter of agreement (customer profile 2302 
dependent), is required before granting access to any user.  2303 

 Related requirement: REQ-07.06.01-OSED-GEN1.0060 2304 
Requirement title: NOP User eligibility and service agreement 2305 

Procedures for monitoring the access to NOP Services and their usage (system load per service, 2306 
usage per user) shall be put in place and the results of the monitoring activities reviewed regularly (a 2307 
reporting facility shall be provided).  2308 

 Related requirement: REQ-07.06.01-OSED-NFR1.0055 2309 
Requirement title: Security – NOP critical data traceability 2310 
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NOP logging facilities and log information shall be protected against tampering and unauthorized 2311 
access.  2312 

 Covered in requirement: REQ-07.06.01-OSED-GEN1.0060  2313 
Requirement title:  NOP User eligibility and service agreement 2314 

Faults shall be logged, analysed, and appropriate action taken: 2315 

- Faults reported by users or by system programs related to problems with NOP 2316 
information processing or NOP communications systems should be logged.  2317 

- Clear rules shall be put in place for handling reported faults including a review of fault 2318 
logs to ensure that faults have been satisfactorily resolved.  2319 

 Related requirement: REQ-07.06.01-OSED-GEN1.0070 2320 
Requirement title: Security – NOP faults treatment 2321 

4.3.1.6 Access Control 2322 
The access to the NOP services, information, information processing facilities, and business 2323 
processes is controlled. Security controls are implemented before granting access to the data and 2324 
services.  2325 

As an example, the NM operating method before granting access to a customer is based on: 2326 

- a specific processing of customer requesting access to NOP data and/or services 2327 
(see The NM Service catalogue [27] for details), which represents the implementation 2328 
of the access control policy 2329 

- the signature of a service agreement or letter of agreement (customer profile 2330 
dependent), before granting access. An example of such service agreement could be 2331 
found in the NM Service catalogue (see [27]) 2332 

- The delivery of a secured access material (being a token or a certificate) 2333 

- The services usage monitoring and log to detect misuse and to be able to investigate 2334 
any infringement of agreement or security aspect 2335 

The NM Service catalogue (see [27]) states, for NOP service, what accesses are permitted by each 2336 
customer profile.  2337 

The access to sensitive data is restricted to a set of authenticated identified users. The authentication 2338 
relies on a secure mechanism, i.e. use of a unique digital client certificate issued by a recognised 2339 
certification authority. In this way, the probability of an unauthorized user access that compromises 2340 
information confidentiality or integrity is minimized, and if it happens, it could be investigated (thanks 2341 
to the logs).  2342 

The access control relies on a central notion of user profile. Each user (or user class in the case of 2343 
non-authenticated users) is given a profile that defines: 2344 

a) Which roles he can play on which domains.  2345 
b) What information he can see with a given role in a given domain.  2346 
c) What actions he can perform with a given role in a given domain.  2347 

 Related requirement: REQ-07.06.01-OSED-GEN1.0075  2348 
Requirement title: Security – Access control and Secure access to sensitive data  2349 

For more details and an example of implementation into NM systems, please see chapter 8 in the 2350 
document ref [27].  2351 

4.3.1.7 Information Systems Acquisition, Development and Maintenance 2352 

All NOP system enhancement proposals shall include security requirements validated by a security 2353 
risk assessment of the enhanced system. In NM, the CBA (see CBA template ref [30]) includes this 2354 
mandatory checking for each new or evolving service.  2355 
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 Covered in requirement: REQ-07.06.01-OSED-NFR1.0045  2356 
Requirement title:  Security – Change management control 2357 

4.3.1.8 Information Security aspects of Business Continuity Management 2358 
Measures shall be implemented to prevent single client monopolizing all available server resources 2359 
and creating deny of service to other clients.  2360 

Each user shall have the same priority in term of resources availabilities for the NOP data and 2361 
services.  2362 

 Covered in requirement: REQ-07.06.01-OSED-NFR1.0004  2363 
Requirement title:  Security – Change management control 2364 

4.3.1.9 Compliance 2365 

All the NOP systems and applications shall comply with SESAR policies and standards, with law and 2366 
regulatory requirements concerning the security. Such compliance shall be regularly verified.  2367 

Personal information should be protected and handled in accordance with locally applicable laws and 2368 
regulations.  2369 

 Related requirement: REQ-07.06.01-OSED-GEN1.0075  2370 
Requirement title: Security – Access control and Secure access to sensitive data  2371 
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5.1.1.1.4 Post conditions 2408 
Success End State 2409 
- The updated Airport Capacity and Event Plan has been timely determined and exchanged with the 2410 

NOP. 2411 
- The NOP has made visible for all stakeholders the Airport Capacity and Event plan and the total 2412 

Network situation. 2413 
Failure End State 2414 
- The updated Airport Capacity and Event Plan in the AOP are inaccessible for the NOP. 2415 

5.1.1.1.5 Notes 2416 

None 2417 

5.1.1.1.6 Triggers 2418 

An alert/warning from the Airport Performance Monitor service can be a trigger to update the Airport 2419 
Capacity and Event Plan. 2420 

Any change in a previously exchanged Airport Capacity Event Plan is a trigger to exchange a 2421 
new/updated Airport Capacity Event Plan to the NOP. 2422 

5.1.1.1.7 Flows 2423 
1. The Airport Capacity and Event Plan contained in the AOP are updated with the most accurate 2424 

information. 2425 
2. The AOP exchanges the updated Airport Capacity and Event Plan with the NOP via SWIM. 2426 
3. The Capacity section in the NOP is updated with the Airport Capacity Plan. 2427 
4. NOP publishes the AOP Airport Capacity and Event Plan updates. 2428 
5. NMOC assesses and the network demand (based on flight intentions) versus the updated airport 2429 
capacity received in the Airport Capacity Plan and identifies any imbalances that start to analyse to 2430 
initiate measures for mitigation. 2431 

5.1.1.2 UC-NP-32 Exchange Updated Airport Capacity Plan and UC-NE-18 2432 
Critical Event Information and impact 2433 

5.1.1.2.1 Purpose 2434 

This use-case concerns the exchange of update information related to the Airport Capacity and Event 2435 
Plan as contained in the AOP. This Use Case starts when the default (declared) Airport Capacity and 2436 
Event Plan is changed/updated due to changing conditions at the airport e.g. maintenance of airport 2437 
infrastructure or specific forecasted weather phenomena or a critical unplanned event like an airplane 2438 
bursts a tyre on landing thus closing the arrival runway. It is similar to [UC-NP-30 Provide Special 2439 
Event Information and Impact] but UC-NP-32   applies in short term or execution. 2440 

5.1.1.2.2 Actors 2441 

The following actors are responsible for an immediate change of the Airport Capacity and Event Plan 2442 
when necessary and inclusion of these updates in the AOP. 2443 

- APOC supervisor, 2444 
- APOC participants 2445 

o TWR supervisor, 2446 
o TMA supervisor, 2447 
o Airport Operations manager.  2448 

- NM (NMOC) is responsible for acting on the exchanged updated Airport Capacity and Event Plan. 2449 

5.1.1.2.3 Preconditions 2450 
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- NM AIRAC (Environment) data contains the Airport declared (default) capacity 2451 
information. 2452 

- Availability of SWIM infrastructure. 2453 
- The scenario starts at D -1 10:00 UTC 2454 

5.1.1.2.4 Post conditions 2455 
Success End State 2456 
- The updated Airport Capacity and Event Plan has been timely determined and exchanged with the 2457 

NOP. 2458 
- The NOP has made visible for all stakeholders the Airport Capacity and Event plan and the total 2459 

Network situation. 2460 
Failure End State 2461 
- The updated Airport Capacity and Event Plan in the AOP are inaccessible for the NOP. 2462 

5.1.1.2.5 Notes 2463 

None 2464 

5.1.1.2.6 Triggers 2465 

An alert/warning from the Airport Performance Monitor service can be a trigger to update the Airport 2466 
Capacity and Event Plan. 2467 

Any change in a previously exchanged Airport Capacity Event Plan is a trigger to exchange a 2468 
new/updated Airport Capacity Event Plan to the NOP. 2469 

5.1.1.2.7 Flows 2470 
5. The Airport Capacity and Event Plan contained in the AOP are updated from D-6 with the most 2471 

accurate information. 2472 
6. The AOP exchanges the updated Airport Capacity and Event Plan with the NOP via SWIM. 2473 
7. The Capacity section in the NOP is updated with the Airport Capacity Plan. 2474 
8. NOP publishes the AOP Airport Capacity and Event Plan updates. 2475 
9. The NM assesses the network demand versus the network capacity (including the updated Airport 2476 

Capacity Plan). 2477 

5.1.1.3 UC-NP-33 Managing unplanned reduction in airport capacity 2478 

5.1.1.3.1 Purpose 2479 

This use-case concerns the process for managing an unplanned reduction in airport capacity that 2480 
manifests on the day of operation. Like in [UC-NP-32 Exchange Updated Airport Capacity Plan 2481 
and UC-NE-18 Critical Event Information and impact] the default (declared) Airport Capacity and 2482 
Event Plan is updated due to Unplanned Airport Capacity reductions. Unplanned Airport Capacity 2483 
reduction can be caused by e.g., taxiway or runway blockage, failing infrastructure or airport response 2484 
to specific meteorological weather events.  2485 

In this use case, the resulting AOP and NOP assessment has determined a significant forecasted 2486 
demand/capacity imbalance (large impact and high probability). 2487 

In the knowledge of the extent of the airport traffic flow adjustment requirement, the NM employs DCB 2488 
measures in coordination with the local APOC (where the relevant stakeholders - Airspace Users, 2489 
airport, local ANSP – participate in) to reduce the impact on the network (Network-CDM). 2490 

5.1.1.3.2 Actors 2491 

The following actors are responsible for managing a significant forecasted demand/capacity 2492 
imbalance as a consequence of an unplanned reduction in airport capacity. 2493 
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- APOC supervisor, 2494 
- APOC participants 2495 

o TWR supervisor, 2496 
o TMA supervisor, 2497 
o Airport Operations manager, 2498 
o Airspace Users. 2499 

- FMP, 2500 
- NM, 2501 

5.1.1.3.3 Preconditions 2502 
Scenario starts on the day of operation (D) with the exchange to the NOP of an Airport Capacity and 2503 
Event Plan update that contains a significant capacity reduction. 2504 

5.1.1.3.4 Post conditions 2505 
Success End State 2506 
In collaboration with the respective stakeholders, the demand is adjusted to meet the available 2507 
(reduced) capacity. 2508 
Failure End State 2509 
No action is taken to mitigate the significant forecasted demand/capacity imbalance (large impact and 2510 
high probability). 2511 

5.1.1.3.5 Notes 2512 

None 2513 

5.1.1.3.6 Triggers 2514 

The Unplanned Airport Capacity reductions provided by AOP to NM in the update of the Airport 2515 
Capacity and Event Plan are the trigger to assess the impact of the significant forecasted 2516 
demand/capacity imbalance (large impact and high probability) and to initiate measures for mitigation 2517 

5.1.1.3.7 Flows 2518 
Main Flow 2519 
1. In collaboration with the respective APOC (including all relevant stakeholders), solutions for the 2520 

identified bottlenecks are defined, analysed, agreed. Using demand and airport capacity 2521 
information, NM and stakeholders choose an ATFCM ground delay regulation. 2522 

2. ATFCM ground delay regulation is implemented 2523 
3. The excess traffic demand is adjusted in time to meet the available airport capacity. 2524 
4. The delayed flights receive Slot Allocation Messages with their Calculated Take Off Times 2525 

(CTOTs).  2526 

5.1.1.4 UC-NP-34 Manage unplanned increase in traffic demand 2527 
(Business aviation) 2528 

5.1.1.4.1 Purpose 2529 

This use-case concerns the process for managing an unplanned increase in traffic demand that 2530 
manifests on the day of operation. This Use Case starts on D day when business aviation 2531 
unexpectedly file flight plans to service their on-demand air transportation services.  2532 

Knowledge / visibility of Airport Capacity surpluses are required to plan these types of flight at short 2533 
notice.  2534 

In this use case, the resulting assessment determines that the capacity surplus can accommodate the 2535 
additional business aviation flights. 2536 
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5.1.1.4.2 Actors 2537 

The following actors are responsible for managing a forecasted demand/capacity imbalance as a 2538 
consequence of unplanned increase in arrival demand. 2539 

- APOC supervisor, 2540 
- APOC participants. 2541 

o TWR supervisor, 2542 
o TMA supervisor, 2543 
o Airport Operations manager, 2544 

- NM, 2545 
- Airspace User. 2546 

5.1.1.4.3 Preconditions 2547 
- Scenario starts at D day 2548 
- The NOP contains the most recent update of the Airport Capacity and Event Plan. 2549 
- There are Airport Capacity surpluses. 2550 
- Airport Capacity surpluses are available for Business aviation 2551 

5.1.1.4.4 Post conditions 2552 
Success End State 2553 
Business Aviation traffic demand requests are accommodated at the airport 2554 
Failure End State 2555 
- Business Aviation traffic demand requests are not accommodated at the airport because the flights 2556 

are filed to arrive where there is no arrival capacity surplus. 2557 
- Business Aviation traffic demand request cannot be accommodated due to not accessible Airport 2558 

Capacity and Event Plan by NOP  2559 

5.1.1.4.5 Notes 2560 

None 2561 

5.1.1.4.6 Triggers 2562 

Sudden enquiry from business aviation to accommodate their clients’ on-demand air transportation 2563 
services requests. 2564 

5.1.1.4.7 Flows 2565 
Main Flow 2566 
1. The business aviation user queries the AOP’s capacity plan on the NOP to determine when there 2567 

is surplus airport arrival capacity to accommodate their client’s on-demand requests. 2568 
2. Available periods are identified and flight plans are filed 2569 
3. The NOP updates with the new traffic demand showing that it is balanced with the available airport 2570 

capacity. 2571 
4. The NOP exchange the flight information with the relevant AOP 2572 
5. The demand section in the relevant AOP is updated with the additional flight(s) 2573 

5.1.1.5 UC-NP-35 Recovery from a disrupted situation 2574 

5.1.1.5.1 Purpose 2575 

Timely and accurate update of the Airport Capacity and Event Plan and automatic exchange of that 2576 
information with the NOP assists in a fast and efficient recovery of operations following a period of 2577 
capacity disruption [UC-NP-33 Managing unplanned reduction in airport capacity]. 2578 

5.1.1.5.2 Actors 2579 
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The following actors are responsible for managing a fast and efficient recovery of operations following 2580 
a period of capacity disruption. 2581 

- APOC supervisor, 2582 
- APOC participants 2583 

o TWR supervisor, 2584 
o TMA supervisor, 2585 
o Airport Operations manager, 2586 

- NM, 2587 
- Airspace User. 2588 
The NOP/NM is responsible for acting on the exchanged updated Airport Capacity and Event Plan. 2589 

5.1.1.5.3 Preconditions 2590 

In this use case, NM employs DCB measures in coordination with the relevant APOC participants 2591 
(Airspace Users, airport, local ANSP) to reduce the impact on the network. 2592 

5.1.1.5.4 Post conditions 2593 
Success End State 2594 
The airports inbound or outbound traffic flow is timely adjusted (increased) to make maximum use of 2595 
the available airport capacity after a period of capacity constraint. 2596 
Failure End State 2597 
Airport capacity is not known in time to make the best use for in and outbound traffic. The airlines do 2598 
not profit from the potential delay reductions. The unnecessary negative knock-on-effects on later 2599 
flights are experienced by both the airport and the operating airlines. 2600 

5.1.1.5.5 Notes 2601 

[UC-NP-33 Managing unplanned reduction in airport capacity] was implemented to overcome the 2602 
immediate demand/capacity imbalance. [UC-NP-35] is implemented coincidentally with or sequentially 2603 
after [UC-NP-33 Managing unplanned reduction in airport capacity]. 2604 

5.1.1.5.6 Triggers 2605 

The operational conditions of [UC-NP-33 Managing unplanned reduction in airport capacity] have 2606 
taken place. 2607 

5.1.1.5.7 Flows 2608 
Main Flow 2609 
1. The timely update of the Airport Capacity and Event Plan presents the airport capacity increase 2610 
2. The AOP exchanges the updated Airport Capacity and Event Plan with the NOP via SWIM. 2611 
3. The airport capacity is updated in the NOP 2612 
4. NOP publishes the AOP Airport Capacity and Event Plan updates 2613 
5. The NM assesses the updated Airport Capacity Plan and identifies that there is now a capacity 2614 

surplus at the end of the ATFCM ground delay measure implemented in [UC-NP-33 Managing 2615 
unplanned reduction in airport capacity] 2616 

6. In collaboration with the respective APOC participants, NM introduces an increased rate in the last 2617 
period of the ATFCM ground delay regulation 2618 

7. The updated ATFCM ground delay regulation is implemented 2619 
8. The traffic demand is re-adjusted in time to meet the increasing airport capacity 2620 
9. The affected flights receive Slot Revision Message with improved Calculated Take Off Times 2621 

(CTOTs) 2622 
10. The AOP receives updated flight information from the NOP for the affected flights 2623 
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5.1.2 Runway Configuration Plan and Arrival / Departure 2624 
Information 2625 

5.1.2.1 UC-NP-36 Exchange Updated Runway Configuration Plan at D-1 2626 

5.1.2.1.1 Purpose 2627 

This use-case concerns the exchange of updated information related to the Runway Configuration 2628 
Plan as contained in the AOP until D-1, 1500 UTC inclusive that is coincident with the publication of 2629 
the NOP ATFCM Daily Plan (ADP).  2630 

This Use Case starts at D-1 when the default Runway Configuration Plan is updated due to 2631 
anticipated changing operating conditions at the airport. These changing operating conditions could 2632 
be due to a change in availability of airport infrastructure or specific forecasted weather phenomena. 2633 

5.1.2.1.2 Actors 2634 

The following actors are responsible for updating the Runway Configuration Plan when necessary and 2635 
inclusion of these updates in the AOP. 2636 

- APOC supervisor, 2637 
- TWR supervisor,  2638 
- TMA supervisor, 2639 
- Airport Operations manager.  2640 

The NOP should reflect the update (displayed and exchanged in SWIM) and NMOC is responsible for 2641 
acting on the exchanged updated Runway Configuration Plan. 2642 

Airspace User can access from NOP (displayed and available via SWIM) the updated runway 2643 
configuration plan and their updated profiles (FTFM profile in flight progress information) and Airspace 2644 
User is responsible for refiling a flight plan modification when required. 2645 

5.1.2.1.3 Pre-conditions 2646 

Availability of SWIM infrastructure 2647 

5.1.2.1.4 Post-conditions 2648 
Success End State 2649 
- The update to the default Runway Configuration Plan has been timely provided to the NOP. 2650 
- The update to the default Runway Configuration Plan is included in the NOP situation 2651 

information. 2652 
- The NOP flight profiles are recalculated, exchanged with the respective AOPs and available for 2653 

DCB analysis 2654 
Failure End State 2655 
- The update to the default Runway Configuration Plan in the AOP is inaccessible for the NOP. 2656 
- Calculation of flight profiles could not take place on updated Runway Configuration Plan 2657 

information.  2658 

5.1.2.1.5 Notes 2659 

The NOP utilises historic and flight intention data in its D-1 planning for flights not yet filed ADP 2660 
publication. In addition, the Default Runway Configuration Plan may be improved with historic 2661 
information in this phase 2662 

At D-1 1500 UTC, the NOP utilises Filed Flight Plans only. This dataset is dependent upon timely 2663 
filing of ICAO Flight Plans. 2664 

Default Runway Configuration Plan is available with the NM (through NOP) improved as historic 2665 
information 2666 
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5.1.2.1.6 Triggers 2667 

Any change to the default Runway Configuration Plan is a trigger to exchange a new/updated 2668 
Runway Configuration Plan to the NOP. 2669 

5.1.2.1.7 Flows 2670 
Main Flow 2671 
1. The AOP has provided the NOP with the default Runway Configuration Plan. 2672 
2. At D-1, the AOP updates the default Runway Configuration Plan with the expected changes for 2673 

the next day. 2674 
3. The AOP exchanges this updated Runway Configuration Plan with the NOP via SWIM. 2675 
4. The NOP updates its Situation Awareness (display) with the updated Runway Configuration Plan 2676 
5. The NM (re-)calculates 4D flight profiles based on the updated Runway Configuration Plan. 2677 
6. The NOP publishes the estimates times relevant to the (re-)calculates 4D flight profiles in the 2678 

NOP 2679 
7. The Relevant AOPs are updated with the new ETOT and ELDT 2680 

Alternative Flow 2681 
None 2682 

5.1.2.2 UC-NE-23 Exchange Updated Runway Configuration Plan at Day 2683 
of Operation (D) 2684 

5.1.2.2.1 Purpose 2685 

This use-case concerns the exchange of update information related to the Runway Configuration Plan 2686 
as contained in the AOP on the day of operation. This Use Case starts when the previously 2687 
exchanged Runway Configuration Plan is updated due to changing operating conditions at the airport. 2688 
These changing operating conditions could be weather related (e.g. change in runway operating 2689 
direction), change in availability of airport infrastructure (e.g. runway blockage), unexpected shift in 2690 
traffic demand (e.g. a large number of diversions from a nearby airport). 2691 

5.1.2.2.2 Actors 2692 

The following actors are responsible for an immediate change of the Runway Configuration Plan 2693 
when necessary and inclusion of these updates in the AOP. 2694 

- APOC supervisor, 2695 
- TWR supervisor,  2696 
- TMA supervisor, 2697 
- Airport Operations manager.  2698 

The NOP should reflect the update (displayed and exchanged in SWIM) and NMOC is responsible 2699 
for acting on the exchanged updated Runway Configuration Plan. 2700 

Airspace User can access from NOP (displayed and via SWIM) the updated runway configuration 2701 
plan and their updated profiles (flight progress information) and Airspace User is responsible to refile 2702 
a flight plan modification when required. 2703 

5.1.2.2.3 Pre-conditions 2704 

Availability of SWIM infrastructure 2705 

5.1.2.2.4 Post-conditions 2706 
Success End State 2707 
- The updated Runway Configuration Plan has been determined and exchanged with the NOP. 2708 
- The NOP flight profiles are recalculated and available for DCB analysis 2709 

Failure End State 2710 
- The updated Runway Configuration Plan in the AOP is inaccessible for the NOP. 2711 
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- No recalculation of flight profiles could take place, no DCB analysis on updated information could 2712 
take place based on the updated AOP Runway Configuration Plan. 2713 

5.1.2.2.5 Notes 2714 
None 2715 

5.1.2.2.6 Triggers 2716 

Any change in the current Runway Configuration Plan is a trigger to exchange a new/updated 2717 
Runway Configuration Plan to the NOP. 2718 

An alert/warning from the Airport Performance Monitor service can be a trigger to responsible 2719 
stakeholder to update the Runway Configuration Plan. 2720 

5.1.2.2.7 Flows 2721 
Main Flow 2722 
1. At D, the AOP contains the Runway Configuration Plan for the day of operation. 2723 
2. The AOP exchanges this changed/updated Runway Configuration Plan with the NOP via SWIM. 2724 
3. The NOP updates its Situation Awareness (display) with the new runway configuration. 2725 
4. The NM (re-)calculates 4D flight profiles based on the updated Runway Configuration Plan using 2726 

the flight intentions and the known flight plans. 2727 
5. The NOP publishes in  SWIM the flight progress information with the estimates times relevant to 2728 

the (re-)calculated 4D flight profiles 2729 
6. The NM coordinates with the relevant stakeholders when 4D flight profiles deviation has a 2730 

network impact and an action is required. 2731 
7. The Relevant AOPs update with the new ETOT and ELDT 2732 

Alternative Flow 2733 
None 2734 

5.1.2.3 UC-NE-24 Exchange of API, DPI and ELDT 2735 

5.1.2.3.1 Purpose 2736 

This use-case concerns the exchange of flight specific information as contained in the AOP on the 2737 
day of operation followed by flight progress information from NOP. This Use Case starts when flight 2738 
specific information becomes available during the day of operation. In this UC, APOC using AOP 2739 
assesses the impact of the updated ELDTs and ETOTs on its resource availability and on the turn-2740 
around process, concluding that there is no impact. 2741 

5.1.2.3.2 Actors 2742 
APOC supervisor/operator and AOP systems are responsible for an immediate exchange of arrival or 2743 
departure planning information (API, DPI) when necessary and inclusion in the AOP of the 2744 
consequent flight updates received from NOP in Flight progress information.  2745 
The NOP is responsible for updating the flight data and profiles, and for sending the Flight progress 2746 
information, in particular the ELDT. 2747 
Upon the exchange of information, 2748 
NMOC Network Manager (NM) is responsible for acting on the exchanged API and DPI when 2749 
necessary. 2750 
APOC is responsible for the impact assessment of the ELDT in the ATV and for taking any corrective 2751 
actions if necessary. 2752 

5.1.2.3.3 Pre-conditions 2753 

Availability of SWIM infrastructure 2754 

5.1.2.3.4 Post-conditions 2755 
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Success End State 2756 

- The API, DPI are successfully exchanged with the NOP.  2757 

- The NOP flight profiles are recalculated and flight data is updated. Finally, Flight Progress 2758 
information is successfully exchanged with the AOP.  2759 

Failure End State 2760 

- The API and DPI is inaccessible for the NOP: No recalculation of flight profiles take place based 2761 
on the updated AOP information in API and DPI, hence ELDT and ETOT data are not updated. 2762 

- Flight Progress Information is inaccessible for AOP: AOP is not updated and APOC cannot 2763 
perform the impact assessment of the ELDT in the ATV with the most recent data. 2764 

5.1.2.3.5 Notes 2765 

The profile recalculation in NM (FTFM) is updated with the most up-to date information (SID, STAR, 2766 
TTOT…). The ICAO flight plan or AU 4D profiles is not updated as it is the responsibility of the AU to 2767 
do so. Hence unless AU refiles, the flight plan (or AU 4D profile in NM/IFPS) do not reflect latest 2768 
changes. 2769 

Exception: A registration mark or aircraft type provided by DPI/API do not update the flight profile in 2770 
NM. When different from the one in the flight plan, NOP triggers a discrepancy that is expected to be 2771 
solved by the AU by refiling. For SESAR 2020 the aircraft type may update the flight profile in NM. 2772 

5.1.2.3.6 Triggers 2773 

Any change triggered by information exchanged in the API and DPI recalculates the profile (see note 2774 
for exception) and update flight progress information in the NOP 2775 

. 2776 

5.1.2.3.7 Flows 2777 
Main Flow 2778 
1. The AOP exchanges API and DPI with NOP via SWIM.  This includes in particular, time 2779 

estimates and actual values at specific milestones of the flight such as departing, landing, taxing,  2780 
in or off block ..., other information like the STAR, SID and  runway as well as the aircraft status 2781 
(ATV). 2782 

2. The NM (re-)calculates the 4D flight profiles for flights with the received API or DPI information 2783 
and Network constraints. It results in updating the Flight Progress Information, which includes 2784 
flight status, relevant flight data and profile estimates (ELDT). 2785 

3. The NOP updates its situation awareness display and publishes in SWIM the updated Flight 2786 
Progress Information. 2787 

4. The Relevant AOP (s) is updated with the new ETOT and ELDT 2788 
Alternative Flow 2789 
When no API and/or DPI is exchanged at all with the NOP, then NOP calculates the 4D flight profiles 2790 
on less accurate / detailed Runway Configuration Plan (instead of the detailed information in the API 2791 
and DPI) for one or both end of the trajectory.  2792 
1. NOP publishes the estimates times relevant to the (re-)calculates 4D flight profiles  2793 
2. The Relevant AOP(s) is updated with the new ETOT and ELDT. 2794 

5.1.2.4 UC-NE-25 Turn around delay, delayed outbound flight 2795 

5.1.2.4.1 Purpose 2796 

AOP assesses the impact of updated ELDTs and ETOTs on their resource availability and on the 2797 
turn-around process. In this use case, the planned departure segment of an ATV is impacted. 2798 

The AOP stakeholders analyse the impact and available solutions. The decision is collaboratively 2799 
taken, including the AU, to postpone the next leg departure time without mitigation. 2800 
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The DPI is updated and included in the AOP. This information is exchanged with the relevant FOC/ 2801 
Airspace User and the NOP. 2802 

5.1.2.4.2 Actors 2803 
APOC supervisor/operator and AOP systems are responsible for immediate exchange of arrival or 2804 
departure planning information (API, DPI) when necessary. 2805 

The NOP is responsible for updating the flight data, profiles, and sending the Flight progress 2806 
information, in particular the ELDT. 2807 
Upon the exchange of information, 2808 
NMOC is responsible for acting on the exchanged API and DPI when necessary. 2809 
APOC is responsible for taking any corrective actions if needed after the impact assessment of the 2810 
ELDT in the ATV  2811 
AU is responsible for updating the affected flight plan if the delay is bigger than take off window 2812 
(normally 15 min) 2813 

5.1.2.4.3 Preconditions 2814 

Use case starts at D. 2815 

The AOP has updated the arrival and departure demand forecasting based upon received ELDTs and 2816 
ETOTs received information from NOP.  2817 

5.1.2.4.4 Post conditions 2818 
Success End State 2819 
A timely airport arrivals impact assessment is undertaken and the relevant stakeholders are able to 2820 
decide to accept the plan deviation without needing to mitigate it. 2821 
Failure End State 2822 
No timely impact assessment. Stakeholder decisions are not possible 2823 

5.1.2.4.5 Notes 2824 

The profile recalculation in NM (FTFM) is updated with the most up-to date information (SID, STAR, 2825 
TTOT…). The ICAO flight plan or AU 4D profiles is not updated as it is the responsibility of the AU to 2826 
do so. Hence unless AU refiles, the flight plan (or AU 4D profile in NM/IFPS) do not reflect latest 2827 
changes. 2828 

Exception: A registration mark or aircraft type provided by DPI/API do not update the flight profile in 2829 
NM. When different from the one in the flight plan, NOP triggers a discrepancy that is expected to be 2830 
solved by the AU by refiling. For SESAR 2020 the aircraft type may update the flight profile in NM. 2831 

5.1.2.4.6 Triggers 2832 

AOP has been updated with the new ELDT received from the NOP via SWIM. 2833 

5.1.2.4.7 Flows 2834 
Main Flow 2835 
1) The APOC receives an alert/warning from the AOP ATV that a late arriving aircraft is unable to 2836 

undertake its turnaround in the planned time.  2837 
2) In close coordination with the relevant stakeholders, the situation is considered: The late arrival 2838 

delay “knock-on” to the associated departing flight.  2839 
3) In close coordination with the relevant stakeholders, available solutions are considered.  2840 
4) The decision is taken to accept the changes. The outbound flight’s DPI is updated with the new 2841 

TOBT, TTOT etc. in line with the updated (and coordinated)  times for the outbound flight 2842 
5) The stand allocation is updated (the initial allocated stand might become available for another 2843 

inbound flight). 2844 
6) The AOP of the outbound flight exchanges the updated DPI with the stakeholders and the NOP 2845 

via SWIM.  2846 
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7) The NOP (re-)calculates the 4D flight profile for the flight and updates the ETOTs and ELDTs 2847 
based on the DPI TTOT information and Network constraints. 2848 

8) The NOP exchanges the ELDTs and ETOTs to the relevant AOPs via SWIM 2849 
9) The Relevant AOPs react to these updates. 2850 

5.1.2.5 UC-NE-26 Reduction in airport (runway) capacity 2851 

5.1.2.5.1 Purpose 2852 

This use-case concerns the process for managing an unplanned reduction in airport capacity that 2853 
manifests on the day of operation. This Use Case starts on D when Unplanned Airport Capacity 2854 
reductions caused by e.g., taxi way blockage (or runway blockage, failing infrastructure or specific 2855 
meteorological weather events).  2856 

In this UC the airport, performance-monitoring service assesses the airport capacity reductions and 2857 
identifies a demand/capacity imbalance. 2858 

In coordination with the relevant stakeholders (Airspace Users, airport, local ANSP) a new outbound 2859 
flight departure time is planned and the AOP is updated.  2860 

5.1.2.5.2 Actors 2861 

The following actors are responsible for managing the demand/capacity imbalance due to the 2862 
unplanned reduction in airport capacity. 2863 

- airport performance monitoring service 2864 
- APOC  2865 
- TWR supervisor, 2866 
- TMA supervisor, 2867 
- Airport Operations manager, 2868 
- FMP, 2869 
- NMOC 2870 
- Airspace Users. 2871 

5.1.2.5.3 Preconditions 2872 
- Use case starts at D 2873 
- This UC (applied to D) ends with an Airport Capacity and Event Plan update that contains a 2874 

medium capacity reduction. 2875 

5.1.2.5.4 Post conditions 2876 
Success End State 2877 
In collaboration with the respective stakeholders, the departure demand is adjusted (spread out) to 2878 
meet the available (reduced) capacity. 2879 
Failure End State 2880 
No action is taken to mitigate the significant forecasted demand/capacity imbalance. 2881 

5.1.2.5.5 Notes 2882 

Depending on the severity of the demand/capacity imbalance, from high to low, a regulation, a STAM 2883 
or simply a delay (if within the take-off window) reflected in the TTOT assigned is used.  2884 

Not all actors listed above maybe needed, as it depends on the severity of the demand/capacity 2885 
imbalance. 2886 

5.1.2.5.6 Triggers 2887 

The Unplanned Airport Capacity reductions received in the Airport Capacity and Event Plan are 2888 
assessed to cause a moderate departures demand/capacity imbalance Flows 2889 
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Main Flow 2890 
1. In collaboration with the respective stakeholders, solutions for the identified bottlenecks are 2891 

defined, analysed, agreed. Using demand and airport capacity information, AOP and 2892 
stakeholders choose to adjust flight departure times to compensate. 2893 

2. The excess traffic demand is adjusted in time to meet the available airport departure 2894 
capacity. 2895 

3. New/updated departure times are coordinated among relevant stakeholders. 2896 
4. The AOP calculates flight specific DPI information based upon the newly allocated DPI 2897 

Sequence times. 2898 
5. The AOP exchanges these updated DPI with NOP via SWIM 2899 
6. The NOP (re-)calculates the 4D flight profiles for flights with the received API or DPI 2900 

information and Network constraints -e.g. an En-Route regulation or STAM 2901 
7. AU may need to update/refile  the affected flight plan with the new departure time  ( i.e. if the 2902 

delay is bigger than the take-off window, but not needed if handled via CTOT) 2903 
8. The NOP exchanges updated ETOT and ELDT, with the airports (origin and destination) and 2904 

En-Route centre(s) via SWIM. 2905 
9. The Relevant AOPs are updated with the new ETOT and ELDT 2906 

5.1.2.6 UC-NE-22 Demand increase (additional unplanned flights) 2907 

5.1.2.6.1 Purpose 2908 

This use-case concerns the process for managing an unplanned increase in traffic demand that 2909 
manifests on the day of operation. This Use Case starts on D when airborne flights are diverted to 2910 
arrive at this aerodrome.  2911 

5.1.2.6.2 Actors 2912 

The following actors are responsible for managing a newly forecasted increase of traffic demand. 2913 

- Airspace User, 2914 
- APOC supervisor, 2915 
- TWR supervisor, 2916 
- TMA supervisor, 2917 
- Airport Operations manager, 2918 
- NMOC. 2919 

5.1.2.6.3 Preconditions 2920 
- Scenario starts at D 2921 
- Airport Capacity planning has confirmed the acceptance of these diverted flights at short notice.  2922 

5.1.2.6.4 Post-conditions 2923 
Success End State 2924 

The AOP updates with the new flights and their associated ELDT information.  2925 

Failure End State 2926 

The AOP is unable to assess and plan for the arrival of the diverted flights.  2927 

5.1.2.6.5 Notes 2928 

The process of coordinating and issuing the target times in execution a is not covered by this UC as 2929 
the concept is not finalised in SESAR Step 1 2930 

The subsequent outbound leg of the aircraft is not considered here 2931 

5.1.2.6.6 Triggers 2932 
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The ATC requests to divert flights to this airport are accepted by this airport 2933 

5.1.2.6.7 Flows 2934 
Main Flow 2935 
1. The NOP receives ATC FPL Proposal (AFP) messages for the diverting flights from the 2936 

coordinating ACC. 2937 
2. The NOP issues ATC Flight Plan Messages (APL) for the flights to the diverted to aerodrome. 2938 
3. The NOP calculates the 4D flight profiles for flights including their ELDTs. 2939 
4. The NOP exchanges the ELDTs for the diverted flights to the destination AOP via SWIM. 2940 
5. The AOP calculates flight specific API information based upon the allocated runway of arrival, 2941 

STAR and ELDTs. 2942 
6. The AOP exchanges these updated API with NOP via SWIM 2943 
7. The NOP (re-)calculates the 4D flight profiles for flights with the received API information and 2944 

Network constraints.  2945 
8. The NOP exchanges updated ELDT to the destination AOP via SWIM. 2946 
9. The AOP is updated with the new ELDT information 2947 
10. The airport performs an impact assessment and may issue target times to specific flights after 2948 

the necessary coordination 2949 

5.1.2.7 UC-NE-27 Traffic distribution adjustment 2950 

5.1.2.7.1 Purpose 2951 

This use-case (following UC-NE-25) concerns the process for managing an unplanned reduction in 2952 
airport capacity that manifests on the day of operation. This Use Case starts on D when Unplanned 2953 
Airport Capacity reductions caused by e.g., taxi way blockage (or runway blockage, failing 2954 
infrastructure or specific meteorological weather events).  2955 

The airport performance monitoring service has assessed the airport capacity reductions and 2956 
identifies a significant forecasted demand/capacity imbalance (large impact and high probability). 2957 

In the knowledge of the extent of the airport traffic flow adjustment requirement, the NM employs DCB 2958 
measures in coordination with the relevant stakeholders (Airspace Users, airport, local ANSP) to 2959 
reduce the impact on the network (Network-CDM) by adjusting the traffic distribution in time. 2960 

5.1.2.7.2 Actors 2961 

The following actors are responsible for managing a significant forecasted demand/capacity 2962 
imbalance as a consequence unplanned reduction in airport capacity. 2963 

- Airport performance monitoring service  2964 
- APOC supervisor, 2965 
- TWR supervisor, 2966 
- TMA supervisor, 2967 
- Airport Operations manager, 2968 
- FMP, 2969 
- NM, 2970 
- Airspace Users. 2971 

5.1.2.7.3 Preconditions 2972 
- Use case starts at D 2973 
- Airport Capacity and Event Plan update that contains a significant capacity reduction. 2974 

5.1.2.7.4 Post conditions 2975 
Success End State 2976 
In collaboration with the respective stakeholders, the demand is adjusted to meet the available 2977 
(reduced) capacity. 2978 
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Failure End State 2979 
No action is taken to mitigate the significant forecasted demand/capacity imbalance (large impact and 2980 
high probability). 2981 

5.1.2.7.5 Notes 2982 

This UC could be run with [UC-NP-33 Managing unplanned reduction in airport capacity] from the 2983 
Airport Capacity and Event Information. 2984 

5.1.2.7.6 Triggers 2985 

The Unplanned Airport Capacity reductions received in the Airport Capacity and Event Plan have 2986 
resulted in the application of an ATFCM ground based delay measure that reduces the airport arrival 2987 
rate.  2988 

5.1.2.7.7 Flows 2989 
Main Flow 2990 
1. On application of the ATFCM arrival regulation flight profiles are recalculated and CTOTs 2991 

determined and distributed.  2992 
2. The NOP exchanges updated CTOTs with the origin AOP, and ELDT with the destination AOP 2993 

via SWIM. 2994 
3. The Relevant AOPs are updated with the new ETOT/CTOT and ELDT information. 2995 
4. The AOPs calculates flight specific API and DPI information based upon the allocated Arrival 2996 

runway / STAR and allocated departure runway / SID. 2997 
5. The AOPs exchanges these updated API and DPI with NOP via SWIM 2998 
6. The NOP (re-)calculates the 4D flight profiles for flights with the received API / DPI information 2999 

and Network constraints. 3000 
7. The NOP exchanges the updated ELDTs with the destination AOP via SWIM. 3001 
8. The AOP updates with the new ELDT information. 3002 
9. The APOC confirms that the arrival capacity reduction is acceptably planned. The APOC 3003 

receives an alert/warning from the AOP ATV that the late arriving aircraft are unable to undertake 3004 
their turnaround in the planned time.  3005 

10. In close coordination with the relevant stakeholders, the situation is considered: The late arrival 3006 
delay “knock-on” to the associated departing flights is agreed and DPI updates are issued  3007 
delaying those flights (new  TTOT)  to accommodate their rotation  The stand occupancy is also 3008 
considered but thanks to the ATFCM regulation, the later wave of arriving flights can be 3009 
accommodated. 3010 

11. The AOP updates the outbound flight DPIs with new TTOT (TOBT + EXOT) etc. Where TOBT> 3011 
EOBT+15,  3012 

12. FPL delay (DLA) messages are issued by affected AUs. 3013 
13. The AOP exchanges the DPI updates with the stakeholders and the NOP via SWIM 3014 
14. The NOP (re-)calculates the 4D flight profile for the flights and updates the ETOTs based on the 3015 

DPI information, FPL delay (DLA) messages and Network constraints. 3016 
15. The NOP exchanges the ELDTs and ETOTs to the relevant AOPs via SWIM 3017 
16. The Relevant AOPs react to these updates. 3018 

5.1.2.8 UC-NE-28 Dissemination of Flight Progress information – Flight 3019 
suspension from AOP DPI process 3020 

5.1.2.8.1 Purpose 3021 

This use-case concerns the process of disseminating flight progress information.  3022 

In this use case, the NOP accepts an unscheduled FPL. The departing aerodrome identifies the flight 3023 
as unscheduled and then generates a Cancel DPI indicating that the flight has no coordinated airport 3024 
slot. The NOP updates, suspends the flight and disseminates the new flight status to the AOPs and 3025 
AU. The Destination AOP receives the notification and suspends the flight from its processes. 3026 
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5.1.2.8.2 Actors 3027 

The following actors are responsible for managing flight status. 3028 

- APOC supervisor, 3029 
- TWR supervisor, 3030 
- TMA supervisor, 3031 
- Airport Operations manager, 3032 
- FMP, 3033 
- NM, 3034 
- Airspace User. 3035 

5.1.2.8.3 Preconditions 3036 
- Use case starts at D 3037 

5.1.2.8.4 Post conditions 3038 
Success End State 3039 
All stakeholders are notified that the flight’s status is set to suspended and the reason for this. 3040 
Failure End State 3041 
No action – the arrival airport plans to handle the unscheduled flight. 3042 

5.1.2.8.5 Notes 3043 

None 3044 

5.1.2.8.6 Triggers 3045 

AOP (ADEP) receives an ICAO FPL flight plan from the NOP for which there is no coordinated airport 3046 
slot. 3047 

5.1.2.8.7 Flows 3048 
Main Flow 3049 
1. AOP (ADEP) compares NOP flight information with scheduled flights and finds no correlation. 3050 
2. AOP(ADEP) updates the flights DPI status to Cancel-DPI (C-DPI) status to notify that the flight is 3051 

unexpected 3052 
3. The AOP exchanges the new DPI status with NOP via SWIM 3053 
4. The NOP receives the C-DPI status 3054 
5. The NOP suspends the flight 3055 
6. The NOP exchanges the updated flight progress information with the AOP (ADEP) and (ADES) 3056 

and other stakeholders including the AU 3057 
7. The AOPs receive the NOP flight progress information 3058 
8. The AOPs update their flight progress information to indicate the flight is suspended. 3059 

5.1.2.9 UC-NE-29 Dissemination of Flight Progress information – Flight 3060 
diverted from AOP API process 3061 

5.1.2.9.1 Purpose 3062 

This use-case concerns the process of disseminating flight progress information for a flight departing 3063 
USA and arriving in Europe. However, the flight diverts to a Canadian airport before entering 3064 
European airspace. 3065 

In this use case the NOP receives an API message from the original ICAO FPL destination airport 3066 
concerning the flight from the USA (out of area flight) in which the arrstatus field indicates that the 3067 
flight has DIVerted.  3068 
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The NOP updates, removing the flight from its traffic counts and disseminates this to all network 3069 
actors involved with the flight. 3070 

5.1.2.9.2 Actors 3071 

The following actors are responsible for managing API. 3072 

- APOC supervisor, 3073 
- TWR supervisor, 3074 
- TMA supervisor, 3075 
- Airport Operations manager, 3076 
- FMP, 3077 
- NM, 3078 
- Airspace User.  3079 

5.1.2.9.3 Preconditions 3080 
- Use case starts at D 3081 

5.1.2.9.4 Post conditions 3082 
Success End State 3083 
All stakeholders are notified that the flight is removed 3084 
Failure End State 3085 
No action – the network plans to handle the unscheduled flight. (Note that the Arrival Aerodrome 3086 
knows that the flight will not arrive) 3087 

5.1.2.9.5 Notes 3088 

None 3089 

5.1.2.9.6 Triggers 3090 

AOP (ADES) receives notification from the AU that the flight has diverted in the USA to a Canadian 3091 
airfield 3092 

5.1.2.9.7 Flows 3093 
Main Flow 3094 
1. AOP (ADES) updates and removes the diverted flight from its arrival process. 3095 
2. AOP exchanges an API message to NOP with ATV status set to DIV. 3096 
3. NOP receives the API message and updates its flight progress information with suspended, 3097 

whilst it waits for future messages. 3098 
4. The AOP, AU, FMPs, ACCs receive the NOP update and remove the diverted flight accordingly. 3099 

5.1.3 Traffic Demand Identification 3100 

5.1.3.1 UC-NP-39 Airport Traffic demand exchange 3101 

5.1.3.1.1 Purpose 3102 
This UC deals with the exchange of slots and or schedule information in the early planning - before 3103 
the schedule season start - and later, the corresponding updates during the medium term planning. 3104 
The provision of these data by AOP allows NOP to identify inconsistencies and ambiguities in traffic 3105 
demand and flows between the AOP’s of different airports (Network ground nodes). NOP informs both 3106 
relevant AOP’s of these identified inconsistency and ambiguity in order to have them solved or 3107 
removed.  NOP updates and improve the quality of its traffic demand data with this exchange. 3108 

5.1.3.1.2 Actors 3109 
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The following actors are responsible for an immediate change of the Coordinated Slots when 3110 
necessary and inclusion of these updates in the AOP. 3111 

- APOC supervisor, 3112 
- APOC participants, 3113 
 Airport Operations manager 3114 
 Airline or AU 3115 

- NMOC. 3116 

5.1.3.1.3 Preconditions 3117 
- NOP and AOP availability of information through SWIM infrastructure. 3118 

5.1.3.1.4 Post conditions 3119 
Success End State 3120 

Consolidated Flight Intentions are available  3121 

Failure End State 3122 

Incomplete set of Flight Intentions 3123 

5.1.3.1.5 Triggers 3124 

AOP updates with Schedule information. 3125 

5.1.3.1.6 Flows 3126 
Main Flow 3127 

1. The AOP slot and schedule information is available to the NOP via SWIM. 3128 
2. The NOP updates with the available AOP schedule information. 3129 
3. The NOP makes the schedule information available to its stakeholders (including other 3130 

AOPs). 3131 
4. The NM creates Consolidated Flight Intentions (CFI) with 4D trajectories to logically connect 3132 

the departure and arrival schedule information.  3133 
5. The CFIs are available on the NOP. 3134 
6. The NM identifies inconsistencies and ambiguities in the Airport Schedule Information.  e.g., 3135 

when an AOP’s departure flight cannot be connected to an arrival flight in the AOP of the 3136 
destination airport. 3137 

7. The NM (through the NOP) informs the relevant AOPs of the identified inconsistency / 3138 
ambiguity.  3139 

Alternate Flow 3140 
None. 3141 

5.1.4 Network Impact assessment 3142 

5.1.4.1 UC-NE-31 Network Impact assessment of dDCB Measures 3143 
proposed by LTM 3144 

5.1.4.1.1 Purpose 3145 

This use-case describes how the Network Manager analyses during the execution phase or short 3146 
term, using What-If procedures and expert judgment, the performance impact of dDCB measures 3147 
proposed by the LTM. The impact of the trajectory deviations in the neighbourhood, downstream 3148 
sectors or and in the Network as a whole is analysed by NMOC. The LTM is responsible for CDM with 3149 
downstream sector. 3150 

5.1.4.1.2 Actors 3151 
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The following actors are involved: 3152 

- NMOC, 3153 
- LTM/FMP, 3154 

5.1.4.1.3 Preconditions 3155 
- Use case starts at D day a few hours or few minutes before sector entry time. 3156 
- LMT proposes a STAM measure 3157 

5.1.4.1.4 Post conditions 3158 
Success End State 3159 
The NMOC determines that there is no detrimental impact on the Network with the creation of the 3160 
proposed STAM. The LTM starts the STAM coordination. 3161 

Failure End State 3162 
The NMOC cannot perform the Network impact of the creation of the proposed STAM when the 3163 
neighbouring downstream area is outside ECAC. The STAM is not initiated. 3164 

5.1.4.1.5 Triggers 3165 

LMT detects a hotspot that analyses and monitors its evolution locally. The LTM proposes to apply 3166 
STAM to resolve the hotspot. 3167 

5.1.4.1.6 Flows 3168 
Main Flow 3169 

1. NMOC looks at the nature or possible causes of the hotspot, and sees that itis a local 3170 
problem that could be resolved by l STAM and does not require the creation of a regulation.   3171 

2. NMOC using the what-if tools simulates the effect of the proposed STAMed flights in the 3172 
network. In simulation, NMOC looks at the occupancy counts in the neighbourhood, 3173 
downstream sectors as well as entry counts. It concludes that there is no detrimental impact 3174 
on the Network and that the proposed STAM would improve or resolve the hotspot. 3175 

3. NMOC informs LMT of the positive Network Impact Assessment 3176 
4. LMT launches the STAM coordination. 3177 

5.1.4.2 UC-NE-32 Network Impact assessment of airports AOP changes 3178 

5.1.4.2.1 Purpose 3179 

The use case describes how Network Manager analyses during short term and execution phase, 3180 
using What-If procedures and or expert judgement, the performance impact on  Network DCB due to 3181 
changes provided by AOP such as capacity, runways configurations and departure and arrival flight 3182 
specific data. 3183 

5.1.4.2.2 Actors 3184 

The following actors are involved: 3185 

- NMOC, 3186 
- APOC, 3187 

5.1.4.2.3 Preconditions 3188 

[UC-NP-32 Exchange Updated Airport Capacity Plan and UC-NE-18 Critical Event Information 3189 
and impact] Exchange Updated Airport Capacity Plan and Critical Event Information and impact. 3190 

5.1.4.2.4 Post conditions 3191 
Success End State 3192 
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With NMOC/AOPC coordination and in collaboration with stakeholders the demand is adjusted to 3193 
meet the available (reduced) capacity. 3194 
Failure End State 3195 
No action is taken to mitigate the significant forecasted demand/capacity imbalance (large impact and 3196 
high probability). 3197 

5.1.4.2.5 Triggers 3198 

NOP is updated by AOP of a change in AOP and its impact. The triggers are [UC-NP-32 Exchange 3199 
Updated Airport Capacity Plan and UC-NE-18 Critical Event Information and impact] 3200 

5.1.4.2.6 Flows 3201 
Main Flow 3202 

1. NMOC looks into the reason and the capacity reduction provided by AOP and updated in the 3203 
NOP.   3204 

2 NMOC using the what-if tools simulates the effect of the capacity reduction in the network 3205 
and assesses it as large network impact. 3206 

3 NMOC/AOPC coordinates for the resolution of unplanned capacity reduction. Continue in the 3207 
flow steps of [UC-NP-33 Managing unplanned reduction in airport capacity]. 3208 

5.1.4.3 UC-NP-31 Provide Network Weather Information and Impact 3209 

5.1.4.3.1 Purpose 3210 

This use-case describes how the Network Manager shares during the short-term planning or phase 3211 
execution, following input of different actors, the potential impact of significant weather forecast. The 3212 
significant weather forecast is enriched with the LTM (En-Route and airport) assessment, including 3213 
potential impact and mitigations. 3214 

5.1.4.3.2 Actors 3215 

The following actors are involved: 3216 

- NMOC, 3217 
- LTM/FMP/Airports where significant weather conditions are forecasted, 3218 

5.1.4.3.3 Preconditions 3219 
- Use case starts at D-1 or before whenever MET forecast any significant weather condition. 3220 
- NMF shares the forecast and monitors that the concerned units are aware it them and provide 3221 

their local assessment. 3222 
- LTM/Airport enriches the significant weather forecast with the local impact assessment 3223 

estimation including action taken or expected. 3224 

5.1.4.3.4 Post conditions 3225 
Success End State 3226 
The NMOC shares significant weather conditions together with impact analysis and actions (network 3227 
weather assessment) making it timely available for all the ATM actors. 3228 

The NMOC monitors that the LTM and/or Airport is aware of the forecast significant weather and has 3229 
taken the necessary actions.  3230 

Failure End State 3231 
The NMOC does not share or share incomplete significant weather conditions together with impact 3232 
analysis and actions (network weather assessment). 3233 

5.1.4.3.5 Triggers 3234 
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The provision of network weather information and impact is continuous.  New entries or updates are 3235 
done any time MET detects significant weather.  This triggers an alert and LTM/Airports enrich the 3236 
MET entry with local information on impact and actions. 3237 

5.1.4.3.6 Flows 3238 
Main Flow 3239 

1. MET provides a significant weather entry. 3240 
2. NMOC in parallel with LTM/Airports looks at the alert generated by the significant weather. 3241 
3. LTM/Airports analyse the phenomena in view of the local conditions and enrich the weather 3242 

entry with their local assessment(s). 3243 
4. NMOC monitors that the affected LTM/Airports have provided their input and analyses 3244 

globally the situation from the network perspective. 3245 
5. NMOC using the available tools simulates the effect of the impact and actions on the flights 3246 

in the network. In simulation, NMOC also looks at the occupancy counts in the 3247 
neighbourhood, downstream sectors as well as entry counts. It concludes that there is no 3248 
detrimental impact on the Network. 3249 

6. NMOC shares the information and the process with all the ATM actors. 3250 

5.1.5 Network Performance 3251 

5.1.5.1 UC-NE-04 Monitor deviation between Agreed and Actual Flight 3252 
Profile 3253 

5.1.5.1.1 Purpose to do 3254 

This use-case describes how the Network Manager monitors deviation between agreed and actual 3255 
flight profile during execution to detect the risk that they propagate creating risks and potential in the 3256 
short-term planning in a wider (network) context. 3257 

5.1.5.1.2 Actors 3258 

The following actors are involved: 3259 

- NMOC, 3260 
- LTM(s) 3261 

5.1.5.1.3 Preconditions 3262 
- Use case starts at D, on flight execution or before whenever there is a deviation between the 3263 

agreed/expected and the actual flight profile.  It can be extended post Operations. 3264 
- All actors share the same view on the ATM Network. 3265 

5.1.5.1.4 Post conditions 3266 
Success End State 3267 
The affected LTM(s) and NMOC monitor and detect deviation between agreed and actual flight 3268 
profile. 3269 

According to roles and responsibilities predetermined, LTMs assess the impact of the deviation in the 3270 
local traffic.  3271 

The NMOC assess the impact of the deviation on the neighbour areas and takes the necessary CDM 3272 
actions.   3273 

The NMOC also analyses the cause of the deviation and shares it with the ATM actors.  3274 

NOTE: The NMOC actions are mostly focus on the deviation between agreed and actual flight profile 3275 
in a global level. 3276 

Failure End State 3277 
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The NMOC/LTM(s) do not assess the impact of deviations between agreed and actual flight profile. 3278 

5.1.5.1.5 Triggers 3279 

The assessment of deviations between agreed and actual flight profile is a continuous activity. 3280 

5.1.5.1.6 Flows 3281 
Main Flow 3282 

1. NMOC monitors in a global deviations between agreed and actual flight profile in accordance 3283 
to procedures and tools. 3284 

2. LTM(s) monitor deviations between agreed and actual flight profiles in their area of 3285 
responsibility. 3286 

3. When significant deviation is detected, NMOC assesses the situation in potentially affected 3287 
downstream areas. 3288 

4. When significant deviation is detected, NMOC launches the necessary CDM with relevant 3289 
LTM(s). 3290 

5. NMOC analyses the cause of deviation. 3291 
6. When necessary, NMOC takes the necessary actions to manage the cause of deviation to 3292 

avoid extension and propagation. 3293 

5.1.5.2 UC-NE-19 Assess Military KPIs Adherence 3294 

5.1.5.2.1 Purpose to do 3295 

This use-case describes how the Network Manager monitors and shares military KPIs adherence 3296 
during the short-term planning, execution and post-OPS phase to assess that they do or will be able 3297 
to respect the agreed targets and to propose corrective actions following the agreed process in the 3298 
contrary case. 3299 

5.1.5.2.2 Actors 3300 

The following actors are involved: 3301 

- NMOC, 3302 
- MIL 3303 

5.1.5.2.3 Preconditions 3304 
- Use case starts at D, on flight execution or before as soon as any of the military KPIs are 3305 

available.  It can be extended to post Operations. 3306 
- All actors share the same view on the ATM Network. 3307 

5.1.5.2.4 Post conditions 3308 
Success End State 3309 
The affected MIL and NMOC monitor the military KPIs.  Affected LTMs may also monitor these KPIs 3310 
when they consider that they may have an impact on their owns or wherever they consider necessary. 3311 

According to roles and responsibilities predetermined, MIL assesses the deviation of KPIs and 3312 
decides whether corrective actions have to be taken. 3313 

The NMOC monitors the MIL KPIs globally in relation to other Network KPIs and takes the necessary 3314 
CDM actions in accordance with agreed procedures.   3315 

The NMOC ensures that analyses of the cause of non-adherence to MIL KPIs is done and shares it 3316 
with the relevant ATM actors.  3317 

Failure End State 3318 
The MIL KPIs adherence is not assessed. 3319 
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5.1.5.2.5 Triggers 3320 

The assessment of MIL KPIs Adherence is a continuous activity. 3321 

5.1.5.2.6 Flows 3322 
Main Flow 3323 

1. NMOC monitors in global way the adherence to military KPIs. 3324 
2. MIL(s) monitor MIL KPIs according to their area of responsibility. 3325 
3. When significant non-adherence is detected, and/or the agreed targets seem not achievable, 3326 

NMOC assesses the situation in a global way by evaluating the DCB impact in the Network 3327 
and launch the necessary CDM regulatory actions, with all actors involved, to mitigate the 3328 
disruption. 3329 

4. NMOC produces and shares the necessary reports of MIL KPIs. 3330 

5.1.5.3 UC-NE-20 Assess KPIs Adherence 3331 

5.1.5.3.1 Purpose to do 3332 

This use-case describes how the Network Manager monitors and shares KPIs adherence during the 3333 
planning, execution and post-OPS phase to assess that they do or will be able to respect the agreed 3334 
targets and to propose corrective actions following the agreed process in the contrary case. 3335 

5.1.5.3.2 Actors 3336 

The following actors are involved: 3337 

- NMOC, 3338 
- MIL 3339 
- LTM(s) 3340 
- Airport(s) 3341 

5.1.5.3.3 Preconditions 3342 
- Use case starts at on planning or flight execution as soon as any of the KPIs are available.  It can 3343 

be extended to post Operations. 3344 
- All actors share the same view on the ATM Network. 3345 

5.1.5.3.4 Post conditions 3346 
Success End State 3347 
The affected MIL, LTM(s), Airport(s) and NMOC monitor the KPIs.   3348 

According to roles and responsibilities predetermined, the different actors assess the deviation of 3349 
KPIs and decide whether corrective actions have to be taken. 3350 

The NMOC monitors the KPIs globally and takes the necessary CDM actions in accordance with 3351 
agreed procedures.   3352 

The NMOC ensures that analyses of the cause of non-adherence MIL KPIs is done and shares it with 3353 
the relevant ATM actors.  3354 

Failure End State 3355 
The KPIs adherence is not assessed. 3356 

5.1.5.3.5 Triggers 3357 

The assessment of KPIs Adherence is a continuous activity. 3358 

5.1.5.3.6 Flows 3359 
Main Flow 3360 
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1. NMOC monitors in global way the adherence to KPIs. 3361 
2. MIL(s), LTM(s), Airport(s) monitor KPIs according to their area of responsibility. 3362 
3. When significant non-adherence is detected, and/or the agreed targets seem not achievable, 3363 

NMOC assesses the situation in a global way and launch the necessary CDM. 3364 
4. NMOC produces and shares the necessary reports of KPIs. 3365 

5.1.5.4 UC-NE-30 Post-OPS Analysis of Network adherence to 3366 
Operational Performance KPIs 3367 

5.1.5.4.1 Purpose to do 3368 

This use-case describes how the Network Manager shares analysis to KPIs adherence after 3369 
operations, during post-OPS phase to follow conformance and to assess observed non-adherence 3370 
and its causes, for all the actors taking the necessary informed corrective actions to achieve agreed 3371 
targets. 3372 

5.1.5.4.2 Actors 3373 

The following actors are involved: 3374 

- NMOC, 3375 
- MIL 3376 
- LTM(s) 3377 
- Airport(s) 3378 
- AU(s). 3379 

5.1.5.4.3 Preconditions 3380 
- Use case starts after operations when the set of agreed KPIs are available. 3381 
- All actors share the same data and analysis. 3382 
- All actors can provide their input to the process. 3383 

5.1.5.4.4 Post conditions 3384 
Success End State 3385 
The NMOC makes available the post OPS analysis of network adherence to Operational Performance 3386 
KPIs to the relevant ATM actors and in accordance to the agreed procedure (timeframe, media, etc.).  3387 

According to roles and responsibilities predetermined, the different actors can provide input on the 3388 
causes that may justify the KPIs achieved, informed on actions within their area of responsibility and 3389 
propose corrective actions when considered necessary. 3390 

Failure End State 3391 
The post OPS analysis of network adherence to Operational Performance KPIs is not done. 3392 

5.1.5.4.5 Triggers 3393 

The post OPS analysis of network adherence to Operational Performance KPIs is a continuous 3394 
activity. 3395 

5.1.5.4.6 Flows 3396 
Main Flow 3397 

1. NMOC compiles the data and produces and/or ensure that they are available the Operational 3398 
Performance KPIs. 3399 

2. NMOC launches the post OPS analysis of Operational Performance KPIs. 3400 
3. MIL(s), LTM(s), Airport(s) and NMOC provide their input into the Operational Performance 3401 

KPIs achieved, indicating causes, local actions and potential CDM actions to improve them 3402 
when needed. 3403 
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4. NMOC compiles all the input and when necessary launches an overall CDM process to 3404 
agree in the conclusions. 3405 

5. NMOC produces and shares the necessary reports of KPIs. 3406 

5.2 NOP Scenarios 3407 

This section describes how the collaborative NOP is used by ATM stakeholders to facilitate and 3408 
optimise their own planning while coping with all kinds of events (e.g. large military exercise, capacity-3409 
impacting weather, airport issue, etc.) that may compromise the stability of the reference plan.  3410 

In each NOP scenario, the storyline starts from the event planning and continues up to the post-flight 3411 
phase. This is needed to address network operations planning in all its aspects (‘plan-do-act-check’ 3412 
cycle). 3413 

The Use Cases (UC) is inserted in brackets in the text of the scenarios.  3414 

5.2.1 SCN-NOP1.1000 Large Military Event 3415 

A general principle of the layered planning process is that all planning should benefit from feedback 3416 
on current events and operations. These are made available through in the NOP. 3417 

The proposed operational scenario describes how the collaborative NOP is updated and used in the 3418 
case of Tactical Leadership Programme (TLP) event, which generates a significant demand on 3419 
military AS structures. 3420 

5.2.1.1 Background 3421 

The Tactical Leadership Programme (TLP) is a flying programme to improve not only the execution 3422 
(tactical) capabilities of air forces but also to develop tactics, techniques and procedures, which 3423 
enhance multi-national execution (tactical) air operations 3424 

The Mission of Execution (tactical) Leadership Programme is to increase the effectiveness of Allied 3425 
Air Forces through development of leadership skills, mission planning, briefing, execution (tactical) air 3426 
operations and debriefing skills and conceptual and doctrinal initiatives.  3427 

This mission is achieved by working together on the different tasks such as training NATO Flying 3428 
personnel in planning and executing Composite Air Operations (COMAO). 3429 

To achieve these complex tasks TLP undertakes academic courses and flying courses. 3430 

Practically, this means the daily usage of airspace by a large number of aircraft combined in the same 3431 
exercise. 3432 

5.2.1.2 Context and assumptions 3433 

• Airspace Management Systems are used by all Military players in the Network and are 3434 
interoperable with the NOP;  3435 

• The TLP Programme starts on 10 May; 3436 

• The TLP Programme requires AS structures in Belgium, Netherlands, France, UK, and 3437 
Germany. In this particular scenario example, the following airspace segregation needs are 3438 
assumed: 3439 

- Belgium Airspace: requires ARES1 for special airspace use with a significant traffic 3440 
demand. This AS is occasionally used by neighbouring air force bases; 3441 

- UK Airspace: requires a ARES2 without significant traffic demand; 3442 
- Netherlands Airspace: requires a ARES3 without significant traffic demand; 3443 
- France Airspace: requires a ARES4 without significant traffic demand; 3444 
- German Airspace: requires an ARES5 without significant traffic demand. 3445 
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5.2.1.3 Scenario Synopsis 3446 

The scenario describes the update of the NOP in the different planning phases with the available 3447 
information of one big military event involving a significant airspace demand. 3448 

One year to 6 months before the event 3449 

As soon as TLP dates and initial information are known, the Airspace Manager (Coordinator AMC, i.e. 3450 
AMC Belgium in this case, and other military AMCs) updates the NOP through its ASM booking 3451 
system. The information is integrated in the appropriate NOP instance i.e. the Seasonal NOP. [UC-NL-3452 
03 Provide large National or Multinational Exercises Plans] 3453 

From 2 months until one week before the event 3454 

About two months before the event, details on the AS affected and times of reservation are known by 3455 
the military actors. The Airspace Managers update the NOP (through their ASM Booking Systems) 3456 
with the information on the event and their AS structures needs [UC-NP-07 Submission of Airspace 3457 
Reservation requests] 3458 

The Network Manager analyse airspace requirements and publish the forecasted airspace demand in 3459 
the NOP. [UC-NL-04 Elaborate Airspace Demand Forecast] 3460 

Airspace Managers consult the NOP to see the forecast AS usage on the AS structures needed. [UC-3461 
NP-18 Capture and Analyse Airspace Organisation Data]  3462 

The Network Manager assesses the demand capacity balance using the NOP [UC-NP-20 Detection of 3463 
Demand Capacity Imbalances in the Planning Phase] and initiates / leads when necessary the 3464 
coordination process (CDM) in case of significant impact in the Network. [UC-NP-22 Analyse and 3465 
Prepare DCB/dDCB Measures] 3466 

Some bilateral co-ordinations (i.e. Belgium AMC and Belgocontrol in this particular scenario) have 3467 
concluded. [UC-NP-19 Identify the Optimum Airspace Configuration] 3468 

The NOP becomes more accurate as it has been receiving additional information from all contributors. 3469 

From one week until D-1 3470 

One week before the event the final coordination and preparation starts and concludes with the 3471 
preparation of the Daily Plan at D-1. [UC-NP-21 Collaboratively Agree and Implement Airspace 3472 
Configuration]  3473 

The Network Manager publishes the Daily Plan in the NOP at D-1. [UC-NP-25 Publish and Update 3474 
Airspace Configuration] 3475 

D Day 3476 

The Airspace Managers confirm the activation of airspace reservation (and de-activation at end of 3477 
exercise) through their local ASM system. The status of airspace is updated in the NOP accordingly, 3478 
and the information is made available to all concerned through their NOP interface(s). [UC-NE-15 3479 
Update Airspace Status in Real Time] 3480 

Post-Flight 3481 

After day of operations, the different actors provide their comments and feedback in the NOP to share 3482 
knowledge and lessons learned. These are used to improve the network planning process when 3483 
similar type of events have to be coped with. [UC-NE-01 Monitor the Application of DCB/dDCB 3484 
measures] [UC-NE-19 Assess Military KPIs Adherence] 3485 

5.2.2 SCN-NOP1.2000 Special Social Event 3486 

5.2.2.1 Background 3487 

This scenario takes the example of the UEFA Champions, which is a major sport event in Europe that 3488 
generates a punctual and significant flow of traffic on specific days. Each year it takes place in a given 3489 
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location known well in advance, but the main flows of traffic cannot be anticipated as they depend on 3490 
the final teams that classify for the Final. 3491 

5.2.2.2 Context and assumptions 3492 

In this particular scenario, the Champions League Final takes place in Madrid on Saturday. The 3493 
players are Bayern Munich (German team) and Inter Milan (Italian team). Significant additional traffic 3494 
is expected. Most of the additional football related traffic to Madrid will be from Germany and Italy, 3495 
although there are additional general / business aviation flights from other countries. 3496 

There is no major disruption (i.e. exceptional weather conditions) happen on this day. 3497 
An AOP is implemented in the Airports concerned: Munich, Milan, Madrid and Torrejón; 3498 
Finalists are Bayern Munich (German team) and Inter Milan (Italian team); 3499 
The UEFA Champions League Final ACCs affected are EDMM, LECB, LECM, LFBB, LFEE, LFMM, 3500 
LSAG, and LSAZ. ATFM scenarios may be defined to transit these areas. 3501 

Traffic Demand 3502 
• Football related: Charter flights from Germany and Italy destination Madrid; 3503 
• Business / general aviation: flights destination Torrejón (LETO).  3504 

Airports involved 3505 
At least Madrid and Torrejón airport (Munich and Milan also would be an added value); Torrejón is a 3506 
non-coordinated airport that requires temporary coordination for flights at the days of the event. 3507 

ANSPs involved 3508 
• EDMM, LECB, LECM, LFBB, LFEE, LFMM, LSAG, LSAZ  3509 

AUs involved 3510 
• German and Italian carriers; 3511 
• Business aviation. 3512 

ATFCM Scenarios – specific routing required 3513 
Specific routings are agreed and are required from FPL filing. ATFCM measures (ATFCM scenarios) 3514 
will be applied to ensure compliance (times based on entry to LECM airspace). 3515 

5.2.2.3 Scenario Synopsis 3516 

The main scenario triggers are the different information made available at different timeframes by 3517 
different actors. The first information is expected in the medium term timeframe. 3518 

From 2 months until one week before the event 3519 

About two months before the event, the location hosting the final is confirmed. This information is 3520 
published in the NOP by the LTM concerned or directly input by the NM. [UC-NP-30 Provide Special 3521 
Event Information and Impact] 3522 

Potential traffic flows (depending on match finalists) can be identified. The Network Manager updates 3523 
the traffic demand forecast with known flight intentions and publishes the information in the NOP. [UC-3524 
NP-10 Enrich Historical Demand Forecast with incoming Flight intentions][UC-NP-11 Assess 3525 
Predictability and Uncertainty of Demand Forecast][UC-NP-12 Publish / Share Demand Forecast]  3526 

The Network Manager assesses the demand capacity balance using the NOP [UC-NP-20 Detection of 3527 
Demand Capacity Imbalances in the Planning Phase] and initiates / leads when necessary the 3528 
coordination process (CDM) in case of significant impact in the Network. [UC-NP-22 Analyse and 3529 
Prepare DCB/dDCB Measures] 3530 

Some bilateral co-ordinations (i.e. between Madrid FM, LEMD, LETO and NM) have concluded. [UC-3531 
NP-19 Identify the Optimum Airspace Configuration] 3532 

From one week up to D-1 3533 
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One week before the event, the final coordination and preparation start, which will conclude with the 3534 
preparation of the Daily Plan. [UC-NP-21 Collaboratively Agree and Implement Airspace Configuration] 3535 

The Daily Plan is published in the NOP at D-1. [UC-NP-25 Publish and Update Airspace Configuration] 3536 

Airspace users fine-tune their Flight Planning. [UC-NP-02 Update iSBT/SMT] 3537 

D Day 3538 

The LTMs and the Network Manager monitor the traffic situation using the NOP. [UC-NE-03 Notify TTO 3539 
in addition to CTOT][UC-NP-17 Monitor Declared Capacity Values] 3540 

Post OPS 3541 

After the day of operations, the different actors provide their comments and feedback in the NOP to 3542 
share knowledge and lessons learned. These will be used to improve the network planning process 3543 
during the next UEFA Champions. [UC-NE-01 Monitor the Application of DCB/dDCB measures] 3544 

5.2.3 SCN-NOP2.1000 Single Airport Weather Phenomena 3545 

All workflow descriptions will specifically be describing the actor’s actions and roles during periods of 3546 
weather phenomena at an airport. This particular scenario attempts to show actions taken on receipt 3547 
of an 80% hazardous weather warning at Day -1. 3548 

Monitoring (D-3 to D-1) 3549 

The LTM maintains a general picture of weather at D-3 and identifies fog forecast to the NM, which 3550 
may result in a reduction in ATM capacity at the airport, TMAs and en route sectors within their area 3551 
of responsibility via information sharing on the NOP. [UC-NP-31 Provide Network Weather Information 3552 
and Impact] [UC-NP-14 Define / Update Sector / Airport Capacities][UC-NP-15 Capture and Maintain 3553 
Capacity Data] 3554 

Mitigation strategies are planned if the phenomena and reduced capacities may cause a potential 3555 
DCB issue. [UC-NP-20 Detection of Demand Capacity Imbalances in the Planning Phase] [UC-NP-22 3556 
Analyse and Prepare DCB/dDCB Measures] 3557 

Initiate (D-1) 3558 

MET provider issues an 80% hazardous fog warning for an airport at Day-1 via the NOP; the first is 3559 
issued at 10.00 and an update hazardous weather assessment at 1400. Communication is initiated 3560 
between the LTM and the airport to gain a local ATC/MET view on receipt of the first hazardous 3561 
weather assessment and again on receipt of the second warning (preferably by the NOP HMI but in 3562 
Step 1 a phone call may be deemed more effective). Further communication is initiated with the MET 3563 
Service Provider to confirm severity of phenomena and time periods. [UC-NP-31 Provide Network 3564 
Weather Information and Impact] 3565 

The LTM then carries out an updated weather impact assessment for the airfield to determine 3566 
whether there will be a capacity reduction. [UC-NP-14 Define / Update Sector / Airport Capacities] [UC-3567 
NP-15 Capture and Maintain Capacity Data] 3568 

The LTM then makes an updated DCB assessment. [UC-NP-20 Detection of Demand Capacity 3569 
Imbalances in the Planning Phase]  3570 

Solutions are identified between the actors (Airfield ATC and airfield operators, TMA and en route 3571 
sectors and Airspace Users). Simulation (what-if action) can be carried out on HMI to support 3572 
considered measures and checking compliance to KPIs. The LTM performs an analysis to assess 3573 
actions required to minimise and absorb air holding within agreed airspace. Any expectation of non-3574 
standard holding will be coordinated in advance with ATC units concerned using CDM and via the 3575 
NOP. [UC-NP-22 Analyse and Prepare DCB/dDCB Measures] 3576 

Implement (D-1) 3577 

The solution of an arrival regulation for the airport is confirmed via the NOP (due weather and 3578 
reduced capacity). The regulation is applied as per the hazardous weather agreement agreed by all 3579 
stakeholders.  3580 
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Implementation is achieved when the regulation has been effectively applied and communicated with 3581 
NM, airport ATC, Airport Operators, TMA and En-Route sectors and Airspace Users. [UC-NP-02 3582 
Update iSBT/SMT] 3583 

Day of operation 3584 

The LTM monitors the solution and weather using the NOP with the MET Service Provider, ATC units, 3585 
Airport Operators and Airspace Users adjusting measures as necessary [UC-NE-03 Notify TTO in 3586 
addition to CTOT] [UC-NP-17 Monitor Declared Capacity Values]  3587 

Post-Flight  3588 

Analysis is undertaken to ascertain the effectiveness of measures taken, adherence to KPIs and 3589 
reports back. [UC-NE-01 Monitor the Application of DCB/dDCB measures]  3590 

5.2.4 SCN-NOP2.2000 Single En-Route Weather Phenomena  3591 

This scenario attempts to show the actions taken when due weather En Route, a dynamic DCB 3592 
calculation is made to avoid a potential demand/workload issue.  3593 

This particular scenario describes actions taken when Clear Air Turbulence has been reported by the 3594 
National MET Service Provider above FL290. A level cap measure is required to present an A/C into 3595 
a different sector to that originally planned. 3596 

Monitoring (D-1 to D Day) 3597 

The LTM maintains a general picture of weather at D-1 and identifies clear air turbulence to the NM, 3598 
which may result in a reduction in ATM capacity within their area of responsibility via information 3599 
sharing on the NOP. [UC-NP-31 Provide Network Weather Information and Impact] [UC-NP-14 Define / 3600 
Update Sector / Airport Capacities] [UC-NP-15 Capture and Maintain Capacity Data]  3601 

Mitigation strategies are developed if the phenomena and capacity shortfall may cause a potential 3602 
DCB issue. [UC-NP-20 Detection of Demand Capacity Imbalances in the Planning Phase] [UC-NP-22 3603 
Analyse and Prepare DCB/dDCB Measures] 3604 

Initiate (– 4 to 3 hours) 3605 

National MET Service Provider publishes information on CAT above FL290 via the NOP. [UC-NP-31 3606 
Provide Network Weather Information and Impact]  3607 

The LTM identifies 4/3 hours in advance a potential period of excessive demand/workload within the 3608 
sector family group where capacity may be reduced due to this phenomena. [UC-NP-17 Monitor 3609 
Declared Capacity Values] [UC-NE-07 Detection of Demand Capacity Imbalances (Hot Spots)] 3610 

Situation is monitored and measures are left until approximately 1.5 to 1 hour before EOBT to assess 3611 
the maturing weather situation. 3612 

Negotiate (- 1.5 to 1 hour) 3613 

The LTM carries out an initial assessment to generate a list of potential solutions (what if tool). [UC-3614 
NP-22 Analyse and Prepare DCB/dDCB Measures] 3615 

The LTM then communicates the solution of a level cap scenario including the appropriate relevant 3616 
actors (NM, FM, ATC, and Airspace Users) and the potential solution is discussed using CDM 3617 
(preferably by the NOP but in Step 1 a phone call may be deemed more effective). The optimised 3618 
solution is confirmed via the NOP, at which point ownership of the solution is transferred to the 3619 
departure TMA. Any conflicts with KPIs are flagged up to the LTM. [UC-NE-10 Coordination of the 3620 
STAM solution] [UC-NE-11 Implement STAM solution] 3621 

Implement (- 1 hour to 30 minutes) 3622 

Implementation is achieved when the dDCB plan has been effectively communicated and agreed with 3623 
the relevant ATC actors within the departure TMA via the NOP. [UC-NP-02 Update iSBT/SMT] 3624 

LTM and ATC Supervisors monitors the effectiveness of measures and maturing weather situation 3625 
using the NOP, in order to adjust, and optimise ATC protection, flight efficiencies and minimise 3626 
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delays. [UC-NE-04 Monitor deviation between Agreed and Actual Flight Profile] [UC-NP-17 Monitor 3627 
Declared Capacity Values] 3628 

Post-Flight 3629 

Analysis is undertaken to ascertain the effectiveness of measures taken, adherence to KPIs and 3630 
reports back [UC-NP-24 Monitor the Network Effect] [UC-NE-01 Monitor the Application of DCB/dDCB 3631 
measures] 3632 

5.2.5 SCN-NOP2.3000 Multiple Weather Phenomena 3633 

This scenario attempts to show the actions taken when several weather phenomena (En-Route and at 3634 
airports) have been reported by the MET Service Provider. ATM measure(s) are required and may 3635 
present an A/C into a different sector to that originally planned. 3636 

All work flow descriptions will specifically be describing the actor’s actions and roles during periods of 3637 
weather phenomena. This particular scenario attempts to show actions taken on receipt of several 3638 
80% hazardous weather warnings at Day -1. 3639 

The times provided in brackets are just an indication for guidance. Initiation, negotiation and 3640 
implementation cannot be put in such specific time windows and can even take place in parallel 3641 
depending on the weather phenomena and actors involved. 3642 

Monitoring (D-3 to D-1) 3643 

The NM maintains with the Weather information received from the MET provider, a general picture of 3644 
weather at D-3 and identifies fog forecast at two major airfields, which may result in a reduction in 3645 
ATM capacity at the airports, TMAs and en route sectors within their area of responsibility via 3646 
information sharing on the NOP. 3647 

The NM general picture of weather also identifies significant weather phenomena (wind shear and CB 3648 
forecast) which may result in a reduction in ATM capacity within areas of responsibility of different 3649 
LTM via information sharing on the NOP. [UC-NP-31 Provide Network Weather Information and Impact] 3650 
[UC-NP-14 Define / Update Sector / Airport Capacities] [UC-NP-15 Capture and Maintain Capacity Data]  3651 

Monitoring (D-1 to D Day) 3652 

Mitigation strategies are developed if the phenomena(s) and capacity shortfall(s) may cause potential 3653 
DCB issue(s). [UC-NP-20 Detection of Demand Capacity Imbalances in the Planning Phase] [UC-NP-22 3654 
Analyse and Prepare DCB/dDCB Measures] 3655 

Initiate (D-1) 3656 

MET provider issues an 80% hazardous fog warning for two airports, wind shear and two CB 3657 
forecasts for En-Route areas at Day-1 via the NOP; the first is issued at 10.00 and an update 3658 
hazardous weather assessment at 1400. Communication is initiated between the LTMs and the 3659 
airports to gain a local ATC/MET view on receipt of the first hazardous weather assessment and 3660 
again on receipt of the second warning (preferably by the NOP HMI but in Step 1 a phone call may be 3661 
deemed more effective). Further communication is initiated with the MET Service Provider to confirm 3662 
severity of phenomena and time periods. [UC-NP-31 Provide Network Weather Information and Impact] 3663 

The LTMs then carries out an updated weather impact assessment for the airfields and the En-Route 3664 
sectors to determine whether there will be capacity reductions. [UC-NP-14 Define / Update Sector / 3665 
Airport Capacities] [UC-NP-15 Capture and Maintain Capacity Data] 3666 

The LTM then makes updated DCB assessments. [UC-NP-20 Detection of Demand Capacity 3667 
Imbalances in the Planning Phase]  3668 

Solutions are identified between the actors (Airfield ATC and airfield operators, TMA and en route 3669 
sectors and Airspace Users). Simulations (what-if actions) can be carried out on HMI to support 3670 
considered measures and checking compliance to KPIs. The Local short-term planning function 3671 
performs an analysis to assess actions required to minimise impact within agreed airspace. Actions 3672 
will be coordinated in advance with ATC units concerned using CDM and via the NOP.  Local weather 3673 
is also visible for local group supervisors or equivalent roles. [UC-NP-22 Analyse and Prepare 3674 
DCB/dDCB Measures] 3675 
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Negotiate (D-1) 3676 

The LTMs carry out an initial assessment to generate a list of potential solutions (what if tool). [UC-NP-3677 
22 Analyse and Prepare DCB/dDCB Measures] 3678 

The LTM then communicates the solution including the appropriate relevant actors (NM, FM, ATC, 3679 
Airports, and Airspace Users) and the potential solution is discussed using CDM (preferably by the 3680 
NOP but in Step 1 a phone call may be deemed more effective). The optimised solution is confirmed 3681 
via the NOP. The NOP also reflects the resulting changing KPIs. The NOP also reflects the resulting 3682 
changing KPIs. Any conflicts with KPIs are flagged up to the LTM. [UC-NE-10 Coordination of the 3683 
STAM solution] [UC-NE-11 Implement STAM solution] 3684 

Implement (D-1) 3685 

The solution(s) for the airports are confirmed via the NOP (due weather and reduced capacity). The 3686 
regulation(s) are applied as per the hazardous weather agreement agreed by all stakeholders.  3687 

Implementation is achieved when the regulation(s) have been effectively applied and communicated 3688 
with NM, airport ATC, Airport Operators, TMA and En-Route sectors and Airspace Users. [UC-NP-02 3689 
Update iSBT/SMT] 3690 

Initiate (– 4 to 3 hours) 3691 

MET Service Provider publishes updated information on the weather phenomena via the NOP.  MET 3692 
Service Providers makes the same information available to the users should they have other means 3693 
to access it. [UC-NP-31 Provide Network Weather Information and Impact]  3694 

The LTMs identify a potential period of excessive demand/workload within the sector family group 3695 
where capacity may be reduced due to the phenomena. [UC-NP-17 Monitor Declared Capacity Values] 3696 
[UC-NE-07 Detection of Demand Capacity Imbalances (Hot Spots)] 3697 

Some mitigation measures may be proposed and started.  Situation is continuously monitored and for 3698 
some weather phenomena, measures are left until approximately 1.5 to 1 hour before EOBT 3699 
according to the assessed maturing weather situation. 3700 

Negotiate (Up to - 1.5 to 1 hour) 3701 

The LTMs carry out an initial assessment to generate a list of potential solutions (what if tool). [UC-NP-3702 
22 Analyse and Prepare DCB/dDCB Measures] 3703 

The LTM then communicates the solution including the appropriate relevant actors (NM, FM, ATC, 3704 
Airports, and Airspace Users) and the potential solution is discussed using CDM (preferably by the 3705 
NOP but in Step 1 a phone call may be deemed more effective). The optimised solution is confirmed 3706 
via the NOP. The NOP also reflects the resulting changing KPIs. Any conflicts with KPIs are flagged 3707 
up to the LTM. [UC-NE-10 Coordination of the STAM solution] [UC-NE-11 Implement STAM solution] 3708 

Implement (- 1 hour to 30 minutes) 3709 

Implementation is achieved when the dDCB plan has been effectively communicated and agreed with 3710 
the relevant ATC actors. [UC-NP-02 Update iSBT/SMT] 3711 

LTM and ATC Supervisors monitors the effectiveness of measures and maturing weather situation 3712 
using the NOP, in order to adjust, and optimise ATC protection, flight efficiencies and minimise 3713 
delays. [UC-NE-04 Monitor deviation between Agreed and Actual Flight Profile] [UC-NP-17 Monitor 3714 
Declared Capacity Values] 3715 

Post-Flight 3716 

Analysis is undertaken to ascertain the effectiveness of measures taken, adherence to KPIs and 3717 
reports back [UC-NP-24 Monitor the Network Effect] [UC-NE-01 Monitor the Application of DCB/dDCB 3718 
measures] 3719 

5.2.6 SCN-NOP3.1000 Arrival Capacity Issue at Large Airport  3720 

This scenario attempts to show actions taken from D-1 of a demand capacity imbalance issue. 3721 
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Monitoring (D-1) 3722 

The LTM monitors the DCB situation at Day – 1 at the airport via the NOP/AOP information where 3723 
ATC capacity issues are predicted.  3724 

Initiate (D-1 to D Day) 3725 

The LTM issues an arrival capacity warning at D-1 via the NOP/AOP. [UC-NP-14 Define / Update 3726 
Sector / Airport Capacities] [UC-NP-20 Detection of Demand Capacity Imbalances in the Planning Phase] 3727 

The LTM considers various measures; simulation (what-if action) can be carried on HMI to consider 3728 
potential measures and to check KPI compliance. [UC-NP-22 Analyse and Prepare DCB/dDCB 3729 
Measures] 3730 

Negotiate (–4 to 3 hours) 3731 

Communication is initiated between the NM and LTM to gain a local view and an indication of capacity 3732 
at approximately four hours before the expected capacity problem. (preferably by the NOP/AOP but in 3733 
Step 1 a phone call may be deemed more effective). [UC-NP-17 Monitor Declared Capacity Values] The 3734 
LTM assesses whether measures are required. [UC-NE-07 Detection of Demand Capacity Imbalances 3735 
(Hot Spots)] 3736 

Potential solutions are identified between the actors (Airport ATC, Airport Operators, and Airspace 3737 
Users); the LTM then employs a what-if tool to analyse how efficient they are in minimising and 3738 
absorbing air holding within agreed airspace. Any expectation of non-standard holding is coordinated 3739 
in advance with ATC units concerned using CDM and via the NOP/AOP. [UC-NP-22 Analyse and 3740 
Prepare DCB/dDCB Measures] 3741 

The decision is agreed between all actors to apply TTAs as a solution to the airport arrival capacity 3742 
issue. TTAs are computed and communicated via the NOP to all airspace users concerned. [UC-NE-3743 
16 Communicate TTA/TTO Information]  3744 

This feeds through to the destination airport where an airport impact assessment is made looking at 3745 
the impact of the TTA on next departure rotations. In coordination with the destination airport, the 3746 
airspace user may propose possible TTA improvements to mitigate knock-on delays and the airport to 3747 
avoid potential over deliveries. The NM assesses the proposed TTA into the overall Network situation 3748 
and impact, and feeds back confirmation to the destination airport. [UC-NP-23 Prepare and Coordinate 3749 
DCB Measures using TTA] 3750 

Implement (-3 to 1 hour) 3751 

The confirmed TTA is communicated to all concerned airspace users via the NOP. [UC-NE-02 Notify 3752 
TTA in addition to CTOT] 3753 

Implementation is achieved when the TTA measures have been effectively applied and 3754 
communicated with the LTM, FM, NM, departure airfields, destination airport ATC, TMA, En-Route 3755 
sectors and Airspace Users. [UC-NP-02 Update iSBT/SMT] 3756 

The LTM monitors the solution using the NOP, to ensure that aircraft delivery is as expected to take 3757 
maximum advantage of runway capacity and also to ensure that air holding does not exceed average 3758 
holding for any considerable period of time. [UC-NE-04 Monitor deviation between Agreed and Actual 3759 
Flight Profile] [UC-NP-17 Monitor Declared Capacity Values]  3760 

Post-Flight 3761 

Analysis is undertaken to ascertain the effectiveness of measures taken, adherence to KPIs and 3762 
reports back. [UC-NE-01 Monitor the Application of DCB/dDCB measures] 3763 

5.2.7 SCN-NOP3.2000 Anticipated Issue on Apron 3764 

This scenario attempts to show the actions taken from D-1 of urgent WIP required which does not 3765 
affect the whole airport but a number of stands at one of two terminals at a busy airport 3766 

Monitoring (D-1) 3767 
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The Airport Operator notifies the LTM, FM, NM and airport ATC via the NOP/AOP of urgent WIP 3768 
required on the apron affecting one of two terminals at the airport UC-NP-32 Exchange Updated Airport 3769 
Capacity Plan with no demand capacity imbalances detected 3770 

The APOC will inform the LTM of the impact on the airport (taxiways, stands unavailable, etc.) to the 3771 
LTM. [UC-NP-14 Define / Update Sector / Airport Capacities] [UC-NP-15 Capture and Maintain Capacity 3772 
Data] 3773 

The LTM carries out an initial demand/capacity assessment for the airport. [UC-NP-20 Detection of 3774 
Demand Capacity Imbalances in the Planning Phase] Simulation (what-if action) can be carried on HMI 3775 
to support considered measures; adherence to KPIs where possible shall be maintained. [UC-NP-22 3776 
Analyse and Prepare DCB/dDCB Measures]  3777 

Initiate (D-1 to D Day) 3778 

Communication is initiated between the NM and LTM to gain a local view and an indication of the time 3779 
limit of the problem, scale and impact of potential stand capacity problems. (preferably by the 3780 
NOP/AOP but in Step 1 a phone call may be deemed more effective).[UC-NP-14 Define / Update Sector 3781 
/ Airport Capacities] [UC-NP-15 Capture and Maintain Capacity Data] [UC-NP-20 Detection of Demand 3782 
Capacity Imbalances in the Planning Phase] 3783 

The LTM identifies possible solutions and coordinates with other concerned actors (NM, FM, ATC 3784 
Tower, Airport Operators, TMA and En-Route sectors and Airspace Users). The LTM then performs 3785 
an analysis to assess actions required to minimise terminal and airfield congestion and air holding 3786 
over prescribed limits (e.g. 20 minutes). Any expectation of non-standard holding will be coordinated 3787 
in advance with ATC units concerned using CDM and via the NOP/AOP. [UC-NP-22 Analyse and 3788 
Prepare DCB/dDCB Measures] 3789 

Day of operation 3790 

Communication is initiated between the NM and LTM and the potential solutions of TTAs are 3791 
discussed (preferably by the NOP/AOP but in Step 1 a phone call may be deemed more effective) 3792 
and agreed. [UC-NP-23 Prepare and Coordinate DCB Measures using TTA] 3793 

TTAs are computed by NM and communicated via the NOP to all airspace users concerned. [UC-NE-3794 
16 Communicate TTA/TTO Information] 3795 

This feeds through to the destination airport where an airport impact assessment is made looking at 3796 
the impact of TTAs on next departure rotations. The destination airport, in coordination with the 3797 
airspace user, may propose possible TTA improvements to mitigate knock-on delays; since traffic to 3798 
the concerned terminal departs from only three airports, the proposed TTAs would affect this traffic 3799 
only. The NM assesses the proposed TTAs into the overall Network situation and impact, and feeds 3800 
back confirmation to the destination airport. [UC-NP-23 Prepare and Coordinate DCB Measures using 3801 
TTA] 3802 

The confirmed TTA is communicated to all concerned airspace users via the NOP [UC-NE-02 Notify 3803 
TTA in addition to CTOT]. Implementation is achieved when the TTA plan has been effectively 3804 
communicated and agreed with the relevant actors via the NOP/AOP [UC-NP-02 Update iSBT/SMT] 3805 

The LTM with ATC Sups monitors the effectiveness of measures and maturing capacity situation in 3806 
order to adjust and optimise ATC protection, flight efficiencies and minimise delays. [UC-NE-04 Monitor 3807 
deviation between Agreed and Actual Flight Profile] [UC-NP-17 Monitor Declared Capacity Values]  3808 

Post-Flight 3809 

Analysis is undertaken to ascertain the effectiveness of measures taken, adherence to KPIs and 3810 
reports back. [UC-NE-01 Monitor the Application of DCB/dDCB measures] 3811 

5.2.8 SCN-NOP3.3000 Sudden Reduction in Runway Capacity 3812 

This scenario attempts to show the actions taken due to a sudden reduction in runway capacity due 3813 
a/c burst tyre on landing at large dual runway airport leading to Single Runway Operations, and why 3814 
TTAs are applied as opposed to an arrival regulation. 3815 

Monitoring (Execution)  3816 
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The LTM maintains a general picture of the arrival demand via information sharing on the NOP/AOP 3817 
after an a/c bursts a tyre on landing thus closing the arrival runway for an unspecified time. [UC-NE-18 3818 
Provide Critical Event Information and impact] [UC-NP-14 Define / Update Sector / Airport Capacities] 3819 
[UC-NP-15 Capture and Maintain Capacity Data] [UC-NE-07 Detection of Demand Capacity Imbalances 3820 
(Hot Spots)] 3821 

Initiate (Execution)  3822 

Communication is initiated between the LTM, FM, Airport ATC, NM and Airport Operators to provide a 3823 
local view and indication of the time scales of the problem and the likelihood of any capacity issues 3824 
affecting the airfield. Airport ATC and Airport Operators expect the incident to take approximately 20 3825 
minutes to resolve (preferably by the NOP/AOP but in Step 1 a phone call may be deemed more 3826 
effective). [UC-NP-17 Monitor Declared Capacity Values] [UC-NE-07 Detection of Demand Capacity 3827 
Imbalances (Hot Spots)] 3828 

Solutions are identified between the actors (LTM, FM, ATC Tower, Airport Operators, TMA and en 3829 
route sectors and Airspace Users). The LTM then performs an analysis to assess actions required to 3830 
minimise terminal and airport congestion and air holding over 20 minutes within agreed airspace. Any 3831 
expectation of non-standard holding is coordinated in advance with ATC units concerned using CDM 3832 
and via the NOP/AOP. A Network impact assessment is made by the LTM via a NOP-based what-if 3833 
tool. [UC-NP-22 Analyse and Prepare DCB/dDCB Measures]  3834 

Negotiate (Execution)  3835 

Communication is initiated between the NM, FM, LTM, ATC Tower and Airport Operators where the 3836 
potential solutions are discussed. (preferably by the NOP/AOP but in Step 1 a phone call may be 3837 
deemed more effective). [UC-NP-23 Prepare and Coordinate DCB Measures using TTA] 3838 

Implement (Execution)  3839 

TTAs are applied for the airport. (An arrival regulation is deemed as inappropriate due to the length of 3840 
time it takes for it to become effective, however if the incident will take some hours to resolve then an 3841 
arrival regulation will be considered).  3842 

If the a/c is already being managed by AMAN then the flight will be issued with a CTA. If the runway 3843 
issue is prolonged and the a/c is not yet airborne the TTA information feeds through to the AOP via 3844 
the NOP [UC-NE-16 Communicate TTA/TTO Information] where an airport impact assessment is made 3845 
looking at the impact of the destination airport and proposed possible TTA improvements. This then 3846 
feeds back to the NOP with any TTA improvements. The NMF via the NOP/AOP assess the severity 3847 
of the impact on all arrival aircraft. All other actors are communicated with via the NOP/AOP. [UC-NP-3848 
23 Prepare and Coordinate DCB Measures using TTA] 3849 

Implementation is achieved when the TTA plan has been effectively communicated and agreed with 3850 
the relevant actors concerned via the NOP/AOP. [UC-NE-02 Notify TTA in addition to CTOT] [UC-NP-02 3851 
Update iSBT/SMT] 3852 

The LTM and ATC Sups monitors the effectiveness of measures and maturing capacity situation in 3853 
order to adjust and optimise ATC protection, flight efficiencies and minimise delays. [UC-NE-04 Monitor 3854 
deviation between Agreed and Actual Flight Profile] [UC-NP-17 Monitor Declared Capacity Values]  3855 

Post-Flight  3856 

Analysis is undertaken to ascertain the effectiveness of measures taken, adherence to KPIs and 3857 
reports back. [UC-NE-01 Monitor the Application of DCB/dDCB measures] 3858 

5.2.9 SCN-NOP4.1000 AOP/NOP Medium term - The Steady State 3859 

5.2.9.1 Scope of Scenario 3860 
The scope of the scenario is the information exchange between AOP and NOP. Although defined as 3861 
starting from six days before the start of the “Day of Operation” (D-6), in practice it is a continuous 3862 
rolling process.  3863 
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The scenario describes the information elements to be exchanged and the actions/activities 3864 
undertaken by the AOP and NOP stakeholders with this initial and updated information. 3865 

5.2.9.2 Assumptions 3866 

Airline enters the schedule information into the AOP for both arriving and departing flights. It includes 3867 
ICAO ARCID with the IATA FLID in the schedule information. As the ICAO ARCID is define far later 3868 
than schedule in most of airline (e.g. only max 1 month before the season in AFR), schedule in 3869 
advance do not mandatorily require ICAO ARCID. It is made in coordination with the operator. 3870 

The NM can coordinate schedule information inconsistencies with the airline (AU) and relevant AOPs 3871 
when schedule information contained in the AOPs of the departing and arrival aerodromes is 3872 
inconsistent, ambiguous or incomplete. 3873 

5.2.9.3 Scenario description 3874 

The scenario starts at D-6, six days before the start of the “Day of Operation” (D) UC-NP-39 Airport 3875 
Traffic Demand Exchange  3876 

1. The AOP schedule information is available to the NOP via SWIM. 3877 
2. The NOP updates with the available AOP schedule information 3878 
3. The NOP makes the schedule information available to its stakeholders (including other AOPs). 3879 
4. The NM creates Consolidated Flight Intentions (CFI) with 4D trajectories to logically connect the 3880 

departure and arrival schedule information.  3881 
5. The CFIs are available on the NOP. 3882 
6. The NM will identify inconsistencies and ambiguities in the Airport Schedule Information i.e. when 3883 

an AOP’s departure flight cannot be connected to an arrival flight in the AOP of the destination 3884 
airport. 3885 

7. The NM (through the NOP) will inform the relevant AOPs of the identified inconsistency / 3886 
ambiguity. 3887 

5.2.10 SCN-NOP4.2000 Airport Capacity and Event Plan information 3888 
exchange between AOP and NOP (The Steady State) 3889 

5.2.10.1 Scope of Scenario 3890 
The scope of the scenario is the information exchange between AOP and NOP. Although defined as 3891 
starting from six days before the start of the “Day of Operation” (D-6), in practice it is a continuous 3892 
rolling process. 3893 
The scenario describes the information elements to be exchanged and the actions/activities 3894 
undertaken by the AOP and NOP stakeholders with this initial and updated information. 3895 

5.2.10.2 Assumptions 3896 
• The AOP is implemented at the relevant airport. 3897 
• The NOP is implemented. 3898 
• The AOP and NOP are logically connected by means of SWIM infrastructure 3899 
• The Airport Capacity Plan spans a period of up to six days ahead, starting from and including the 3900 

“Day of Operation”.  3901 
• Any relevant change to the actual and forecasted Airport Capacity and Events are included in the 3902 

AOP and immediately exchanged with the NOP. 3903 

5.2.10.3 Scenario description 3904 

The scenario starts at D-6, six days before the start of the “Day of Operation” (D). 3905 

The responsible airport stakeholder(s) determine and update the Airport Capacity and Event Plan for 3906 
each of the next six days and includes that planning in the AOP. 3907 
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Where practical capacity reductions are anticipated, then related event information (reason like 3908 
weather, infrastructure etc.) and their mitigations are included in the AOP. 3909 

The AOP exchanges the Airport Capacity and Event Plan Information as also well as any other 3910 
update with the NOP. 3911 

The NOP publishes the received Airport Capacity and Event Plan information including updates. 3912 

The NM collects all of the forecasted traffic demand updates and the available capacity plan updates 3913 
from the Airports and Airspace sectors and uses these to assess the Network Impacts at D-2. The 3914 
outcome of these assessments is the capacity distribution over the network (both Airport Capacities 3915 
and Sector Capacities) which are included in the NOP and available (visible) for all stakeholders. 3916 

When, for whatever reason, the Airport Capacity and Event Plan is changed, these changes and the 3917 
reason for these changes are automatically shared with the NOP [UC-NP-32 Exchange Updated Airport 3918 
Capacity Plan with no demand capacity imbalances detected].. The NOP publishes these updates, 3919 
updates the capacity plan and assesses the impact of the changes.  3920 

In case of a significant forecasted demand/capacity imbalance (large impact and high probability), the 3921 
NM employs DCB measures in coordination with the relevant stakeholders (Airspace Users, airport, 3922 
local ANSP) to reduce the impact on the network (Network-CDM). 3923 

Special events can in particular have a big impact on the airport capacity plan and network plan.  The 3924 
airport will provide to NOP information about special events in early planning–i.e. about two months 3925 
before the event [UC-NP-30 Provide Special Event Information and Impact]. In its turn NOP will provide 3926 
to AOP information, actions and decisions agreed with all impacted actors for dealing with special 3927 
events [UC-NE-18 Provide Critical Event Information and impact] 3928 

Forecasted/expected Airport Capacity reductions within the timeframe of six days (D till D-6) ahead 3929 
are normally weather related (forecasted strong wind/storm or winter conditions) or planned 3930 
maintenance work to airport infrastructure. Within these six days look ahead time there are sufficient 3931 
possibilities to adjust traffic demand and traffic flows where necessary. 3932 

Unplanned Airport Capacity reductions logically take place on the day of operation and need to be 3933 
taken care for during the next few hours or the remaining part of the day of operation (D). Unplanned 3934 
Airport Capacity reductions can be caused by runway blockage, failing infrastructure or specific and 3935 
hard to forecast weather phenomena like thunderstorms or low visibility conditions. In these cases it is 3936 
important for the NM to know to which extent the traffic flows to the relevant airport need to be 3937 
adjusted and which nearby airports have available capacity to accommodate diverted flights [UC-NP-3938 
33]. 3939 

Sudden increases of airport demand [UC-NE-21 Manage unplanned increase in traffic demand (diverting 3940 
flights)] can be caused by accommodating diverting aircraft or from business aviation’s provision of 3941 
on-demand air transportation services for their clients. Knowledge / visibility of Airport Capacity 3942 
surpluses are required to plan these types of flight at short notice [UC-NP-34 Manage unplanned 3943 
increase in traffic demand (Business aviation)]. 3944 

Timely and accurate update of the Airport Capacity Plan and automatic exchange of that information 3945 
with the NOP will assist in a fast and efficient recovery of operations following a period of capacity 3946 
disruption [UC-NP-35 Airport capacity recovery from a disrupted situation].  3947 

5.2.11 SCN-NOP4.3000 Flight planning information exchange 3948 
between AOP and NOP (The Steady State) 3949 

5.2.11.1 Scope of scenario 3950 
The scope of the scenario is the information exchange between AOP and NOP (both ways). Although 3951 
defined as starting at the beginning of the short term planning phase (24 hours before the start of the 3952 
“Day of Operation”) and ending at the end of the “Day of Operation”, in practice it is a continuous 3953 
rolling process. 3954 
The scenario describes the information elements to be exchanged and the actions/activities 3955 
performed by the AOP and NOP stakeholders with this initial and updated information. 3956 
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5.2.11.2 Assumptions 3957 

• The AOP is implemented at both ends of the flight; at the flight’s origin and destination airports 3958 
(network ground nodes). 3959 

• The NOP is implemented. 3960 

• The AOPs and NOP are logically connected by means of SWIM infrastructure. 3961 

• Any relevant update to the AOP or NOP is immediately communicated. 3962 

• The Airports’ Runway Configuration Plans are available in the AOP at least 24 hours before the 3963 
start of “Day of Operations” (D-1). 3964 

• The Airspace Users flight intentions/plans are available in the NOP at least 24 hours before the 3965 
start of “Day of Operations” (D-1). 3966 

• The Airport Transit Views (ATV – each flight arrival is connected to a flight departure9) are 3967 
available in the AOP at least 24 hours before the start of “Day of Operations” (D-1). 3968 

• NOP utilises extended FPL (eFPL) information in ELDT calculations. 3969 

• API and DPI is exchanged from AOP(s) to NOP 3970 

• Flight Progress Information is exchanged between NOP and AOP(s). 3971 

• The NOP traffic demand gap continues to exist between the end of pre-tactical planning that 3972 
uses flight intentions and the acceptance of filed ICAO flight plans (up to three hours before 3973 
EOBT). The NOP does not mix flight intentions and flight data from the two sources. 3974 

5.2.11.3 Scenario description 3975 

The scenario starts at D-1, 24 hours before the start of the “Day of Operations”. 3976 

Runway Configuration Plan 3977 

The responsible stakeholder at the airport updates the Runway Configuration Plan for the “day of 3978 
Operation” taking into account the planned availability of runway infrastructure 3979 
(maintenance/inspection plan), the planned/scheduled traffic demand and distribution, the local 3980 
operating rules (e.g. noise abatement procedures/regulations, curfew etc.) and also the weather 3981 
forecast for the “Day of Operation”. The AOP exchange the Runway Configuration Plan and any 3982 
update thereafter with the NOP [UC-NP-36 Exchange Updated Runway Configuration Plan at D-1]. 3983 

During the day of operation, the Runway Configuration Plan is updated. These updates can be 3984 
initiated due to changing weather conditions, changes in traffic distribution and changing runway 3985 
availability. Any update to the Runway Configuration Plan is included in the AOP and automatically 3986 
shared with the NOP [UC-NE-23 Exchange Updated Runway Configuration Plan at Day of Operation (D)].  3987 

Arrival / Departure Planning Information (API / DPI) 3988 

On the day of operation, at T-x hours, the AOP provide the NOP with flight specific API and DPI 3989 
information. This information includes assigned arrival/departure runway and also assigned 3990 
STAR/SID based on the most recent flight information provided by the NOP. 3991 

The NOP recalculates the 4D flight profiles and provides updated flight progress information (ELDT’s 3992 
and ETOT’s) [UC-NE-24 Exchange of API and DPI]. 3993 

The AOPs update their arrival and departure demand forecasting based on these updated flight 3994 
progress information (ELDT’s / ETOT’s). They assess the impact of updated ELDTs and ETOTs on 3995 

                                                      
9 There are different types of ATV. A flight arrival might be connected to a flight departure that 
in practice is not an airborne segment but a towing movement to a maintenance area or a long 
term parking position. The different ATV types are described in the 6.2 DOD. 
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their resource availability (DCB analysis) and also as well as on the turn-around process [UC-NE-25 3996 
Turn around delay, delayed outbound flight].  3997 

In case the planned departure segment of the ATV is impacted, the DPI is updated and included in 3998 
the AOP. This information is exchanged with the relevant Airspace User and the NOP. 3999 

The airport performance monitoring service of each airport (= function within the AOP) continuously 4000 
monitors the operational performance and where pre-agreed threshold are exceeded, triggers an 4001 
alert/warning.  4002 

Performance degradation can be caused by an unplanned reduction in airport (often runway) capacity 4003 
[UC-NE-26 Reduction in airport (runway) capacity ] or an unplanned increase of demand [UC-NE-22 4004 
Demand increase (additional unplanned flights)]. Both cases have impact on the API and DPI with 4005 
respect to assigned arrival/departure runway and respective STAR/SID. Updated information is 4006 
provided to the NOP to allow the NOP to update/re-calculate the 4D flight profiles. 4007 

In case of disruptions or deviation from the plan, the Airport Performance Management service 4008 
proposes changes to the plan (e.g. runway configuration change or flight adjustments/cancellations). 4009 
The relevant stakeholders decide on these changes and once agreed and implement those changes. 4010 
The NM (NOP) is included in this decision process to assess the feasibility of proposed changes in 4011 
case flight arrival and/or departure times are shifted [UC-NE-27 Airport traffic distribution adjustment]. 4012 

The NOP accepts and updates itself based upon API and DPI status information. The NOP accepts 4013 
and disseminates flight progress information to the AOPs and AUs. E.g., to cancel an unscheduled 4014 
flight [UC-NE-28 Dissemination of Flight Progress information – Flight suspension from AOP DPI 4015 
process], to divert a flight [UC-NE-29 Dissemination of Flight Progress information – Flight diverted from 4016 
AOP API process]. 4017 

The scenario ends at the end of “day of Operation”. 4018 

5.2.12 SCN-NOP4.4000 Daily Plan Monitoring 4019 

5.2.12.1 Background 4020 

This scenario shows how Network Performance Monitoring is used in the updating process of the 4021 
Network Daily Plan at D-1 and continues throughout the execution at D day and at Post Flight phases. 4022 

5.2.12.2 Context and Assumptions 4023 

In this scenario, a Daily Plan has been coordinated and is ready to be published at D-1. The NOP will 4024 
publish it after evidence is obtained that traffic demand can be managed by all local traffic managers 4025 
(ATC and Airports), as no change has been reported either on traffic demand or in their declared 4026 
capacity values and no impact on punctuality is envisaged throughout any unit, 4027 

Monitoring of deviations on traffic demand and/ or available capacity is monitored during the 4028 
execution phase at D day and no significant change is detected that may have an impact on Network 4029 
Performance. 4030 

During Post Flight Analysis, no significant impact on traffic predictability or punctuality is detected as 4031 
no Demand Capacity imbalance has been produced during execution. 4032 

Actors Involved 4033 

Network Manager, LTMs, FMPs and Airport Operators 4034 

5.2.12.3 Scenario Synopsis 4035 

D-1 Monitoring 4036 

The daily plan, after been coordinated with all LTMs along the week is prepared by the NOP [UC-NP-4037 
21 Collaboratively Agree and Implement Airspace Configuration] taken into account sector and airport 4038 
capacities published by ANSPs and Airports in the NOP during the medium term planning, providing 4039 
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clear description of the up-to-date available capacities for a given time period, [UC-NP-14 Define / 4040 
Update Sector / Airport Capacities], as well as the assessment of complexity and sector workload 4041 
(complexity indicators) published by Local Capacity Managers; [UC-NP-13 Assess Complexity and 4042 
Sector Workload].. 4043 

The Network Manager captures, maintains, and makes accessible on a need-to-know basis, the 4044 
sector capacities using the NOP [UC-NP-15 Capture and Maintain Capacity Data]. No traffic imbalance 4045 
is detected, so the NOP publishes the Daily Plan at D-1 [UC-NP-25 Publish and Update Airspace 4046 
Configuration] 4047 

D Day Execution Monitoring 4048 

During execution, the performance of the Network in relation to daily targets will be monitored by the 4049 
system [UC-NP-17 Monitor Declared Capacity Values]. Agreed threshold level deviations - where 4050 
practicable for some KPIs - will automatically trigger NOP alerts to the concerned and relevant 4051 
stakeholders.  NMOC supervises Network Performance evolution during the day, monitoring the 4052 
declared capacity values available from the NOP against the predicted or actual traffic flow and 4053 
complexity values [UC-NP-17 Monitor Declared Capacity Values] and keeps track of the application of 4054 
dDCB measures with relevant statistical metrics and performance indicators to assess their efficiency. 4055 

No changes into Demand and /or capacity values is produced, and no major deviation (impacting the 4056 
Network) of actual trajectories from their agreed profiles is identified so no special action needs to be 4057 
taken during the execution phase 4058 

Post Flight Monitoring 4059 

During the Post-flight phase, information published in the NOP is used by the Network Manager to 4060 
analyse traffic deviations and their operational performance.  Deviation from the established 4061 
performance targets is assessed within the Operational KPIs; i.e.; Predictability, Flight Efficiency, 4062 
Punctuality and Flexibility [UC-NE-30 Post-OPS Analysis of Network adherence to Operational 4063 
Performance KPIs] 4064 

5.2.13 SCN-NOP4.5000 Daily Plan Monitoring and DCB Unbalance 4065 

5.2.13.1 Background 4066 

This scenario shows how Network Performance Monitoring is used in the updating process of the 4067 
Network Daily Plan at D-1 and continues throughout the execution at D day and at Post Flight phases. 4068 
During execution, at day D day, a Local Capacity Manager detects a demand-capacity imbalance, 4069 
which launches a STAM procedure to solve the Hot Spot.  At Post Analysis phase, complete 4070 
assessment of Performance Impact is done and lessons learnt are integrated in the NOP 4071 

5.2.13.2 Context and Assumptions 4072 

In this scenario, a Daily Plan has been coordinated and is ready to be published at D-1. The NOP will 4073 
publish it after evidence is obtained that traffic demand can be managed by all local traffic managers 4074 
(ATC and Airports), as no change has been reported either on traffic demand or in their declared 4075 
capacity values and no impact on punctuality is envisaged throughout any Network unit, 4076 

While monitoring of deviations on traffic demand and/ or available capacity during the execution 4077 
phase at D day, a Hot Spot situation is detected by a Local Capacity Manager.  4078 

A coordination process is launched to solve the imbalance situation by means of STAM procedures 4079 

Three destination Airports are affected by the traffic flow crossing the Hot Spot 4080 

A what-if procedure to assess the impact of the proposed STAM solution is started.  Two possible 4081 
outcomes from this scenario are considered: 4082 

1. The what-if analysis can be completed and an optimum performance solution can be applied 4083 

2. What-if analysis cannot be performed and a solution based on expert judgement of both, 4084 
Local Traffic Manager and NMOC, is applied  4085 
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During the Post Flight phase, analysis of the performance impact of the STAM solution both on the 4086 
Network and the affected airports is done. 4087 

In order to integrate lessons learn in the NOP, further analysis is addressed by comparing actual 4088 
performance impact of the selected solution with other alternative solutions (impact assessment not 4089 
done at execution)  4090 

Actors Involved 4091 

Network Manager, LTM, FMPs and Airport Operators 4092 

5.2.13.3 Scenario Synopsis 4093 

D-1 Monitoring 4094 

The daily plan, after been coordinated with all LTMs along the week is prepared by the NOP [UC-NP-4095 
21 Collaboratively Agree and Implement Airspace Configuration] taken into account sector and airport 4096 
capacities published by ANSPs and Airports in the NOP during the medium term planning, providing 4097 
clear description of the up-to-date available capacities for a given time period, [UC-NP-14 Define / 4098 
Update Sector / Airport Capacities], as well as the assessment of complexity and sector workload 4099 
(complexity indicators) published by Local Capacity Managers; [UC-NP-13 Assess Complexity and 4100 
Sector Workload].. 4101 

The Network Manager captures, maintains, and makes accessible on a need-to-know basis, the 4102 
sector capacities using the NOP [UC-NP-15 Capture and Maintain Capacity Data]. No traffic imbalance 4103 
is detected, so the NOP publishes the Daily Plan at D-1 [UC-NP-25 Publish and Update Airspace 4104 
Configuration] 4105 

D Day Execution Monitoring 4106 

During the execution phase, the NM monitoring function monitors the declared capacity values 4107 
available from the NOP against the actual traffic flow and complexity values [UC-NP-17 Monitor 4108 
Declared Capacity Values]. 4109 

A Local Traffic Manager detects a Hot Spot by monitoring the balance between demand and capacity 4110 
in real time (starting 4 hours before entry), analysing entry and occupancy counts, and comparing 4111 
them respectively with situational traffic Capacity values and Occupancy Traffic Monitoring values 4112 
[UC-NE-07 Detection of Demand Capacity Imbalances (Hot Spots)].  4113 

After the Hot Spot detection, the LTM performs an analysis of different parameters to determine the 4114 
nature of the hot spot and to identify and prepare a STAM solution for Flow Measures [UC-NE-4115 
09Analysis and Preparation of the STAM Solution for Flow Measures] 4116 

The Local Traffic Manager selects measures and coordinates through the system with all partners 4117 
affected by the Hot Spot. The system proposes relevant partners to coordinate with, depending on 4118 
flight profile [UC-NE-10 Coordination of the STAM solution] The DCB measures proposed by the LTM is 4119 
escalated to the Network Manager for coordination and arbitration at regional level [UC-NE-4120 
12Escalation to Network Manager] 4121 

The Network Manager will initiate a What-if procedure by analysing the impact of the LTM DCB 4122 
proposal in downstream sectors [UC-NE-31 Network Impact Assessment of dDCB Measures proposed 4123 
by LTM] and the impact assessment received from the affected Airports upon the impact assessment 4124 
request of the NM to Airports [UC-NE-32 Network Impact Assessment of Airports AOP Changes]. 4125 

The NMOC will cascade down to the LTM the Network Performance impact resulting from the What-If 4126 
procedures and /or expert judgment for final coordination of DCB measures [UC-NE-12Escalation to 4127 
Network Manager] 4128 

The Local Traffic Manager implements and promulgates the STAM measures by publishing it in the 4129 
NOP [UC-NE-11 Implement STAM solution] 4130 

All concerned Actors input information (e.g. changes to capacity, trajectories, stand allocation plans 4131 
etc.) into the System, which is dynamically updating the Network Operations Plan. The System keeps 4132 
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all actors informed about the Network Operations Plan updates. This action continues throughout the 4133 
remaining phases of flight [UC-NE-13 Dynamically Updating the NOP] 4134 

The NMOC supervises Network Performance evolution during the day monitoring the declared 4135 
capacity values available from the NOP against the actual traffic flow and complexity values [UC-NP-4136 
17 Monitor Declared Capacity Values] and keeps track of the application of dDCB measures with 4137 
relevant statistical metrics and performance indicators to assess their efficiency [UC-NE-01 Monitor the 4138 
Application of DCB/dDCB measures] 4139 

 Post Flight Monitoring 4140 

During Post-flight phase, information published in the NOP is used by the Network Manager to 4141 
perform a complete analysis of the Daily Plan vs. Actual situation. 4142 

Deviations of the declared capacity values available from the NOP against the actual traffic flow and 4143 
complexity values [UC-NP-17 Monitor Declared Capacity Values] and the adherence of trajectories to 4144 
agreed profiles using information from the NOP [UC-NE-04 Monitor deviation between Agreed and 4145 
Actual Flight Profile] are analysed and their impact on Network Performance and their deviation from 4146 
the established performance targets is assessed within the Operational KPIs; i.e.; Predictability, Flight 4147 
Efficiency, Punctuality and Flexibility [UC-NE-30 Post-OPS Analysis of Network adherence to 4148 
Operational Performance KPIs] 4149 

Both, in scenario outcome 1 and 2, analysis are performed: 4150 

1. Of the impact on Network Performance of the implemented DCB solution [UC-NE-01 Monitor 4151 
the Application of DCB/dDCB measures] 4152 

2. Of the potential performance impact of other possible DCB alternatives used in the What-If 4153 
procedures: 4154 

a.  Impact on downstream sectors [UC-NE-31 Network Impact Assessment of dDCB 4155 
Measures proposed by LTM] and 4156 

b. Impact on destination Airports published in their AOPs and updated in the NOP 4157 
during the What-If procedures at execution [UC-NE-32 Network Impact Assessment of 4158 
Airports AOP Changes] 4159 

Both, the result of the analysis of actual trajectories flown vs. Daily Plan and the analysis of the other 4160 
alternatives considered during the What-If procedures are published in the NOP as lessons learnt 4161 
from the procedures followed in the solution of the Hot Spot.  In the analysis, the identified causes 4162 
producing the DCB imbalance and the Performance deviation from the established Key Performance 4163 
Targets will be addressed. 4164 
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3. Each requirement analysed (including pasts analysis already made with P07.06.01 team) to 4213 
identify NOP services, NOP data & need of P07.06.01 support 4214 

4. The needs are correlated (grouping): regroup similar needs in main topics, create services list 4215 
to prepare rational & requirements, create data list with associated justifications, keep 4216 
traceability for DOORS links 4217 

5. Meet the project members to clarify any pending question 4218 
6. Captured all this analysis into a dedicated artefact (available for already covered OFA) 4219 
7. Elicit resulting requirements (based on common template - Volere) which allows OSED 4220 

update 4221 
8. Link each created or existing requirement with OFA’s requirement (into DOORS) 4222 

 4223 
Figure 13: Requirement extraction methodology 4224 

As described, there is an interim step (services & data) between the OFA requirements & the 4225 
P07.06.01 requirements. The output in the P07.06.01 OSED is accurately capturing the original 4226 
requirement, which is checked during peers review with originators (OFA leaders, domain experts) 4227 
thanks to the DOORS link kept all along the process and allowing checking the completeness of the 4228 
resulting requirement (s).  4229 

The strategy adopted is to extract any element with NOP interest, and try to think of the resulting 4230 
needs in term of: 4231 

- NOP requirements 4232 
- Requirements traceability (maintained into DOORS) 4233 
- NOP data and associated justification of the need (link to be documented in P07.06.01 OSED 4234 

Annex A) 4235 
- NOP services 4236 
- Support from P07.06.01 (for example for interface definition) 4237 
- EATMA impacts (integration of the NOP into the modelled processes) 4238 
- AIRM integration status 4239 
- ISRM integration status for services  4240 

The term ‘authorized user’ or ‘end user’ found in most of below requirements refer to any stakeholder 4241 
whose access to the NOP (or part thereof) duly authorized (include the role and the eligible access to 4242 
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the information). This end user and associated role and eligibility criteria in term of access to the 4243 
information are identified in the documents from which the P07.06.01 requirements are derived from.  4244 

The NOP data element needed by each requirement is described in the EATMA when updating the 4245 
related data exchanges and in “Appendix B” for new information elements  used in a validation 4246 
exercise with the associated justification and links to requirements.  4247 

Each NOP requirement follows following rules: 4248 
- expressed from the “end user” point of view (for example “authorized user shall access…”), 4249 

facilitating later corresponding use case description, 4250 
- Roles and responsibilities are mainly covered by primary projects (see Table 1) linked 4251 

requirements (for example, NOP requirement to mention “authorized user. . . ” where eligibility 4252 
is defined into primary project, 4253 

- for the service description the NOP’s requirement is mentioning the general purpose of the 4254 
service (like an “Alerting service” which is required by several customer OFA’s requirement), 4255 
then the rational contains a reference to each specific projects’ need (for example a reference 4256 
to a customer OFA requirement requesting “a pop-up when the Occupancy Count exceed the 4257 
threshold value set for the corresponding sector”), 4258 

- Each specific primary project usage could then lead to a specific implementation package.  4259 

The naming convention used is the following: REQ-07.06.01-OSED-XXXY. ZZZZ where: 4260 
- XXX is chosen depending on the origin of the requirement, as per below:  4261 

o “GEN” for a “generic” requirement satisfying (fully or partially) multiple customer OFAs 4262 
needs, 4263 

o “PRF” for a “Network Performance management” related requirement, 4264 
o “MET” for a METEO related requirement, 4265 
o “NFR” for a Non-Functional domain related requirement, 4266 
o “AOP” for an AOP/NOP integration related requirement, 4267 

- Y corresponds to the SESAR’s step considered (1 for this OSED),  4268 
- ZZZZ are 4 digits.  4269 

Where services and information are identified in the process, the conventions of the SESAR Working 4270 
Method on Services apply.  4271 

6.1.5 NOP Requirements 4272 
[REQ] 4273 
Identifier REQ-07.06.01-OSED-GEN1.0001 
Requirement The authorized user shall be able to access and share the same NOP data and 

Services via a customisable generic HMI. 
Title NOP generic HMI for NOP data & service access 
Status <Validated> 
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Appendix A Justifications 4734 

This appendix shows a summary extract from EATMA of the WP7/13 operational processes 4735 
(operational activities and information exchanges) in the scope of the NOP. It details the result of the 4736 
P07.06.01 contribution in ensuring the coherence between federating and primary projects at WP7/13 4737 
level (operational activities and information exchanges). 4738 

A.1 Processes  4739 

The DOD processes were under revision at the time of updating this document. The section provides 4740 
an insight into the kind of support provided by the NOP referring to the High Level Process Model 4741 
addressed in the 7.2 DOD [7]. 4742 

A.1.1 Plan Network Management Operations 4743 

This process focuses mainly on the elaboration of the Network Operations Plan (NOP), which is built 4744 
in the planning phase initially as a result of analysing the plans of partners as well as requests from 4745 
Airspace Users. This takes place at network level and is supported and mirrored at sub-regional level 4746 
and local level. An internal collaborative decision making process harmonizes the demand/capacity 4747 
balancing requirements of each separate area. 4748 

A.1.1.1 Determine Network Demand 4749 
Long-term planning of Network Operations requires the elaboration of a Demand Forecast. The 4750 
Network Manager elaborates the Demand Forecast in close coordination with his partners. The phase 4751 
stretches over many years (between 6 months and up to 5 years) and stops six months before the 4752 
start of the next season. It consists of the elaboration of the Traffic Demand Forecast and the 4753 
Airspace Demand Forecast. 4754 
 4755 
Medium and Short term planning of Network Operations requires the further elaboration of Traffic 4756 
Demand. In these periods, the demand is based on historical traffic demand, enriched, where 4757 
possible, with available flight intention information (flight schedules and allocated airport slots). Flight 4758 
intention information in the Medium and Short-Term phases can be seen as a continuum 4759 
progressively updated and fine-tuned. The Network Manager elaborates, maintains, and makes 4760 
accessible, enhanced forecasts of Traffic and Airspace Demand used to support the Medium and 4761 
Short-Term planning phases, when detailed information on traffic demand derived from flight plans is 4762 
not yet available. 4763 
 4764 
Main output available in the NOP: The long-term Network demand (Traffic and Airspace forecast) with 4765 
the associated assessed predictability and uncertainty, built from enriched historical data. The 4766 
Medium and Short-term Network demand forecast (published with FPLs when they exist), with 4767 
progressively more accuracy, less uncertainty and greater predictability over time, plus enriched 4768 
historical data. 4769 
 4770 
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A.1.1.1.a BMT in Long and Medium Term (up to 5d before TO) 4771 

 4772 
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A.1.1.1.b BMT in Short Term (5d to 1d before TO) 4773 

  4774 
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A.1.1.1.c BMT in Short Term (1d before TO until TO) 4775 

  4776 
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A.1.1.1.d Detailed BT in Medium and Short Term (6m before OB 4777 
until OB) 4778 

 4779 
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A.1.1.1.e Detailed MT in Short Term (6d until 1d before OB) 4780 

 4781 
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A.1.1.1.f Detailed MT in Short Term (1d before OB until OB) 4782 

 4783 
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A.1.1.2 Network Resources and Capabilities (AFUA) 4784 

 4785 

A.1.1.2.a AFUA in Long Term 4786 
The long term planning requires the elaboration of a Capacity Forecast achieved by determining 4787 
planned ATM infrastructure changes and planned Airport infrastructure changes. 4788 
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 4789 
Main output available in the NOP: Long-term Network capacity plan (workable operational network 4790 
capacity model providing a view of constraints and possible resolution strategies). 4791 

A.1.1.2.b AFUA in Medium to Short Term 4792 
Resources and capabilities available at all levels (from sector to Network level) have to be managed 4793 
to provide a clear description of the available capacity for a given time period. Up-to-date and 4794 
comprehensive capacity data and information from ANSPs and airports are made available, 4795 
supporting stakeholders in the development of medium-term plans, in particular Demand Capacity 4796 
Balancing. The Network Manager captures, maintains, and makes accessible on a need-to-know 4797 
basis, the published sector capacities necessary to build the Network Operations Plan using a CDM 4798 
approach. 4799 
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 4800 
Main output available in the NOP: Capacity plans. 4801 

A.1.1.3 Network Airspace Architecture 4802 

A.1.1.3.a Airspace Management in Long, Medium and Short Term 4803 
The planning of airspace consists in capturing and analysing the Traffic and Airspace reservation 4804 
demand, making it available in the NOP and evolving it over time (rolling process) to support the 4805 
relevant ATM actors (e.g. Airspace Management, Flow and Network Managers) in identifying the 4806 
optimum Airspace Organisation (though collaborative agreement). 4807 
 4808 
After identification, the optimised Airspace Organisation is implemented and updated collaboratively 4809 
at regular intervals (as soon as an airspace change has happened or is anticipated to happen) up to a 4810 
defined time before the Execution Phase. 4811 
 4812 
Main output available in the NOP: Agreed Airspace Configurations (and successive updates). 4813 
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 4814 

A.1.1.4 Balance Demand with Resources and Capabilities 4815 
From the information incrementally received and elaborated to represent the Traffic and Airspace 4816 
Demand and the available information regarding resources and capacities, the Long and Medium 4817 
Term Planning elaborates a plan (including measures) that can be applied in order to minimize 4818 
negative impacts on ATM and Airspace Users’ performance. 4819 
 4820 
CDM ATFCM planning and DCB are iterative processes, which progressively generate and detail the 4821 
NOP. Processes are initiated several months ahead, on a rolling pattern, and are progressively 4822 
refined (Seasonal planning, Short-term planning). The validated solution scenarios are made 4823 
available in the NOP. 4824 
 4825 
Solutions / scenarios relate to the planning of the Flexible Use of Airspace, planning the Dynamic 4826 
Demand Capacity balancing and planning the Dynamic Airspace Configurations. 4827 
 4828 
Main output available in the NOP: Network Long term (strategic) Plan (scenarios, basic input data for 4829 
the Network Operational Plan – NOP including performance goals, contingency response strategies, 4830 
incentive based solutions, management measures and techniques, Airport measures, large events), 4831 
constraints. DCB plans (including pre-defined DCB measures / constraints). 4832 
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A.1.1.4.a DCB in Long and Medium Term 4833 

 4834 

A.1.1.4.b DCB in Short Term 4835 

 4836 
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A.1.2 Execute Network Management Operations 4837 

A.1.2.1 Determine Network Demand (BMT) 4838 

 4839 

A.1.2.2 Network Resources and Capabilities (AFUA) 4840 
During the execution phase, the allocation of airspace and the availability of network capacity are 4841 
dynamically adapted and fine-tuned to meet changing requirements (e.g. exercise cancellation, 4842 
necessary re-routing due to weather, Free Route Airspace, direct routes, sectorisation, reduction of 4843 
required capacity, adaptation of sector configuration etc.) impacting the actual traffic flow and 4844 
complexity values with regard to the declared capacity values. 4845 
 4846 
This process relies on availability of Airspace Status in real time and information sharing between 4847 
ASM tools and ATFCM systems (through the NOP). Deviations from the Network Operations Plan are 4848 
coordinated amongst the network actors (through integrated and user-friendly functions permitting 4849 
quick decisions: CDM enabled by the NOP) and the agreed DCB measures for routes, sectors and 4850 
areas are input into the NOP. 4851 
 4852 
Actual or potential losses of network capacity are also monitored to react dynamically by the 4853 
application of adequate and agreed DCB measures. CDM processes between relevant NOP actors 4854 
take place - Activation of scenarios to resolve substantial capacity problems. 4855 
 4856 
When considering the current situation and scenario refinements needed, an assessment of their 4857 
impact on the Network situation has to be calculated. This allows appropriate decisions to be made to 4858 
minimise the impact of any disruptions and to meet network stability demands, capacity optimisation 4859 
and airspace users’ flight plan requests until the flight is off blocks and in compliance with the airport 4860 
capabilities. 4861 
 4862 
The NOP contains the latest available information shared in the system and facilitates the processes 4863 
necessary to reach agreement on demand and capacity. It supports a set of collaborative 4864 
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applications, providing access to traffic demand, airspace and airport capacity and constraints and 4865 
scenarios to assist in managing diverse events.  4866 
 4867 

 4868 
 4869 
Main output available in the NOP: Optimised and fine-tuned Airspace Configurations, Optimised 4870 
Network Capacities. 4871 

A.1.2.3 Balance Network Capacity with Demand (DDCB) 4872 
This process consists of a reactive mode to monitor the network demand and react on the ATC 4873 
demand to an over-delivery (regulation/ scenario). 4874 
  4875 
All phases: All concerned Actors input information (e.g. changes to capacity, trajectories, stand 4876 
allocation plans etc.) into the NOP, which is dynamically updated. All NOP users are notified of NOP 4877 
updates (for the NOP data they have subscribed to). This action continues throughout all of the ATM 4878 
Phases including post-flight. 4879 
 4880 
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 4881 

A.1.2.4 Balance Network Capacity with Demand (UDPP) 4882 
When demand for air traffic services is expected to exceed the available capacity of airports or 4883 
airspace within the ECAC area, the Network Manager issues slot times to balance demand with 4884 
capacity on a First-Planned-First-Served basis. This process does not take into account Airspace 4885 
Users' priority needs. 4886 
 4887 
However, for an AU, not all flights are equivalent, and swapping flights to protect important 4888 
ones is a capability that allows them to protect their schedule. Before SESAR1, ATFM Slot 4889 
Swapping existed for flights sharing the same Most Penalising Regulation. In SESAR, this 4890 
capability has been reinforced with swap with a pre-allocated flight, Multi-swapping (up to 3 4891 
times) and Substitution on Cancellation and with a Swap Identification Tool. At Airports, 4892 
Departure-Flexibility can be achieved by allowing Reference-time reordering in the pre-4893 
departure Sequence at certain Airports. A generic work-flow for both processes is described 4894 
in the diagram below. 4895 
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 4896 

A.1.3 Monitor/Analyse Network Management Performance 4897 

In order to assess the performance of the Network Management, the post processing of the day of 4898 
operation is essential to identify success and failure points to improve.  4899 

Network Performance is monitored according to SES Performance Framework approved KPIs and 4900 
targets, including flight efficiency, impact on environment, safety, cost etc. The assessment of the 4901 
Network Management Performance must be performed throughout all the ATM phases. A series of 4902 
performance indicators are identified, according to the main objectives and targets set for Network 4903 
Operations, monitored and analysed in order to optimise Network Performance.  4904 

Deviations from performance targets should be detected, allowing corrective action(s) to be 4905 
implemented. Post-analysis is essential for this process as it enables the identification of areas where 4906 
initiatives have been applied and how well (or otherwise) they worked. 4907 

Base-lining of the Network Operations Plan has taken place all along the planning and execution 4908 
lifecycle and these planned baselines (or NOP/Plan instances) are stored in the NOP together with 4909 
actual performance, DCB actions performed, scenarios and mitigations and their relative success. 4910 
This information complements historical data and be available to the relevant ATM Actors for future 4911 
reference and information. 4912 
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A.1.3.1 Monitor/Analyse network Operational KPAs in Post Flight 4913 
Phase (Step1) 4914 
During the whole operation of the flight, Key Performance Indicators or KPIs including agreed Civil 4915 
Users - Military Users Key Performance Indicators on airspace usage have monitored throughout the 4916 
operation to determine how effective ATM has meet Airspace User’s demand (airspace, airport / 4917 
aerodrome services). 4918 
 4919 
Both Users and Providers (ANSPs, APs, Network, Meteorological and Aeronautical Information and 4920 
auxiliary services) are able to assess the actual operation (Routes actually flown, usage of allocated 4921 
airspace, mission effectiveness and flexibility, runway utilisation, stands allocated, taxi routes used, 4922 
time deviations from Target Times and their causes) against the planned operation.  4923 
 4924 
For keeping environmental sustainability of the ATM System, Network efficiency indicators are 4925 
monitored to describe the environmental performance of the ATM network. Even though most of the 4926 
sustainability policies are valid at local level, the defined Sustainability Framework for ATM has 4927 
integrated a set of Key environmental Performance Indicators that takes into account local 4928 
specificities for assessing the operation. 4929 
 4930 
[Process Diagram to come] 4931 

A.1.3.2 Monitor/Analyse Network Resources and Capabilities 4932 
Performance in Post Flight Phase (Step1) 4933 
Both Users and Providers (ANSPs, APs, Network, Meteorological and Aeronautical Information and 4934 
auxiliary services) are able to assess the adequacy of the Network / Regional / Local capacity 4935 
provision and to take suitable actions as to continuously enhance civil-military cooperation and 4936 
coordination. 4937 
 4938 
[Process Diagram to come] 4939 

A.2 Services 4940 

A.2.1 Network Management Domain System / SWIM Services 4941 
Mapping 4942 

These SWIM services contribute to the NOP by either providing information to be aggregated 4943 
(consumer) in order to elaborate the plan or to disseminate (provider) consolidated network 4944 
information from the plan to stakeholders. 4945 

This mapping has been reviewed during the session H of the EATMA publication process (see [39]) 4946 
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• Use of the variable taxi time calculation permits an accurate TTOT to be 
calculated, which then allows the Network Operations to optimise the 
CTOT re-calculation and send improvements whenever possible. 

Comments Present in AIRM. 

Table 38: Target Departure Planning Information 4987 

Identifier IE-03 
Name ATC Departure Planning Information 
Description Departure Planning Information message which notifies a very accurate Target 

Take Off Time (TTOT) based on the ATC established and stable departure 
sequence. 

Properties  
Rules applied • A-DPI is sent between off-block and take off. 

• It allows a better monitoring of departures and facilitates the identification 
of late updates requiring specific attention. 

Comments Present in AIRM. 

Table 39: ATC Departure Planning Information 4988 

Identifier IE-04 
Name Cancel Departure Planning Information 
Description Departure Planning Information message which notifies the cancellation of a 

previously sent ETOT or TTOT.  
Properties  
Rules applied • Applied when previously sent ETOT or TTOT is no longer valid and when a 

new one is not yet known. 
• A typical operational example is a technical problem with the aircraft after 

an ATC clearance has been given. The C-DPI message suspends the 
flight in ETFMS. 

Comments Present in AIRM. 

Table 40: Cancel Departure Planning Information 4989 

 4990 

Identifier IE-05 
Name Arrival Planning Information 
Description Message sent by the airport which notifies detailed flight arrival information 

such as STAR and EIBT. 
Properties  
Rules applied  
Comments  

Table 41: Arrival Planning Information 4991 

Identifier IE-06 
Name Flight Progress Message 
Description Message sent by the Network Operations which notifies various stakeholders, 

including airports, with detailed flight information, including Estimated Landing 
Time (ELDT).  

Properties In addition to the ELDT, the Flight Progress Message contains the last point in 
the flight plan route with the corresponding Estimated Time Over (ETO) and 
also a flight status. 

Rules applied • A Flight Progress Message is sent for the first time at 3 hours before the 
ELDT. 

• Flight Progress Message updates are sent each time a significant update 
of the flight occurs in ETFMS. 

• It contains the most recent information known to the Network Operations, 
based upon its own flight profile calculation, flight data and radar position 
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updates received from ATC and DPI messages concerning the flight if it is 
not yet airborne. 

Comments  

Table 42: Flight Progress Message 4992 

Identifier IE-07 
Name Airport Capacity Plan 
Description The plan of the maximum number of aircraft (throughput) that can be 

accommodated for flight operations in and out of the airport. 
Properties It includes arrival, departure and total airport capacity. 
Rules applied  
Comments  

Table 43: Airport Capacity Plan 4993 

Identifier IE-08 
Name Runway Configuration Plan 
Description The plan of runway configurations to be used on a given day for flight 

operations in and out of the airport. 
Properties  
Rules applied  
Comments  

Table 44: Runway Configuration Plan 4994 

Identifier IE-09 
Name Airport Capacity and Event Plan 
Description Airport Capacity Plan enhanced with the events impacting the capacity. 
Properties It includes the event reason and kind. 
Rules applied  
Comments  

Table 45: Airport Capacity and Event Plan 4995 

B.2 Information exchanges as extracted from EATMA 4996 

The following tables provide a description of the content of the NOP in term of information elements.  4997 

These tables are preparatory information; which is used to cross-check the completeness of NOP 4998 
requirements and to support the development of information exchange requirements.  4999 

The below tables have been extracted from EATMA and have been amended, corrected and 5000 
completed directly via updating EATMA. This work has started and is ongoing. 5001 

The comment column “Additional information” is only filled when it is deemed necessary to provide 5002 
more information on the information element for clarification purpose. 5003 

 5004 
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- During Execution  to monitor up-stream process performance in an attempt to early and timely 5043 
detect disruptions and/or potential new constraints on those key process-elements, whose 5044 
driver effect delivers anticipated information on potential output miss-performance 5045 

- In Post Analysis, output performance is measured to check compliance with the expected 5046 
planned performance. Causes for performance disruption need to be assessed by measuring 5047 
the performance driver effect of those cause elements identified as having the greatest impact 5048 
on performance. Influence diagrams are used to support the assessment.  5049 

ACT 5050 

Proactive Performance Management  5051 

Focus is on measuring deviations in performance drivers in order to anticipate as much as possible 5052 
potential miss performance in output performance; e.g. knowing that the main performance driver for 5053 
airport departure delays is arrival punctuality, deviation on arrival traffic should be monitored in order 5054 
to early predict departure traffic shifts 5055 

Reactive Performance Management 5056 

During the post analysis phase, focus is on output recorded performance to assess the level of 5057 
compliance with performance targets. Causes of miss performance is investigated based on the 5058 
deviations of performance drivers, as identified in the influence diagrams. Corrective actions may be 5059 
tested and proposed and the results of the investigation and analysed corrective actions are sorted 5060 
and made available in such a way that can be reutilised at a future planning cycle.  5061 

Performance Drivers or leading indicators are the cause elements in Cause-and-Effect 5062 
Relationships. They facilitate the relationship between objectives (outcome) or lagging indicators and 5063 
the needed measures to achieve them, based on “leading indicators” (drivers).  5064 

Cause-and-effect relationships can be expressed by a sequence of if-then statements and are 5065 
specially indicated in ATM pro-active monitoring and management to early predict (before it happens) 5066 
outcomes of a process, enabling actions to be taken to mitigate output performance disruptions.  5067 

The following Focus Areas have been selected, based on their potential to be used in Step 1 and their 5068 
relevance into Network Performance Assessment and Monitoring,  5069 

Their description is based on the last updated version of B04.01 [10] and on the aforementioned 5070 
principles, together with the rationale for their selection. 5071 

LONG TERM PLANNING 5072 

Long Term Planning and Medium & Sort Term Planning, is currently based in STATFOR historical 5073 
information mainly from ATCs and not much integrated with Airport Data 5074 

During the Long Term Planning Phase, only Network Capacity KPA is addressed. 5075 

Network Capacity is concerned with overall network throughput, taking into account the network effect 5076 
of the airspace (TMA Airspace capacity, En-Route Airspace capacity, and ARES capacity) and Airport 5077 
capacity in function of traffic demand patterns. It assesses the ability of the network as a whole to 5078 
handle the traffic demand without negative consequences in other KPAs 5079 

In Step1, a major improvement is expected by the integration of Airport planning information (AOP) 5080 
into the Network Operations Plan (NOP) 5081 

Figure 15 shows a quality map of the available demand information versus its proximity to execution 5082 
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 5083 
Figure 15 Quality of Demand Assessment 5084 

- Airport Departure Data is based on real AUs demand, continuously updated until execution. It 5085 
is the most accurate available data, especially in the Medium-Short term Planning Phase 5086 

- Airport Arrival Data is less accurate due to the time buffer added  by airlines to block to Block 5087 
times to compensate for its low predictability 5088 

- Flight Plan data is the most accurate, but only a few hours before execution, which leaves 5089 
little margin for an efficient allocation of resources (Capacity) 5090 

- NMOC flight profile data is also high accurate, due to the extensive statistically information of 5091 
point-to-point flight profiles 5092 

The integration of Schedule Departure data with NMOC Flight Profile Data is expected to offer –short 5093 
time planning phases, which enhance Network Capacity Planning 5094 

MEDIUM-SHORT TERM PLANNING: 5095 

During Medium and Short Term Planning, demand assessment improves due to AOP / NOP 5096 
integration.  Besides Capacity, expected impact of DCB imbalance on (ICAO) Temporal Efficiency is 5097 
addressed under (SESAR) Punctuality Focus Area 5098 

• Capacity.- Better information on Demand and or Capacity changes, both Airspace and at 5099 
Airports are monitored under Capacity KPA  5100 

• Punctuality.- Expected traffic delays caused by imbalance situations are addressed under 5101 
Punctuality Focus Area  5102 

EXECUTION 5103 

During Execution, rolling NOP information integrated with rolling AOP data and the combination of 5104 
entry counts and occupancy counts improve Traffic Volume demand assessment, enhancing Demand 5105 
Capacity imbalance assessment and declaration of Hotspots 5106 

• Network Capacity Accurate Monitoring of Demand on identified hotspots 5107 
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• Efficiency: Efficiency KPA, also referred as Flight Efficiency KPA, addresses the actual 5108 
flown 4D trajectories of aircraft in relationship to their Shared Business Trajectory. Two focus 5109 
areas are addressed in this section 5110 

o Fuel Efficiency.-Aircraft Trajectory changes evaluate during execution their impact 5111 
on Flight Efficiency: extra fuel burn from extra miles flown or due to level capping. 5112 

What –if procedures based on Fuel Efficiency are launched to mitigate impact on fuel 5113 
consumption 5114 

o Punctuality. - Aircraft Trajectory changes evaluate during execution their impact on 5115 
delays. 5116 

Delay Performance Drivers (cause elements) are selected during execution 5117 
monitoring to anticipate their impact on the Network and facilitate early actions to be 5118 
taken to mitigate their effect: Main cause elements identified: 5119 

• Airspace capacity shortfalls: ATFM measures; extra time holdings,  5120 

• Airport capacity shortfalls: Arrival and Departure Punctuality; 5121 
Reactionary delays due to knock-on effect 5122 

• Weather impact 5123 

• Predictability:  Closely related to Punctuality, Predictability addresses Time Adherence of 5124 
aircraft trajectories from their initially planned, at both key Airspace waypoints and Airports. 5125 
Not only Adherence to crossing times but also to time duration is monitored: 5126 

o Traffic volume  Entry Time and Occupancy Time Predictability 5127 

o Airport Arrival and Departure predictability; 5128 

o Airport Turnaround predictability 5129 

o  Block2Block (In-Flight) predictability 5130 

A specific section within B04.01 dedicates to cover the close relationship between two elements 5131 
related to the ICAO Efficiency and Predictability KPAs: Punctuality and Predictability. 5132 

The focus here is on Punctuality and Predictability aspects that are related to temporal quality of 5133 
service aspects of ATM. Special attention is given to the expected performance results from 5134 
Punctuality and Predictability limiting its scope to these two KPAs by defining them as follows: 5135 

 Departure Punctuality: 5136 

% Flights departing (AOBT) within +/- 3 minutes of scheduled departure time (SOBT) 5137 
after accounting for ATM and weather related delay causes 5138 

 Arrival Punctuality: 5139 

o Airport Schedule Reference: % flights arriving within +/- 3 minutes of SIBT 5140 
(Scheduled In-block Time) 5141 

o Flight Plan Reference: % flights arriving within +/- 3 minutes of RBT arrival time  5142 

 Predictability: 5143 

 Variance of differences between actual and flight plan or Reference Business 5144 
Trajectory (RBT) durations 5145 

As already stated, in order to enable pro-active management, early detection of those cause 5146 
elements that drive output performance need to be considered during execution, so Sub-5147 
focus areas of Predictability and Punctuality containing their performance drivers are 5148 
addressed 5149 

Some discussion have been held with B04.01 experts on Punctuality, as its definition as 5150 
“ON-Time” Arrival and Departure performance, is considered in this document rather as 5151 
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Arrival and Departure Predictability Drivers, due to their adherence nature, typical 5152 
characteristic of variance measurements. 5153 

Furthermore, Punctuality index is widely used by Airports and Airlines to assess (IN-Time) 5154 
Delay Performance; percentage of flights departing (or arriving) with a delay below a (T) 5155 
parameter; that is; as a performance driver of Temporal Efficiency (Delay Performance). 5156 

The proposed KPIs for Punctuality are therefore: 5157 

- Departure Punctuality 5158 

% Flights departing (AOBT) within a fixed time delay (in minutes) of scheduled 5159 
departure time (SOBT) after accounting for ATM and weather related delay causes 5160 

- Arrival Punctuality (Schedule reference) 5161 

% flights arriving within a fixed time delay (in minutes) of SIBT (Scheduled In-block 5162 
Time)  5163 

- Arrival Punctuality (FPL reference) 5164 

% flights arriving within a fixed time delay (in minutes) of RBT arrival time 5165 

 POST OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS 5166 

Both Output Performance and Performance Drivers KPIs are addressed in Post Operational analysis 5167 
for the already addressed KPAs in Planning and Execution Flight Phases 5168 

• Network Capacity  5169 

• Flight Efficiency: Fuel Efficiency and Punctuality 5170 

• Predictability: 5171 

Additionally new Focus Areas is monitored in the post operational Phase: 5172 

•  Resilience, under Predictability KPA 5173 

SESAR definition for the Resilience performance focus area is the following: 5174 

 “Resilience is the ability to withstand and recover from planned and unplanned events and 5175 
conditions which cause a loss of nominal capacity  5176 

The framework covers two aspects of Resilience related to the magnitude of the effect / 5177 
impact of a disruptive event and the time that it takes for ATM to recover, i.e. return to nominal 5178 
condition capacity. 5179 

Planned and unplanned events and conditions include:  5180 

• Weather such as thunderstorm, strong wind, freezing, low visibility conditions;  5181 
• Infrastructure degradation such as technical failures, strikes, accidents, runway 5182 

maintenance and special events such as Olympic Games 5183 

Nominal, Degraded and Disrupted conditions are defined as: 5184 

• Nominal conditions are 90% to 100% of the nominal capacity.  5185 
• Degraded conditions are 50% to 90% of the nominal capacity.  5186 
• Disrupted conditions are below 50% of the nominal capacity 5187 

Resilience is measured as: 5188 

- % Loss of airport and airspace capacity avoided 5189 

- Airspace User impact – delays and cancellations resulting from capacity deg 5190 

• Flexibility:-  5191 
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• Output indicators, which reflect the outcome or results of the process activities 5227 

Performance Drivers help managers to identify the best allocation for performance measurement and 5228 
define its numeric KPI. They are also useful in post operational analysis as they can guide managers 5229 
in the detection of process gaps or inconsistencies 5230 

C.1.1 Influence Analysis for Key Performance Areas 5231 

Key Performance Areas are closely related to each other; i.e. any change in one of them has an 5232 
impact on other KPAs. The following paragraphs try to analyse the cause and effect relationships 5233 
among the relevant KPAs addressed in Network Performance Monitoring and Management. 5234 

Capacity 5235 

European ATM Network objective: 5236 

The European ATM Network intends to provide sufficient, cost-effective capacity to accommodate the 5237 
demand in typical busy hour periods without imposing significant operational, economic or 5238 
environmental penalties under normal circumstances. The objective does not imply an increase in 5239 
Capacity, but the ability to efficiently use the available one.  5240 

• Medium / Short Term Planning 5241 

A “Balanced Demand Capacity” Network Plan has been developed based on accurate 5242 
demand and capacity information to be used under execution. 5243 

Early Detection of DCB imbalances: monitoring of capacity shortfalls at key Network ATS 5244 
units and/or significant shifts in the demand; entails the capability to anticipate the times and 5245 
locations when and where the imbalances between demand and capacity are expected to be 5246 
high, in particular during the weekends and the seasonal peaks. 5247 

• Execution 5248 

Rolling 20 minutes Network Throughput at Network Peak Hour can be used together with 5249 
and indicator of number of aircraft affected by ATFM regulations at that peak hour and the 5250 
average delay of those delay flights  to check if the established delay threshold has been 5251 
reached; 5252 

Continuous Detection of DCB imbalances: monitoring sudden and very short-term 5253 
capacity shortfalls at key Network ATS units and /or significant shifts in the demand; entails 5254 
the capability to anticipate the times and locations when and where the imbalances between 5255 
demand and capacity are expected to be high. 5256 

• Post Analysis 5257 

Efficient use of Available Capacity: Comparison of rate (declared capacity) during 5258 
regulations versus actual throughput (available capacity).    5259 

Performance Driver: Predictability acts as a performance driver of Capacity.  The variability 5260 
associated to low predictability, actually means inaccuracy, uncertainty and loss of confidence. This is 5261 
a key factor influencing capacity planning, or better said, the inability to fully plan (and use) the 5262 
available capacity. Just as an example, due to the low block-to-block predictability, aircraft operators 5263 
may schedule their flights adding extra time buffers, which may sum up to 20% increase over a 5264 
normal operation; that actually means they may be missing one operation per day, i.e. a loss of 5265 
airspace capacity.   5266 
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Predictability 5267 

European ATM Network objective:  5268 

The European ATM Network intends to have an increased predictability.  Predictability is a priority for 5269 
Airspace Users and a key area for Network performance due to its significant influence in the selected 5270 
KPAs. Both trajectory and time variability shall be assessed and monitored.  5271 

• Medium  & Short-Term Planning  5272 

The recorded standard deviation of aircraft operations is used by Stakeholders to develop 5273 
their operational plan; 5274 

- time buffers are normally added to ATM planning processes to compensate for 5275 
potential time extensions, calculated by their variability analysis 5276 

• Execution 5277 

- Traffic Volume Entry times and Occupancy on-line adherence monitoring  5278 
- Airport Variability Monitoring 5279 

• Post Analysis 5280 

- Block to block, “In-Flight” variability 5281 
- Arrival time variability 5282 
- Departure time variability 5283 
- Resilience.- Lost of Capacity avoided 5284 

Performance Drivers: 5285 

- Arrival Punctuality and Quality of arrival information in terms of Accuracy and Timeliness.  5286 

- Anticipation of disruptive events and monitoring of time adherence during execution 5287 

- Rolling NOP upgraded by integration of AOP rolling information 5288 

Efficiency 5289 

European ATM Network objective:  5290 

The European ATM Network intends to have an increased efficiency.  In this respect, it focus on Fuel 5291 
Efficiency, taking into consideration that airborne operation is the main contributor to fuel efficiency 5292 
and in Punctuality.  Both deviations to trajectory and punctuality variability shall be assessed and 5293 
monitored. 5294 

Fuel Efficiency: 5295 

• Medium  & Short-Term Planning  5296 

Impact of ATFM measures on Fuel Efficiency due to level capping and /or time extensions is 5297 
addressed 5298 

• Execution 5299 

Number of flights affected by trajectory changes and flight extension are monitored 5300 

• Post Analysis 5301 

- Airspace monitoring at Key Network flows of traffic of lateral and flight level deviations 5302 
from the initially planned; 5303 

- Airspace monitoring at Key Network flows of traffic of block time deviations from the 5304 
initially EETs planned in the operational flight plans; 5305 

- Average arrival delays occurring at Key Major Airports; 5306 
- Total Holding Time. 5307 

Punctuality: Airport Arrival and Departure Punctuality 5308 
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• Medium  & Short-Term Planning  5309 

Expected impact on delays due to potential imbalance situations is assessed 5310 

• Execution 5311 

- Network monitoring at Key Major Airports of Arrival and Departure punctuality: 5312 
percentage of flights arriving and / or departing IN-TIME; that is; within a predefined 5313 
delayed tolerance (e.g. 3 minutes). 5314 

- Anticipation of Knock-on Effect given by Airports, whose AOPs are integrated into the 5315 
NOP 5316 

• Post Analysis 5317 

- Knock-on effect. Propagation of arrival delays to departure performance. 5318 
- Network analysis of delays and causes of delays. 5319 

Performance Driver: Predictability is the main Influence Factor for Flight Efficiency and Punctuality. 5320 
Both Predictability and Efficiency use the same data sources, although the performance approach is 5321 
different.  5322 

Flexibility 5323 

European ATM Network objective:  5324 

The European ATM Network intends to measure the ability of the ATM Network to accept Airspace 5325 
Users requests. 5326 

• Post Analysis 5327 

- Acceptance rate to Stakeholder requests. 5328 
- Airport change requests affecting the Airport Operations Plan (AOP), in the way of extra 5329 

slot requests, or modifications to slot times, or TWR Slot extensions   5330 
- Airspace requests for route changes, flight level or DCTs 10, as recorded in the NOP 5331 

Performance Driver: Capacity headroom, Predictability  5332 

                                                      
10 In order to assess airspace flexibility during flight execution, recording of the requests by the Air Traffic Service 
Unit and their uploaded to the NOP is needed. 




